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Homing on BP

and banking on BP
This chap may be homing (spot on, of course); but
he's als.o banking heavily on BP Aero Oil (in cans).
Here's why. He wants an oil that's guaranteed clean,
fresh from the can, He wants easier starting, faster
warm-up, less engine wear, lower operating costs,
So he relies on BPAefO Oi/TOO. Top-quality strai,ght
mineral oil for 3ero engines
~
, , h Speel'f'1- "ZAiR\AIRI
requiring oil to BrltlS
~ ••• .
cation D. Eng. R.D. 2472 B/O.
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The SKYLARK 4
Still winning competitions: Flown to first place in the
Belgian Nationals: Also the V.S. aJld Canadian Nationals
for the second year running.

The DART
15 metre O,S.TJ.V. Class Competition Sailplane.
Most single seat records are wide open to Dart owners,
and we hope they will stand by to attack them.
'~""""~!l1
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ENGLAND

CABLE: SAII.I'Li\NES

1964 -1965
has been a staggering year.. Up to mid-June our weather was staggerI T.mgly
bad, after that, staggenngly good.
During the Nationals pundits showered to the ground like leaves in
Vallombrosa, and never aga,in will anyone feel secure in the cockpits of
the mighty. The first fortnight of June ~ the fortnight which in 1965 will
see the World Championships at South Cerney - was wet and windy, and
the organisers' faces grew as pale as those of the pundits.
Then came the finest summer and autumn that anyone can remember.
The fingers of the B.G.A. Secretariat were worn to the bone typing out
Silver and Gold Cs. They typed until they actually ran out of forms. A
Niagara of flying-money tinkled through club tills. The faces of the Club
Treasurers grew pink and smiley.
Then came the news that the Revenue had ruled we were not a
Public Class. Few people would think this mattered much - it sounds
rather a vulgar thing to be - but in fact it meant the end of the financial
support of the Shaw Slingsby Trust. Club Treasurers' faces adopted the
same ashen hue as the pundits and the World Champ. organisers'.
But Christmas is here again, and 1965 is round the corner. In the
light of the yule fires Silver and Gold C's will glitter like stars On a frosty
night. The meJlow warmth will bring colour back into the faces of even
the most deflated. In 1965 we will be hosts to the gliding world, and six
short months ahead we will have our finest hours.
So to all our five thousand and more subscribers in sixty countries
we wish five thousand and more times:
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1965 World Gliding Championships

three weeks next year the R.A.F. airfield at South CerDey will become
FOR.
the home of 1,000 people, nearly 400 of them from abroad.
We want to make the championships an event really worthy of this country,
and enjoyable for competitors who will have come thousands of miles to take
part.
As everyone knows, the generosity of W. D. and H. 0. Wills has enabled
us to reduce the entry fee to competitors; the R..A.F.. too, are giving us every
co-operation, and, Dot least, 150 Gliding Club members are giving up their annual
holidays to work. Nevertheless, it is going to cost a lot of money, although we
hope money well spent. There wil1 be considerable bills for printing, insurance,
telephones, construction work, etc., and all the other items which are an inevitable
part of the organization of a big event.
Anyone who feels that they would like to contribute to the success of the
Championships, and send a cheque, should make it payable to the British Gliding
Association and send it to the B.G.A. at Artillery Mansions, 75 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.I.
Alternatively, construction materials - deltion, hardboard, formica, timber,
strip lighting, etc., wouW be most welcome.
All donations will be acknowledged with grateful thanks.
Ostiv Con&l'ess 1965.-Authors preparing technological papers should send
brief summaries before 31st January to A. Yates, Technical Cotlege, Bath.
ANN WELCH

ALL OVER THE WORLD

4,000
(OSIM VARIOMETERS
ARE NOW IN USE

National &- International Records
"Cook" Compasses with pivoted
mounting
"Cook" Electric Variometers
"Irving" Venturies & Water Traps
"Button" Total Energy Units
"Cosim" Best Speed Scale
Holders

CIRENCESTER Cent", of 1965 W",ld Championships

The Historic King's Head Hotel
Thia comfortehle

* '* . . A.A. &

45 heclroome all ..ilb radio. many with
p~i"ate h'uhrooms. Spacioua loungea, T.V.

room. cocJuail and other har...
AWARDED ROSE'T'Tl': FOR FOOD AND
RESTAURANT STANDARDS.
Meal. served up to 22.00 hra. hy 'chcc.-ful
and efficient staff.

Tel. 1543

Soaring Instruments
COfRJ)IIct

EI-.ctric V.rios 17 g"s.

Spa,,., Mk. 3 Horizons (t.rge) eofftplefe with hansjsJOf

In
Tr.mistat' l,,¥'(Wt

(obb-Slater Inst. (0. Ltd.
"COSIM" WORKS, DARLEY DALE,
MATLOCK, DERBYS.
Telephone Do,I.., Dolo 2138

R.A.C. hotel

offers a warm welcome to oversea!\ visjtors.

£18.10.
for .11 ho,izoru £10.

F.., 1••dUe: J8 horizons IWli1able.
Post & 'eckilllg extra

G. E" BURTON
19 ROYlton Park Rd••

Hat~h

End, Middx.

r.h.phone ,Hal<h End 3391

Entries for World Championships
c~tries

1~5

Championsh~ps

HE following
for the
World .Gliding
in. England
T
have: been received up to the tnne of gOIng to press. Countries which have
also notified their intention to compete:, but have not yet sent in official entries, are:
Czechoslovakia, Rumania a,nd Yugos1avia.

Country

Open Class

S/cmdard Class

ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRIA
BELGIUM

One Pilet
One Pilot
F. Ulbing
H. Stoulfs

CANADA

W.J.Mix
D. Webb
H. W.Jensen
E. E. Nielsen

One pilet
Two pilots
H. Wool
M.Baeke
M. Cartigny
C. M. Yeates

DENMARK
GERMANY (EAST)
GERMANY (WEST)
FINLAND

R. Splinig
R. Kuntz'
S. Hamalainen

FRANCE
GREAT BRITAIN

One pilot
J. S. Williamson
H.. C. N. Goodhart

HUNGARY

K. Thuri
G. Petroczy

ICELAND
INDUi
IRELAND
ISRAEL
ITALY
JApAN
NETHERLANDS
NEW ZEALAND
NORWAY
POLAND
SoUTH AFRICA
SWEDEN
SWITZERLAND
UNITED STATES
U.S.S.R.

N. S. Sejstrup
I. Braes
M. Blauert
B. Nolte
H. Huth
R. Lindner
J. Horma
M. Wiitanen
Two pilots
AJ. DeaneDrummond
G. E. Bm·ton
F. Csepany

L. Magnusson
T. Filippuson
V. B. Gupta
T. W.Evans

N. W. Kearon
M. Slazenger
M.Bar
D. Arber
Three Pilots-Open and/or Standard
1. Oda
E. van Bree
G.Ordelman
E. T. Reparon
Two pilots
Two pilots
J. Popiel
E. Makula
F. Kepka
J. Wr6blewski
M.Jackson
E. Dommisse
P.-A. Persson
S. Rodling
H. Nietlispach
M. L. Ritzi
U. Bloch
R. E. Schreder
R. H. Johnson
W. A. Scott
A.J. Smith
M. M. Veretennikov V. I. Yarushevichus
O. N. Suslov
V. I. Chuvikov
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Team Manager
J. R. Muller
H. Kreis
J. Verbinnen
T. R. Beasley

D. Luck
M. Reinhard
O. Rautio
P. G. Burgess

E. Magnusson
W.A.H. Khan

T. Rejniak
L. Rudnick
B. Soderholm
K. Ruckstuhl

E. H. Butts
M. M. VereIennikov

The trend is to a natural taste ... so, this Christmas, give a cigarette that offers the true, natural taste of fine tobacco. Give Capstan.

CAJ»STAN' renects the trend to a natural taste
l~Vbt1LVJll

C.C.IIJA
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The Arm-Chair Pilot
11. Portable Polars
by ANTHONY EDWARDS

IN

the last article -

SPEEO TO FLY -

ON THE

s = Av" + 131 v, where '\' is the sinking
speed and 'v the forward velocity, as a
satisfaetoTy approximation to the polar,
but I know of no linkage which will
reproduce this curve. We tberefore have
to think of 'a "linkable" curve which
fits this equation well enough. A. parabola with its axis vertical is a natural
first choice, but it turns out to be a
poor fit. An ellipse with one axis vertical is much better, and - in retrospect
- is the perfect curve for our purposes
because we only have to stretch the forward-velocity scale by the appropriate
factor in order to achieve a circle, which
is the simplest of all "linkable" curves.
The required stretch may be found
as follows. Consider tbe transformation
v =:0 ku of s = Av 3 +Blv, and choose
that value of k which makes dr I du (the
rate of change of the radius of curvature
of the new polar (s, u) witb u) zero at
the value of v for which the most accurate approximation is required. In this
region the new polar will thus be
approximated by a circle, and hence tbe
old polar (.I', v) by an ellipse. It is easily
found that the radius of the ci rcle, r, is
given by

BEST

1 considered some

simple extensions to the standard theory
of cross-countries, but none of these
lessened the need for a compact, .accurate, universal calculator.
Ideal'ly, a cockpit calculator should
be able to give quick answers to problems that could be solved with the aid
of the glider's polar curve and a set of
drawing instruments. In general it is
Fequired to relate the following variabies: height, distance, wind strength,
lift or sink, thermal strength, air speed,
and crQss-country speed, which are interdependent by virtue of the glider's polar.
Some of these are dealt with by the
best's~ed·to-f1y ring, and what is really
needed is a supplementary calculator
to d'eal with the glide path. Various
designs are in current use*, but I hope
thal some of the ideas in this article
will encourage a fresh look at the problem of calculator design. I want to suggest that it may be fruitful to use linkages rather than the slide-rule principle,
a linkage being a collection of hinged
and linked rods subtly arranged so that
attached pointers indicate the values of
the related variables. One way of inventing such linkages would be to take a
course in nomography, but since I have
not done this I have been forced to
think along different lines.
The basic ingredient of a linkage
,calculator must be the polar itself, so
the first thing to do is to conjure up a
simple linkage which will trace the polar,
transformed if necessary. For all practical purposes we may regard the equation
*1 must apologize for the lack ~f references to other people's calCUlators, particularly to those described in earlie.t
numbers of Si\lLPLANE AND GLIDING.
This is due to the lamentable lack of
back numbers on the boat on which I
am travelling_ The mid-Atlantic environment must also be blamed for any
errors and omissions in the ensuing
argument.

(I

+ (3Ak 3 u 2 - Blku zJ2'),112
6Ak 3 u + 2Blkll 3
2

and that k

is

V"(Av" - B)
(Av· + B) (3Av· - B) (15A1'" + B)
where II is v I k and v is the chosen velocity.
_ For iIIustratiop, let us take A to be
3.7 X 10'· and B to be 82, which gives
a best gliding angle of nearly I in 29
at about 40 knots, and a minimum sink
of 2.1 f.p.s. at 33 knots. We would like
the approximation to be particularly
good in the region 35 to 75 knots, so
we choose v equal to 90 fp.s., or just
over 53 knElts, whence k 2 is 13.5 and r
is 37.7 fp.s. on the scale of the sinking
speed. The co-{)rdinates of the centre of
the circle are easily found to be 39.8 f.p.s.
sink and 51.1 Lp.s. forward velocity.
The excellence of this approximation
is shown in tbe table.
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Table
Comparison of "circular" polar and that
given by s = Av 3 + B/v
airspeed
sink calculated from
knots
(I) circle
(2) equation
in f.p.s.
35.5
2.165
2.166
2.441
2.441
41.4
47.3
2.919
2.919
53.2
3.608
3.608
592
4.520
4.520
65.1
5.672
5.670
71.1
7.091
7.077
77.0
8.812
8.760
The end of a rod hing,ed at the centre
of curvature and of length r will thus
trace the polar very accurately, and
since this has been achieved by cboosing
the relative scales of the axes carefully
rather than by making some non-linear
transformation, all. the familiar geometrical properties of the polar hold.
This is the basis ef the two Portable
Polan to be described.
Mark I is simply a piece ()f paper
marked our as in Figure I, together
"-

0

r--

"-

"'"

""

"-

passing through the centre of curvature
and the top. edge through the "cQnditions"point, it is clear that the top edge
is tangent to tlte imaginary polar, and
that it thus specifies the glide ratio at
the best-gliding-angle speed for the set
conditions. But the two edges are
parallel, and since the bottom edge
passes through a fixed point '(the centre
of curvature) this point ma.y be used as
the origin of a straightforward glide
chart of height versus distance. Fur'thermore, every glide ratio corresponds to a
particular best speed, so that a speed
scale can be added. The determination
of the glide-chart scales and velocities is
very simple. The device will do everythirig that can be done by drawing tangents to a polar, and its main illustration is thus that it only indicates tbe
glide path if the b,est speed is chose,n,
whereas in practice one may want to
fly faster when one has height to spare,
and to know the corresponding glide
path. To achieve this it is necessary to
link the "conditions" point to the point

"'-

"""'-

(ONDIT1ONS

"t'.

~

"-

"

;;s;;

~.(/~~

r--.

TAIL WINI

o

r--.
HEAD WIN

,

V

-..1::41'

4.

r--

I"-

I-

Fl&.t.. MARK I PORTABLE POLAR
with a transparent ruler of width r. The
origin of the glide chart is at the centn;
of curvaltlr0 of the polar (which does
not itself appear), and the "conditions"
part of the chart is correctly placed
relative to the centre of curvature, and
correctly scaled according to the above
considerations. When the r-wide ruler is
placed as shown, with the bottom edge
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"

DISTANCE

~

~

~l~

I'-~ci>~

"""-

y!'l.'CENTRE

OF

Cb~1VATURE

on the polar corresponding to the chosen
speed, and to measure the gradient of
the link. The Mark II fully-automatic
Portable Polar is designed to do this (see
Figure 2).
The workings of the parallelogram
linkage should be sufficiently obvious
to anyone who has followed· the argument this far! When the speed is chosen

TAIL WIND

FIG.Z: MARK

n

PORTABLE POLAR

~

CENTRE Of CURVATURE
(FIXED POINT)
as in the Mark I.

so that the parallelogram becomes a
rectangle, the long "conditions" rod is
tangent to the polar, and the linkage is
in tbe '''best gliding angle" configuration
for the set conditions (as the Mark I
Portable Polar always is). The links
could be geared to pointers for a de
luxe model - in fact there is no e~n.d to
the elegance that could be added by a
competent watchmaker. A glide chart
itself could, of course, be incorporated,

The design is not copyright, and if
anybody starts a Mark II production
line, I would be glad to receive a free
sample. My Mark 11 has never progressed beyond the Meccano stage. The
design shown in Figure 2 is schematic
only, and the would-be constructor will
find that there are several practical difficulties to overcome.

U.K. RECORDS HOMOLOGATED
2oo-KM. tRIANGLE SPEED.-John Firth
in Skylark 3F on 20th August. 1%4:
Cambridge - Market Harbarough - Dunstable-Cambridge. Distance 215 km.
(134.4 miles); time, 3 hr. 5 sec. Speed,
44.66 m.p.h.
TWO-SEATER lOO-KM. TRIANGLE SPEED.
-Gardon Camp and Delphine Gra}lFisk in Eagle on 21st. August, 1964:
Dunstable - Steeple Morden - Twinwood
Farm-Dunstable. Distance. 101 km.:

time, I hr. 36 min. 20 sec. Speed, 39.3
m.p.h.
WOMEN'S 20o-KM. TRIANGLE SPEED.Anne Burns in Standard Austria on 22nd
August, 1964: Lasham-Devizes-WitneyLasham. Distance, 205.5 km.: time. 2
hr. 58 min. Speed, 43.04 m.p.h.
GOAL ANO RE'l"uRN.-John Williamson
in Olympia 419 on 30th August. 1964:
Upavon - Swinderby - Upavon. Distance,
274 statute miles.
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Thirty Years Ago
Notable events in 1934
EBRUARY
16th.-Heini Dittmar,
F
member of a German Soarmg eltpedition to South America, put up a
world's height record of 14,137 ft. (4,350
metres) in his Condor at Rio de Janeiro,
qeating Kronfeld's record of 8,494 ft.
which had stood for five years. Other
members of the ,expedition, which was
led by Professor W. Georgii, were: Wolf
Hirth with Mcazagotl, Peter Riedel with
Fatinir, amI Hanna Reitsch with Grunau
Baby.
March 18th.-Three cross-countries
from Dunstable: Sebert Humphries, in
Crested Wren, 19.,J; miles to Hertford,
equalling the British Distance record set
up by Coilins the previous y,eaI1• Eric
Collins, up in the Kassel two-seater with
W. Eltner (Londol1 representat,ive of a
Berlin paper), saw Humphries go off
under a cloud street, followed him, and
went 46 miles to Little Waltham near
Chelmsford-2 miles less than the then
world's two-seater distance record (Burzlauer, Duisburg to Eindhoven, 1933).
Later in the afternoon, Philip Wills ftew
the club Professor 56 miles to Latchingdon in Essex. putting up a British distance r'ecord, beating Kronfeld's U.K.
n:cord of 50 miles from Firle to Portsdown in 1930, and getting height and distance towards Silver C. First multiple
cross-country day in Britain.
April 22nd.-Eric Collins flew his
newly-acquired Rhonadler from Dunstable to Rayleigh. Eessex, 52 miles,
elimbing about 4.500 ft. Having done
his five hours two days earlier, he tIlus
became the fi,rst Brhish Silver C pilot,
obtaining No. 26 in the international list.
May 20th-21st.-Soaring expedition to
Prestatyn with Espin Hardwick's Falcon
2 and Editor's Blue Wren. Pilots: Hardwick, Sfingshy, Dewsbery and Testar.
July 7th.-Meeting held in Glasgow to
establish the Scottish Gliding Union.
July 14th.-Philip Wills flew five hours
at Dunstable in Scud 2. becoming
Britain's second Silver C pilot and No.

45 in the international list.
July 2:6th.-At the German Nat,ional
Contests, Wolf Mirth raised the world's
distance record to 219 miles (352 ktn.),
flying his Moazagotl from Wasserkuppe
to Gorlitz. Previous record. 169 m-iles
(272 km.) by Giinther Groenhoff in 193 I.
July 27th.-Heini Dlttrnar beat Hirth's
recor,d with 233 mi'es (365 km.) in Sao
paulo from Wasserkuppe to Liban.
Czechoslovakia. This meeting Was visited
onc week-end by Dudley Hiscox, Jack
Dewsbery and the Editor in a hired
Leopard Mcth.
August.-Ownership of THE SAIl.,PLANF.
& GLIDER transferred from B.G.A. to
H. O. Davies, secretary cf London
Gliding Club.
This year also, the American journal
Soaring was founded.
August 4th-6th.-Inaugural meeting of
rccently·formed Yorkshire Gliding Club
at SuttO(l Bank. Jack Dewsbery flew
Blue WFen 37 miles without barograph.
August
5th.-Eric Coli ins
raised
British distance record to 98-!,- miles with
ftight in Rhonadler from Dunstable to
Hoij(ham Bay on Norfolk coasL
August llth.-First flights at Long
Mynd in E.spin Hardwick's Falcon 2 by
him. Slingsby and Testar. preliminary to
formation of Midland Gliding Club.
September Ist-9th.-National Contest
at Sulton Bank. On 4th, first British
thunderstorm ftights by G: Mungo Buxton, J.ack Dewsbery and Eric Collins;
Buxlon, in Scud 2 without parachute or
blind flying instruments, climbed 7,970
ft. inside cloud: British height record.
On 8th, John Laver of Dorset Club
raised the British duration record to 12
hrs. 21 mins. in Club's Dorsling (modified Priilling).
December
26th.-Midland
Gliding
Club's first flying meeting opened at
.J:Iandsworth with ~round-hop in a DagImg by t'le underSigned.
A.E.S.

,,~o

TATE GALLEllY 1740

THE

KRONFELD

4th November saw
W EDNESDAY.
the opening' of the Club's Seventh
Annual Aviation Art Exhibition by Bill
Bedford. It will remain open to the public until 28th November-weekdays 6
p.m. to 11 p.m.: Wednesdays from noon
and Saturdays from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. It
is the biggest exhibition so far, with
entries in every aviation subject and
medium. If you want to get a gliding
picture for your home, now is yo·ur
chance. The results of the competition
are given briefly at the end of this article
and a full report will ,appear in the
February issue,
Wednesday, 14th October, was the
Club's A.G.M. when both the Secretary
and Chairman reported a satisfactory
year. Tribute was paid to all those members who had worked so hard on the
new premises. Mike Gee, in exp'laining
the Club accounts and budget for 1965,
underlined the importance of increasing
the utilisation of the new premises and
the number of members if the Club was
to remain solvent with all its increased
commitments in the coming year. Lots
were drawn to find who of those who
had loaned money to the Club should
be repaid £10. Five £10 lots are to be
repaid this year.
Have you got you, copy of

"THE WORlD"S SAILPLANES""
Vol. ,,?
Publish~

'14

CLUB

by OSTlV .nd "Swiss Aero Revu,"

A few 01 ttMs• .ar' sliU I.,,; ~nd no coOecrion of gliding
books is complete without it.
Pric. £1. e.. 6d, ~,Iog. paid
£1. 15. to me",b.rs of OStIV.
OST1V 'n"uel mrlnbeu,nip S.ubKription (induding 12
~uues of "Swiu Aero Rnue"J [1. S,..

Of

O,d." (with- retnitt.nce) .nd .nq.. iri~u to:

The Annual Dinner and Party afterwards was most successful although
numbers were very considerably down
on last year.
Y. C. B.

Diary of Lectures alld Film Shows
Wednesdays at 8 p.m.
Nov. 25. Moon Photographs and Ast'fOBiology, by Dr. A. E. Slater.
Dec. 2. Film: "Whispering Wings".
9. Gliding .in Poland, by T.
Jerzycki.
16. Flying with John Furlong in
the Meta-Sokol.
23, Grand Christm<ls Party.
30. Buster Keaton film: "The
General".
Jan. 6. Deba te: Proposed by Godfrey Lee "That the Rules
Governing th.e design of Standard Class Sailplanes be
Changed". Opposed by LOIne
Welch.
13. "Lighter Than Air," Ballooning and Airships by Dixie
Kidd.
,. 20. 1965 World Gliding Championship: Ann Welch and her
team of organizers.
., 27. Hawker PI127 Strike Fighter,
by Bill Bedford.
ART EXHIBITION PRIZE WINNERS
Overall WinDer
Margaret Kahn (Challenge Trophy).
Oil Paintin~s
Gliders. 1st, Margaret Kahn. Commended, V. H. Veevers, A. Speechley.
Powered aircraft. 1st, J. Palmer.
Water Colours, Goucha, Poster
1st, J. Palmer. Commended. V, H.
Veevers, Best first entry, M. Cole.
Line, Pencil, Crayon, Pastel, etc.
Comm~nded, N. Hoad.
Professiona~s

OSTlV. c'o London Gl:ding Club, 3. Cork Str.at.
London~ W.l,

IASEI'tENT
ECCLESTON
$QUARE • SWI

1st, G. Davison C6ulson. Commended,
E. Cooper.
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Throwaway the Slide Rule
by c. E. WALUNGTQN
N the World Gliding Championships
Icompeting
in Argentina it was possible for a
pilot to get more points by
landing just short of a goal at the end
of the race than by completing the race.
In a lOO-km. race in the 1963 British
Championships the distance covered
could have been worth nothing for the
first 10 km., 800 points for the next
89.999 . . . km. and 200 points for the
last inch. In the World Championships
in Germany the final results could have
been radically altered by a fortuitous
flight of an outsider in the championShip
stakes.
These are some of the anomalies
thrown up by the championship marking systems under which we have
suffered. Many years ago the basis of the
present system was sound enough,
partly because limitations in aircraft
performance and championship organiZa.
tion were more restrictive than the marking system. But as these operational
restrictions have been reduced. the risk
of the potential anomalies occurring has
increased. In recent years the basic
system has been amended bit by bit.
But these amendments are not enough;
they merely botch up a system that is
out-of-date.
Further botching with its complications may well be needed as competitions become even keener and tougher.
The scorer's task will become more
arduous -and mystical. But the main
danger is that the system will become
too critical a factor in the problem of
task-setting.
The principal factors in the tasksetting problem should be safety, the
law and the need for adequate competition. But at present the task-setter also
has to make difficult decisions an
whether or not a contest will be fair.
and in making such decisions he is
caught between the out-dated marking
system and the margin of error which
must be allowed for in the meteorologist's very detailed forecasts.
Many a potentially interesting task
has to be ruled out because of the risk

of an unfair contesL For eX3l11ple. suppose a route from A to C via B is ideal
from the safety, legal and other operational aspects but the wind or weather
become.s much more favourable beyond
B. Then the task would probably not
be set if it were predicted that only a
few pilots would reach B and that tbey
would then streak on easily towards C.
Points gained beyond B would be a
bonus presented by the task setter and
meteorologist. But how is "much more
favourable" defined or even predicted
in these days when a mere few hundred
feet increase in the depth of thermals
or the formation of thermal streets can
change despair to delight in the pilot's
eye?
However, if the task-seller and
meteorologist are too cautious, the
weight 'given to the fairness factor may
lead to a task that proves to be too easy.
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Success for
Cross/ell Variometers

and Audios
Since these instruments were
introduced (Varias in 1959) they
have' been used with consistent
success by pilots of varying
ability in every British National
and World Championship

PROVEN RELIABILITY
AND EXCELLENCE
CrossfeD Variometers.
10 Borrowdale Road.
Malvern.
Worcestershire-

frustrating or even impossible, For
example, if tbe first leg of an out-andreturn race is set with the wind in the
interests of fair competition, only a
slight increase in the wind may make it
difficult or im!,ossible for pilots who
have drifted downwind (intentionally or
otherwise) to return to the starting gate
to make a correct crossing of the starting line. Of course, the task-setter and
meteorologist must shoulder the blame
if a task does not turn out to be satisfactory, but the point being made here
is that tbe marking system is having an
increasing and undue influence in the
decisions that must be made.
Even when the forecast is perfectly
accurate and the task is well chosen, a
contest can easily become unfair. Such
unfairness is usually due to the natural
variations of soaring conditions in time
and space, and its effects are magnified
by the marking system.
The priDciple of a Dew system
A new system should be introduced
wherein the basic principle should be
that the difference jn marks between
two pilots should be related to the
number of pilots whose performances
are between those of the two pilots in
question. Suppose a pilot lands at distance, x on a free distance day and
another pilot attains a greater distance,
y. If a number of pilots land at
distances between x and y, it should be
inferred tbat tbere must have been
ample opportunities for the pilot at x
to have gone further. Therefore, bis
marks should be well below tbat of
the pilot at y. If, on the other hand, no
one had landed between x and y it is
assumed (as it must be) that the two
pilots are of comparable skill, then it
should be inferred either that tbe pilot
at y bas probably had some luck to
enable him to bridge the gap between
x and y 01" that the pilot at x bas had
bad luck; tberefore tbe. difference in
marks between the two pilots should be
small.
This principle may well raise a protest
that a pilot who makes a spectacular
flight does not get a just reward. But
the object of a contest is merely to win.
Tbe margin bv which a win is achieved
should be rewarded by publicity Or
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special commendation, but it should be
irrelevant as far as the contest is concerned. Many years ago. the basis of
the present marking system was very
useful because it highlighted the tremendous difference between a few topclass pilots and the rest. and such a
sharp focus on the top pilots was good
for the growing sport. But today there
is so little to choose between many topclass pilots that an element of luck must
be inferred if one of them makes an
unusual flight compared with the
others.
The possibility of luck is recognised
in the present marking system by the
rule that a contest day is one on which
at least a specified percentage of competing pilots fly the "qualifying distance"
known as "2X" (decided by the tasksetter). This rule itself implies that, if
less than the specified percentage fly the
req\lired distance, any flights exc.eeding
2X must be considered lucky rather
than meritorious. The basis of -tbis rule
is sound, but it applies only to luck in
about the first X miles of the course.
Furthermore, the
maximum
points
awarded increases in steps as the percentage of pilots exceeding 2X incTea~es.
This is much better than the 1,000 powts
or nothing of a few years ago, but still
short of the ideal of a continuous
increase of maximum points with increasing percentage past 2X. .
.
This problem of luck 15 more senous
when it allows the difference between
two oilots' marks to be unduly influenced
by .a -third pilot. Suppose two good pilots
make moderate flights to distances ~ot
much beyond the minimum sC~T1ng
distance. If all of the other compelitors
make flights of similar distances, the

difference between the points of the two
good pilots may amount to several
hundred. But suppose one of the ,other
piJot~ has a piece of luck that enables
him to fly a long distanc.e, very mucb
further tban the two good pilots. The
diffefence between the points of the
-two good pilots will be reduced to perhaps a few tens of points. This effect is
quite anomalous in a system in which
championship points ar·e formed by
addition of daily points.

A Pr3cticld Marking System
The simplest way of putting the
principle just outlined into practice
would be to award marks according to
placings; the first, second and third
pilots would get I, 2 and 3 points, and
so on. All those who failed to fly the
ql<lalifying distance would receive one
point less than the number of pilots
that qualified. For example, if 20 pilots
competed and only 15 exceeded the
qualifying distance, then the 15 would
get from 1 to 15 points and the remaining five would each get 16 points. In
fhis system the points value of a contest
day increases steadily with the number
of pilots who exceed the qualifying
distance; there are no sudden and
arbitrary steps as in the present system.
If only one pilot exceeded ,the qualifying distance he would be only one point
better off than his rivals. Probably he
had some luck, but he would deserve a
point at least.
The difference between the marks
awarded to two pilots can still be
influenced by a third pilot, but in the
right sense. If the third pilot lands
between the two pilots he wilI increase
the separation in their marks - rightly
so, because he has demonstrated that
the difference between their performances may not have been quite so much
due to luck. If the third oilot lands outside the zone between the other two, he
has no effect on the difference between
their marks - again rightly so, because
if he has not reached this zone the
inference should be that the further pilot
of the two has had good luck, and if
the third pilot goes beyond the zone the
inference Should be that the pilot down
at the beginning of the zone has had
some bad luck.

Obviously in this 'system a championship would 'be won by the .pilot with
the least points. There would be no
need to makf! the minimum scoring
distance distinct fram the minimum
qualifying distance. A minimum scoring
distance would suffice.

Raciag

Mar~s

Races could be marked on the same
basis. The fastest pilot to complete the
course would get one point; the second,
two points; and so on. Pilots who failed
to reach the goal would receive marks
according to their placings along the
course, the scale being a continuation
from that applied tQ those who ,completed the course. For example, ~;up
pose 20 pilots compete, 5 :finish the
course, 10 fly more than the minimum
'scoring distance but do not reach the
goal and 5 fail to reach the minimum
scoring distance. In the placing system,
the 5 successful pilots would receive
between I and 5 points according to the
order of their flight times. The next 10
pilots would get between 6 and IS, and
the 5 unsuccessful pilots would each
get 16 points.
An0ther cry of prolest may be raised:
what about eXlra points for speed? But
how should speed be rated? The v 2 j
V 2 in fhe pr,esent marking system is
quite subjective, although it smacks of
aerodynamics. There is no objective
method of relating speed to distance.
T~refore, we may as well ado!,! the
simplest possible system.
The new system described does put
an obvious premium on speed, and
would encourage pilots to get to the
goal just as much as the present system
dees.
Pilot-Selected Goal
This is another task in which the
premium awarded for reaching a selected
goal has to be assessed subjectively.
There are several possible systems, one
of which is as follows. The first places
on a conlest day go to pilots who reach
their goals, the. placings being according
to the order of the -distances of these
.goals. The remaining places are awarded
according to distances flown. Table I
shows the points that would be awarded
to a hypothetical contest between seven
pilots. -
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Table I
Pilot

Distance of goal
80 miles
70 miles
60 miles
90 miles
65 miles
50 miles
60 miles

A

B
C
D
E

F
G

Distance {lown
Reaches goal
Reaches goal
Reaches goal
80 miles
70 milCs} These two fly ...
60 miles beyond their goal
50 miles

At first sight it may appear that the
system would encourage pilots to select
easy goals rather than be ambitious.
but such a view would be by no means
acceptable .at the beginning of the day's
contest. A pilot does not know in
advance what other pilots' selections
will be.
Test,()f the Placing System
tn order to test the system I am
advocating, I have applied it to World
Championships (Open Class) and British
National Championships (League I) over
the past four years. The placing system
would have produced the same British
Champions. Only minor changes of a
place or two' here and there would have
occurred in the next four or five places
in each of the Nationals. but further
down the list some individuals would
have gained or lost seveTal places,
although the general order would have
been more or less the same. To illustrate
the similarities and differences, here is
a list of the actual placings compared
with those that would have been awarded
on the daily placing system (Table II).
Table II
ASTON DOWN, 1961
Final Placirlg
Final Placing
on new Daily
0/1 Daily Points
System
Placing System
1
1 2
2 3 •
3
4 5
5
6

6 -

4,

7 -

8

8
9 10 1I-

1
11
17
15

12 13 14 -

15 16 17 -

18 19 20
21 22 23 24

25 -

26 27

28

29 30
31
32
33 34 •

35 36 37

Points
1

2
3
45
.6
7
10

12
13
9
22

16
14

21
20
18

26
27

25
19
23
29
34
24

28
31
32
36
30
32
36

38 -

37
39

39 -

38

In the comparative lists:
7 places are unchanged by the new
system
11 places are changed by only one
place
5 places are Changed by' two places
4 places are changed by three places
5 places are changed by four places
1 place is changed by five places
4 places are changed by six places
I place is changed by seven places
Two noticeable changes are the promotion of the 15th to the 9th and the
relegation of the 10th to the 17th place.
To examine the cause of the changes Jet
us compare the daily placings of the
two pilots com;erned. Here they :lre:

·t3S

Table III
Daily Placing
Ac/tlol Place IsI 2nd 3rd 4th
5th 6th
10th
11
4
26
22 23
29
15th
8
3
10
28 38
6

Pilot
"'A n

....B··'

- It is apparent that pilot 'oB" had one
mediocre day and a very poor day which
lost him many marks on the daily points
system. But his achievement on the
other days was fairly good. He -beat
pilot "An on six days out of eight, and
doesn't this suggest that he deserved a
better final placing than that of pilot

UA"?

Further study of the differences
between the points and placing results
show that these differences are mainly
associated with the heavy penalty
inflicted by the present system on one
or two poor days in an otherwise good
record.
The daily placing system applied to
the World Championships would have
produced a different Champion in 1960.
The first four places would have been
4th, 1st, 2nd, 3rd. But if we recall the
narrow margins of points between the
four leading pilots this is not surprising.
In general the changes in World
Championship placings would have been
of the same character but usually less
than those for the National Championships. Indeed, the system applied to the
Championships in Argentina would have
produced remarkably little change.
Here (fable IV) are the lists with actuals
in column (1) and the daily placing
system positions in column (2).
(I)

I
2
3
4
5
6

7

8
9
10

Table IV
(2)
(I)
I
13
2
14
3
15
4
16
6
17
5
18
7
19
8
20
10
9

21

(2)
13
15
14
17
16
18
20
19
21

22
22
11
12
23
23
12
11
24
24
25
25
The close -agreement between the two
lists is to be expected if one considers

71h

17
Il

81h do\'

15
12

-

New Placing
17th
9th

that in generally good competition
conditions, the bigher the standard of
the competition, the smaller the differences there should be in results obtained
by reasonably logical systems.
Of course, any system will have
difficulties. In the daily placing system a
rule would have to be included to allow
two pilots who land very close to each
other, say in the same or a neighbouring
field, to have the same placing. But -this
is a minor snag.
The risk of two pilots having equal
totals at the end of a Championship
must also be faced, as the placing system
deals in tens rather than thousands of
points. But the necessary rule would be
obvious; if two· pilots have accumula.ted
equal placing marks by the end of a
Championship the winner of the two
will be decided by their best days; for
example, if pilot A had a first on one
day and pilot B had no first places, pilot
A would have the place above 13 in the
final placings. If A had a 2nd and a
4th, while 13 had a 2nd and a 5th, A
would again be the winner. This would
be a further incentive for a pilot to go
all out for a win on every day rather
iban be content to maintain a steady
position.
Thus. during the past few years
I have come to regard the present
scoring system as inadequate and quite
unnecessarily complicated. Let us throw
out the slide rule in competition scoring.
A simple daily placing system would be
quite adequate. Looking at points and
placings in the present and the proposed
new system I have no doubt that the
results of the two methods are very
highly correlated. Therefore, let us use
the simpler system. It would allow more
flexibility in task-setting. It would produce keener competition. A day's results
would be available much more quickly
than they are at present, and this would
be particularly welcome at World
Champi6nships - and points could even
be calculated by pilots or crew members without special training.

Memories of the Stone Age of Gliding
by

SUZI LIPPENS

ESTERDAY evening, at precisely
Y
I I p.m. as the Dover-Ostend CarFerry began unloading its cargo of cars
of all shapes and sizes, I suddenly felt
thirty years younger. Thirty-three to be
quite honest.
For there I was. having received a
signal from Billy Kronfeld - my godson, by the way - saying he would be
passing through Ostend at that moment,
on that day, 14th August, 1964. on his
way with three other gliding friends to
Braunscbweig with a huge trailer containing a Dart; there I was, as I was
saying at the beginning of this explanatory sentence, exactly as r was 33 years
ago, coping, then, with Robert Kronfeld's glider through frontiers. Then, as
now, gliders and' their trailers, create
pandemo'nium in the minds of Custom
officia,1 s.
"Planeur? COImais pas," said the
French customs people when Robert
Kronfeld's Wien arrived at the BelgoFrench frontier, in 1931. Luckily, my
father, being then Minister of Transport,
was as keen as I was to help our friend
Kronfeld to win the "Daily Mail's"
£ I,000 prize for the first glider to cross
the Channel from France to England
and back on the same day.
My father, being one of those six-footfour Forces of Nature for whom obstacles did not exist, said what had to be
said to the French Customs and, rather
startled, they let our little procession
through. My father and myself in our
two-seater open Chrysler another
souvenir of long 'ago (and it had one of
those wonderful things called a dickey,
which was a seat where a sullen-looking downward-closing boot is now to be
found in all two-seaters) followed by
Kronfeld and his aide, Herr WeicheIl,
in their car. puIling tbe huge trailer of
those days behind them.
(When r saw the wonderful little well, little may not be the word. but
neat surely is - trailer of the Dart yesterda y and thought of the trailer of
Billy's father . , . welt, let us leave it
at that.)
I have forgotten all details of that

memorable 22nd June. 1931, save our
Quickly rigging up Wien as we had
arrived late at St. Inglevert aerodrome,
near Calais, from where the two-way
flight was to be tried. We had to do this
all the more quickly as Hans Krause. the
German gliding pilot, was already there
waiting to start in the Falke glider
entered by Messrs. Lyons and Co. Kronfeld started shortly after Krause, and,
due to a cloud-bank over the Channel,
never saw his rival again; one reason for
this was that Krause had been obliged
to release because his towing-pilot had
got him into a slip-stream from which
he thought it highly advisable to get ottt
of quiCkly.
Kronfeld was very surprised to find
that, on landing near the Duke of
York's Military School near Dover, a
spot he thought might be easy to take
off from for the return journey, he had
landed on the very spot where the
Krause Welcoming Committee was waiting . . . not for him, but for his rival!
At St. Inglevert we had heard that
Kronfeld had landed in England and
taken off again, but I shall never forget
suddenly hearing, in the dark, the soft
silk-tearing sound of Wien coming in, the
aerodrome lit up by the car's headlights.
Then the cheers of the little crowd
which had gathered, and Kronfeld refusing the champagne and drinking a large
tumbler of milk while everyone was
toasting him in something definitely
stronger . . . all these souvenirs came
back last night, seeing his son through
Ostend Customs with his glider, a son
who resembles him so much, with that
unperturbable calm and great sense of
humour.
After 40 minutes waiting for the
Ostend Customs to decide under what
classification a glider-trailer plus its
contents was to be placed in the Book
of Words, we were told all would. be
quite in order if we could produce 10
francs to pay for the form. Well, for the
equivalent of Is. 6d. I spent a wonderful time speaking with this new generation of gliding pilots, feeling 33 years
younger.
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Series production of the high-performance sailplane "S1ANDARD·AUSTRIA SW'
With retractable wheel (ground clearance 9}") approved type certificate
ORDER. NOW FOR 19'65

SCHEMPP-HIRTH KG., 7312 KIRCHHEIM-TECIC, W. GERMANY
manufacturer of sailplanes since 1934

the smile of
confiden..c e

GLIDER PARACHUTES
IRVING AIR C'HUTE OF GREAT BRITAIN LTD

LETCHWORTH • HERTt:'ORDSHIRE • TEL: 6262
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The Shaw Slingsby Trust
HERE is sad news about the Trust.
T
After some 17 years of operation.
first of the Kemsley Flying Trust and
then of the S.S.T., the Revenue has
now ruled that it cannot continue, on
highly technical legal grounds. So it
must be first dismantled, and then
wound up.
It will take some time to do this. but
all Clubs and individuals concerned are
being kept in the picture. It is a bad
blow for the British gliding movement,
but we can only make the best of it.
One of the major steps is for the

Trust to dispose of its ownership of
SlingSby Sailplanes, and negotiations
are going on to this end. Although the
design and manufacture of gliders will
remain a major interest, there is little
doubt that the firm will. have to diversify.
Fred SIingsby has retired as Managing Director aod aecepted the position
of Vice-Chairman. The post has. been
undertaken by Peter Street, known to
all gliding people as the owner of Peak
Sailplanes. John Reussner has been
appointed as Sales Director, Bill Slater
as Technical Director.

V.H.F. Frequency for Ground..to-ground Use
HE Ministry of Aviation has allotted
T
121.65 Mcs. for use at gliding clubs
for ground-to-ground use.
This frequency is in the internationally
agreed ground control band and is not
for air-to-ground or ground-to-air use.
On the ground it is only available for
purposes immediately connected with the
ground control of aircraft, e.g., communication between winch, launch point.
aero-tow point, and (if it exists) a
central control point.
If the frequency is used in a glider
installation, the equipment must be

approved by A.R.B. Ground-based equipment must conform to the current
I.T.V. regulations with regard to frequency tolerance, spurious emissions
and output power. Receivers should be
capable of operatjng in a 50-Kcs.
channel spacing environment. A G.P.O.
licence is required in the normal way.
Since this frequenCy is available to
all gliding sites, it is faintly possible
that there may be interference between
clubs. This should be borne in mind in
planning the Use to be made of this new
facility.
H. C. N. G.

Emergency Type Parachute Assemblies
Lifting of Nylon Canopies
Services have recently imposed
T HEa IQ-year
life on emergency para-

chutes and are currently withdrawing
from service, nylon canopies which have
natural fibre tape and stitching (i.e. linen
and cotton). This is principally because
of the high forward speeds at which
ejection may occur fr-om present-~ay
aircraft.
As 'glider parachutes are used very infrequently and the speed of bale-out is
low, tills specific life for nylon canopies
is not applicable to glider type parachutes. The only requirement is that
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during inspection it should be ensured
that the parachute is serviceable.
For Service Unit packil:lg, glider parachutes (Canopy Type 124 MIc I .and
Mk. lA) should be treated for lifing and
servicing to the same standard as X Type
Reserve Parachutes.
The above information is in accordance with the procedure adopted by the
Services and published in AP.II82A
Secon~ Edition.
J. W. LEACH,
for Technical Committee, B.G.A.

The United States Nationals
EBRASKA
Soaring
Association
N
organized this year's V.S. Soaring
Championships at an old Army Air
Base 8 miles N.W. of MeCook, Nebraska. The Nebraska Soaring Association
was founded two years ago with four
members. It now has six members,
whose organizing duties were distributed
as follows:Dr. Donald Morgan, Contest Manager.
Leonard Boyd, Registrar.
Milton Johnsen, Flight Operations
Director.
John Herrman, Chief Starter.
John Altberg, job not stated.
Dr. Bruce Snyder, Publicity Director.
The Soaring Society of America contributed Bd Butts as Task-setter and
Bertha Ryan as Chie~ Scorer•.Ted
Lange, Chief Meteorologist, was assls~ed
by Charles Chappell, from Kansas City.
The weather was described as "unpredictable", and W. "Gus" Briegleb said:
"You ,could rarely depend on the same
conditions for more than half an hour;
one moment you may shoot up at
1,000 f.p.m. and the next you are
'scratching' in a weak broken lift." The
winds and weather were not "strong",
and this worked to the benefit of such
sailplanes as the Skylarks and Ka-6's.
There were 48 entries.

Pilot
John Ryan
A. J. Smith
Bruce Beebe
Rudy Mozer
Dick Johnson
Paul Pallmer
Graham Thomson

Sailplane
Sisu 1
Sisu lA
Ka-6cR
Ka-6cR
Skylark 4
1·23H
Ka-6cR

Miles
348.5
335.5
326
317
308
302
300

Tbul'lIday, 2nd July
Goal-aDd-Return Imperial, Kansas,
103 miles. A good day for the Sisu. Best
s.... ~eds:Pilot
Sailplane
m.p.h.
John ~yaD
Sisu I
64.15
55.76
Bill Ivans
Sisu lA
Std. Austria 54.01
Ben Greene
A. J. Smith
Sisu lA
51.93
49.'91
Wallace Scot!
Ka-6cR
G1eb Derujinsky
Sisu lA
47.17
Scenes at the diagonal finish line:
Mozer stopped a few yards short;
Karlovich thought he had rolled across
it in his Skylark 4 and pulled out the
brakes. but he hadn't: Mears crossed
it in ihe wrong direction. Ben Greene
climbed to 13,000 ft. after .turning and
made a straight glide home.

Tuesday, 30th JUDe
Goal-antl-Return Benkleman, 98 miles,
completed by 22 pilots. Best speeds
were:Pilot
Sailplane
m.p,h.
St. Austria 38.34
Ben Greene
3357.'9667
A. J. Smith
Sisu lA
Dick Johnson
Skylark 4
Rudy Mozer
Ka-6cR
35.74
Well-known pilots who did not finish
the course were John Ryan (Sis?),
George Moffatt (HP-8), Stan Snl1~
(HP-IO), Dick Schr~der (HP-l lA), Bill
Ivans (Sisu), Paul Blkle (Prue Standard)
aDd AI Parker (Sisu).

Friday, 3rd July
Free Distance was set because one
such task was compulsory and the
we:\ther was deteriorating. The choice
was between using a following wind to
go north in indifferent weather, or making for better weather to the south,
which could only be reached after crossing a long gap. Few pilots made really
long distances. Of those who went north,
Thomson (Ka-6cR) made 195.5 miles,
Scot! (Ka-6CR) 188.5, and Johnson (Skylark 4) 273 miles. Flying southwards,
A. J. Smith (Sisu lA) made the day's
longest distance, 282.5 miles, Bob Semans
(l-23H) 281, Moffat (HP-8) 2n.5, lvans
(Sisu lA) 216.5, and McClanahan (l-23H)
193.5 miles.

Wedaesday, 1st July
f' 'Out-and-Return Searle. 161 miles, then
out on a free option leg. John Ryan
went furthest to Lamar, Colo., but
A. J. Smith reached top place overall
and remained there for .5 .of. th,e ~ contest days. Best distances:-

Sunday, 5th Jaly
A Goa1-and-Return of 67 miles was
completed by 41 pilots. The three fastest
each flew a Sisu lA: A. J. Smith at
55.83, Dean Svec at 54.21 and Bill Ivans
at 51.59 m.o.h. Dick Johnson came
9th with 873 - points.

MO

Monday, 6th July
Task:
a 212t-mile triangle via
Imperial and Goodland, then a free
option leg. Many were trapped on the
second leg and a thund~rstorm sat over
Goodland for a while, though 19 pilots
passed it eventually. Only two got back
by reaching 10,000 ft. in "what appeared
to be a form of wave lift": Bernie
Carris (Schweizer 2-32) landed back at
McCook and Rudy Mozer (Ka-6cR) went
another 2t miles along the free option
leg, so won the day.
Leading ()verall positions by now
were: A. J. Smith, 5,190 pts.; Dick
Johnson, 5,095; Wallace $cOlt, 4,958.
Tunday, 7th July
Goal-and-Return Lexington, 118 miles,
followed by distance along a set line. In
Poor weather Ross Briegleb (BG-12B)
won the day with 53 miles. Johnson, by
flying 52 miles, took the overall lead
from A. J. Smith (40 mUes).
Wednesday, 8th July
Goal-and-Retum ,Benkelman again, 98
miles. Best speeds:Pilot
Sailplane
m.p.Jr.
John Ryan
Sisu 1
49.27
Bill Ivans
Sisu lA
44.86
Dick Schreder
HP- Jl A
44.13

Thursday, 9th July
Poor soaring conditions again for the
final day: 103-mile Goa1-and·Retum to
Imperial followed by free option leg.
Best distances:Pilot
Sailplane
Miles
Bud Mears
Prue Std.
155.5
Ka-6CR
Bob Hupe
143
Rudy Mozer
Ka-6cR
143
Wall ace Scatt
Ka-6cR
142.5
Skylark 4
Dick Johnson
A. J. Smith
Sisu lA
134
At the Awards Banquet next day,
Richard H. Johnson, 1964 National
Champion, received the Richard du Pont
Memorial Trophy and $200; Wallace A.
Scolt, Standard Class Champion, the
Soaring Society of America Trophy; and
many other awards were made, both for
the contest and for outstanding feats
of the year.
.
During the Contest there were no
acciden1s, but 0ne incident when Giles
Gianelloni in a Skylark 4 and John
Bierens in a Ka·6 brushed wings when
circling ,in a thermal; the wings were
damaged but both landed safely.
EDITORIAL NOTE.-We were unable to
report this meeting in the last issue as
the daily score sheets, which should
have arrived at the time of the Post

Bow 10 gel "SAlLPlrANE aND GLlDDlG"
"Sailplane and Gliding" can be obtained in the U.K. at an Glidin~ Clubs. or send
245. (post incl.) for an Annual SUbscription lOo The Brirish Gliding Association. 75
Victori:t Street. London. S.W.1. Single copies and most back issues arc also avajlable,
price 4s. (post incl.). Enquiries regarding bulk orders of 12 or more copic.. at whole·
sale prices. should be made to The British Gliding Association.

OVERSEAS AGENTS
AUSTRALIA'
B. Rowc Waikcric, South Australia.
Please apply direct to British Gliding Association. Single copics
~s. ·4d. or 20.. annually.
J .. van Eel<, Tijllerstraat 203, Niimegcn. Postrekcning 1007241,
Abonnemcntsprijs FI. 12.50.
Please apply direct to Briti.h Gliding Association. Single 'enpiea
U.S..A. 8<
OTHER COUNTRIES: 4•. (pO.1 inel.) or 245. annually (60 cents or t1.SO annually).
'I!nlerprisc BoQkshop, 13 Murandy Sq., Highland., Salisbury,
S. RHODESIA:
1). Rhodesia.
DENMARK:
Knlld Rasmu:ssen, UPT, 60 Vesterbrogade, Copenhagen,V.
SWEDEN:
Flyg·BibliQleket. Box 121. Falsterbo.
NEW ZEALAND:

.

HOLLAND: .

Red Leather Cloth Ri""er takin, 12 inaa (2 )'Un): 151. 6d. PGllaCe Is. 3d. rro. ".G.A..
.
Will aIM biad )'oar B.G.A.. P_ul PIlot lAt:bMIu.
.
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Office strike, were never delivered. The
above account is condensed from Soaring.

Alleman
Gertsen
Karlovic
Bierens
Metrat
McClanahan
Sehweizer
PaIlmer
Slack
Schreder
Bikle
Hunter
Mullen
Lincoln
Emons
36. McNay
37. Gianelloni
38. Parker
39. Audette
40. Brittingham
41. Smith.S.
42- Coder
43. Chase
44. Gehrlein
,45. Brown
46. Coverdale
47. Kelsey
48. May
*Standard Class

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
3233.
34.
35.

UNITED STATES CHAMPIONSHIPS
30th June - 9th July, 1964
Final Positions
Total
No.
Pilor
Sailplatle
Poinrs
Skylark 4
7801
I. Johnson
"Ka-6cR·
7679
2. Seott
Sisu Ill.
3. Smith, A. J.
7637
Ka-6cR·
6764
4. Hupe
Thompson
Ka-6cR·
5.
6640
Ka-6cR·
6. Mozer
6444
BG-12B
7. Briegleb, R.
6304
Prue Standard· 6178
8. Mears
1-21
6074
9. Moore
10. Beebe
Ka-6cR·
6061
11. Svec
Sisu Ill.
6058
12_ Klemmedson MG-23
5999
Sisu Ill.
13. Ivans
5936
1-23H
14. Semans
5833
15. Ryan
Sisu lA
5785
16. Derujinsky
Sisu Ill.
5766
5695
2-32
17. Canis
5473
1-23H-15*
18. Cannon
Std. Austria·
5392
19. Greene
5347
20. Briegleb, W. BG·12B

Ka-6cR·
Ka-6cR·
Skylark 4
Ka-6cR·
Hp·8
1-23H-IS·
2-32
1-23H
Lo-150
HP-IIA
Prue Standard·
1-230
Super Prue Std.•
1-230
HP-IO
T-Bird
Skylark 4
Sisu Ill.
1-230
1-26
HP-IO
Std. Austria·
Std. Austria
Mod. 1-26
Zugvogel3
HP·ll
Prue 11
Fauvette·

5290
5200
5006
4941
4939
4888
4651
4572
4537
4385
4342
4139
4058
3984
3936
3723
3473
3272
3184
2512
2425
2424
2054
2043
1981
1854
1216

InstructionaI Lectures for Soaring Pilots
N response to many requests the
Kronfeld Club is again running a
series of 12 Instructional Lectures on
Mondays at 8 p.m., starting, on 4th"
January and continuing until 28th April.
All the Lecturers will be experts in their
own field and three new titles have
been added to the list this year: "sea
Breeze Fronts", "Flying for Speed" and
"Wave Soaring". These three, plus the
two lectures on advanced meteorology,
should be of particUlar interest 1'0 the
more advanced pilot, whilst those on
Elementary Met., the Technique of
Soaring, Away Landings and Map Reading have been designed to appeal particularly to pilots who have just reached
or hope to reach the soaring stage next
year.
The fees- for attending the lectures are
4s. per lecture. with attractive special
rate for four or more lectures booked
in advance and for Kronfeld members.
Registration forms from Kronfeld Club,
74 Basement, Eccleston Sq:uare, S.W.1.

I

Programme: Monuys at 8 p.m.
Jan. 4. & 18. Elementary Meteorology.
""
by Mike Garrod, meteorologist
and glider pilot.
" 2S. & Feb. I. The Theory and
Technique of Soaring, by
Derek Piggott, Britain's bestknown instructor.
Feb. 15. Navigation and Map Reading,
by John Neilal1.
22. U.K. Airspace - Organization
and Regulation, by Captain
H. C. N. Goodhart. R.N.
Mar. I. Away Landings. bv Lome
Welch.
.
22. Sea Breeze Fronts, by John
Fielden.
.. 29. Flying for Speed, by lan
Strachan.
April 5. & 12_ Advanced Meteorology.
by C. E. Wallington. National
and World Champs. forecaster.
28. Wave ,Soaring.
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The Pulley Launch
by

JOHN BYRNE

Dublin Gliding Club'

liE pulley launch is based' ,on the
T
idea. that it is bad engineering to
wind cable on to a drum without good
reason, when tbat same cable is immediately required to be unwound again.
Imagine a winch in which only one
turn is taken round the drum and the
ensuing wire is given a particularly fast
retrieve. Given' a paved runway, the
retrieving vehicle can provide all the
power, and only a fairlead pulley or
system of pulleys is required at the
"winch" end.
First experiments in 1960 were typically frustrating: cables jumping groove,
launches faster than they were high,
overflying' of pulley with cable faIling
in a heap, poor communications, a certain scepticism, the sad winding, up by
hand of 6,000 feet of wire at the day's
end. Following a mi;ntion in SAiLPLANE
ANI;) GLIDING for February, 1962, det<lils
of our early 'equipment and methods
were sent to a number of interested
groups, some of whom are now operating the system. ln 1963 a revised and
enlarged versiQn replaced normal autotow at Dublin. and we now have enough
experience (over 2,000 .launches) to claim
that it 'sbould be the preferred method
of operation from sites with long runways.
The system inherently gives fast turnround and can be made to yield
exceptionally high launches. It has
winch characteristics in that the cable
feeds in to a fixed point, giving a more
favourable direction of puB at the glider
than does normal auto-toW. Furthermore, the opportunity exists to use
li8htet wire than has sa far been possible with winches. Bow in the cable,
caused by weight and wind age, depresses
the cable angle at the glider, and
accounts for the failure to extend winchruns to yield proportionate gains in
height. For runways of over a mile,
cable size has a ma.rked effect on launch
height.
There is a control problem. The
intelligence, which should be at the

pulley, 'has the bad vantage point of the
tow-car, f)'lom which the bow ill the
cable, attitude of the glider, ,etc. cannot be seen. This is reaUy a good thing,
because the cable tension gauge, now
essential, allows consistently go'Od launching by relatively inexperienced drivers,
and gives the possibility of optimising
the launch for height. Tb!: glider speed,
under
constant
tension
copditions,
depends on ;littitude and ~n be reduoed
by steepening the climb, as in a powered
'atrcraft. This, of course, is the reverse
of the normal gliding procedure where
the climb is eased to reduce speed. It
has proved highly workable in nongusty conditions, provided the tension
is tapered off towards the top of the
faunch to suit the aircraft type. (The
pull which may be applied' to a glider
without stalling some part of it decreases
as the launch proceeds.)
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The pulley itself is a 24-inch cast
steel V-pulley '(Fenner-Dodge) on ballraces, suspended so that its plane of
rotation can roll about a horizontal
axis pointing down the runway. A truck
front-hub assembly is mounted on the
rear of the anchor vehicle (a pensionedoff tow-car) giving the necessary freedom to the brac,kets holding the pulley.

The arrangement allows one wire complete angular freedom, providing the
other wire points down the runway.
Ground clearance should be kept small.
The groove of the pulley is machined
out to remove sharp edges and accommodate cable joints. Guides positively
prevent the cable from jumping the
groove. They follow the pulley closely
at the rear, expanding out into bellmouthed entry / exits.
We understand that arrangements
using two pulleys have been used elsewhere, making it possible to incorporate
a cable guillotine.
We originally tried a pre-straightenect,
14 gauge (0.08 inch), 90/105 ton/sq.
inch tough manganese-steel wire, normally used for making gravel screens,
and the one-foot radius of the pulley
was chosen to prevent giving this wire
a permanent set. The pre-straightness
proved to be ne.ither necessary ndr permanent, and we did not get around to
finding out whether the high abrasion
resistance justified the extra cost. The
wire now being used is 13 gauge
(0.092 inch), 100/110 ton/sq. inch black
steel spring wire supplied by the Speedwell Wire Co.. Coatbridge, Lanarkshire.
In the absence of work-hardening, the
minimum usable wire size is determined
by the need for joint" in part-worn cable
to be stronger than the weak-link. The
joint illustrated, which was developed
with the help of a tensile testing
machine, has 90% of the basic wire
strength. In 14 gauge 110 ton wire, it
has a 10% margin over a 1.000 lb. weaklink. The usual reef-knot fails at about
half the wire strength, has poor resistance to abrasion and would need to be
two gauges heavier. The new jcint is

Alexander Schleicher
Sailplanes
6416 POPPENHAUSEN
WASSERKUPPE

Programme of production:
K6 eR "Rhonsegler"-High performance single-seater. Ostiv prize
Standard Class 1958.
Heinz Huth with a K6, won thc
Standard Oass, Worl:! Championships 1960 and 1963.
K8B Single-seater for training and
performance.
K7 "Rhonadler" Two-seater
trainin2 and performance.

for

based on the principle of the splice,
where a gradual transfer of tension takes
place. In making the joint, the two ends
of the wire are wrapped tightly around
each other, for at least six full turns, to
look like a piece of twisted electric dex;
the loose ends are then wrapped baek
ov~r the joint until they meet in the
middle. The life depends on how well
this outer wrapping is done, and is
several times longer than the reef-knots.
The joint develops no tails and rides well
over the pulley. Connections to rings are
similarly wrapped. The only tool
required is a "vicegrip" spanner. With
smaller diameter pulleys, a he.avier,
softer wire would be necessary. See
"Solid Wire for Winch-Launching", by
Alan Pratt, SAILPLANE AND GLIDING,
June, 1956, where 11 s.w.g. (0.116 inch)
70/80 ton/sq. in. cast steel wire was
found suitable with 4 inch dla. rollers.
Parachutes, at least 4 feet square.
are attached, via spinners, to both ends
of the cable. Shoddy parachutes cause
trouble, especially where a glider
releases under tension. Wear and tear
of parachutes is fairly severe.
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Our tow-car is a V-8 Fordomatic
saloon stripped to the chassis except for
the cab. To increase the weight on the
rear wheels the cable attachment point
is raised 5 feet above the chassis by
means of a tubular steel tripod. The
spring in the long cable gives a tendency
for the glider to over-run, before it
takes off, unless the tow-car can maintain powerful uninterrupted acceleration.
The use of a car with poor power / weight
ratio or manual gearbox is very inadvisable.
The cable tension indicator is a Salter
100 lb. spring-balance in the cab,
actuated via a ten-to-one linkage at the
tow-hook. We found it n~sary to adp
an oil dash-pot to the spring balance.
to eliminate vibration due to chassis
flexing. An indicator consisting of a
hydraulic cylinder and pressure gauge
was described in Soaring for May/June.
1955. Some years ago we operated a
version of it, using a brake mastercylinder and pressure gauge, and would
recommend the hydraulic system as
giving inherent damping.
The anchor vehicle inco.rPOrates a
cable storage drum. A pre:set band
brake on a free-wheel comes into action
on the pay-out. The vehicle is first towed
to the launching area and tben, paying
out cable as it goes, to the far end of the
445

rtmway, where it is anchored for the
day. Heavy prongs integral with the
front of the tow-bar are driven into
the ground at the edge of the concrete
runway. The wire is threaded through
the pulley at the rear. For wind-in, the
vehicle "eats up" the cable as it is
towed towards it. and the small winding torque requireo is provided by veepulley drive from the back wheel via
a stretched pure-rubber bell.
A radio link from the take-off point
to the tow-car allows the signaller/logkeeper to comment throughout the whole
sequence of take-off, climb. release and

ULTRA
POCKET less than
EDITION

in weight

'VIGILANT' SERIES OF MINIATURE V.H.F. RADIO·TELEPHONES
Id'eal for glider..to-ground communieCition
The two-way lightweight communication set. Type 3A4, shown here measUres
7t x 5 x It in. and weighs less than 3-lb. ready to use. It is fully transistorised.
uses 8-hour batteries, rechargeable overnight. and meets G.P.O. specifications. A
brilliant breakthrough in size, weight, and reliability. Its si;ze we illustrate; its weight
we state; its capabilities we will be pleased to demonstrate. . . . ComplementarY to
the 'Vigilant' seT"ies, 'Valiant' mobile equipment provides communications of the
same high cillibre for evc;ry type of vehicle. Conforms with G.P.O. specifications.
Please wri'le or telephone Mr. .A. E. OU/len.

ULTRA
TflECOMMUNICATIQN5 DIVISION

.

LONG DRIVE

•

GREENFORD
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•

ULTRA
ELECTRONICS
LIMITED

MIDDLESEX

•

ToI, WAXLOW 5721

cable drop. The puIley is left unattended.
The car, starting at the pulley, keeps
to one side during the early part of
the launch to avoid fouling the cable
running to the glider. At the top of
the launch the glider releases to one
side, depending on the cross-wind. The
instant of release is decided by the pilot
from A.S.I. and variometer indications
- the car keeps puJling at this time.
The tension should be taken out of the
wire before release by getting the nose
well down. After release, the car goes
flat~out until the parachute nears the
ground. A suitable parachute can be
"winched" almost right down to the
pulley, allowing the car to reach the
launching area without stopping. If a
second tow-car is available, the next
launch can proceed.
Typically, we puIl up to 700 lb. on
our' Ka-7 two-seater, and for solo

machines 600 lb., tapering off to about
350 lb. at the top of the launch. The
tension gauge is marked with appropriate
coloured sectors. We pull less in rough
weather. From a 6,OOO-foot runway, the
2,OOO-foot level is reached in winds of
about 10 knots. The highest launch
to date is 3,000 feet in a Kite 2.
Cable wear has not been a problem.
The wire lies straight as a die under
tension, and glides along without bounciog or forming flats. There is even a
tendency for it to pick up a protective
coat of tar from the strips which separate the sections of concrete runway. A
wire should last 500 to 1,000 launches.
The writer would like to know of
other people's experience so that progress may be shared. Please write to
Department of Electrical Engineering,
U.C.D., Upper Merrion Street, Dublin.

VHF Radios for Glider Installation
by R. BRETT·KNOWLES and

P. M.

TuNBkIDGE

HE value of a radio link between
T
the pilot of a glider and his ground
crew has been appreciated for a number
of years, and for competition flying it
can be of great importance. In the past
years a wide variety of VHF transmitter-receivers have been used with varying degrees of success, They mostly
suffered from the disadvantages of being
rather heavy and bulky, and their battery consumption was such that they
drained the aircraft 12V accumulator
far quicker than any artificial horizon,
or alternatively required large dry batteries. In the last year, however, a number of small, lightweight VHF radios
have become available, which, being
entirely transistorised, consume very
little power indeed.
Three manufacturers producing suitable radios are; Ultra, Pye and Shorrock. The Ultra Electronil;S type 3A4
Packset and the Pye Telecommunications
Bantam are both primarily portable
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walkie-talkie sets. but are nevertheless
very suitable for installing in gliders.
Shorrock DeveloJlments produce a range
of radios, tbe TSR and TSR /1 for light
aircraft or glider use, a special Glider
Transceiver, and the TSR/P, a complete
portable ground set. Both Pye and Ultra
made sets available for the authors to
test, and it was thus possible to study
their performance fairly extensively.
The Pye and Ultra sets are designed
to be used on up to three preset frequencies, spaced within 500 kcs., thus both
could be used on the two frequencies
aIlocated for glider communications,
130.4 Mcs. and 129.9 Mcs. However,
both radios tested were only set up for
use on 130.4 Mcs.
The Ultra type 3A4 Packset
The
transmitter-receiver
assembly
weighs less than 2t lb. and measures
approximately
x 5" x 7~". It is thus

tr

and

No\IVa Fully Transistorised
Walkie- Talkie!

~

the~ @!!~V~D!~!:n
~

Once again in
the tradition of
the outstanding
Cambridge and
Vanguard Radiotelephones, Pye
have produced the
Bantam, a brilliant
fully transistorised
Walkie-Talkie.

• Fully ".anala'orlnd T'.... "'itt.r a"4 ftecll'iVlI'f
•
•
•
•

len, .nd.ranee with Recha'l1••bht Of Dry " .....,ies
• et)'st.1 Filter ulectivity
fteliabilit, and .c~bilit)' of components
• Very high perfoflll1ance Recei".,
Lightweight .. lb•• (1.12 kg.)
• FreqU-ency Band 25·11. Mc's.
• We.th~,pro.f
Approved by G.P.O. to Spec. WUCS.
rEL: TE'IERSHAM 1/1/

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD.

CAMBRIDGE ENGLAND' Telex No. 81166

small enough to be installed inside the
cockpit where the channel selection, onoff aDd volume control switches are
accessible to the pilot. The set has a selfcontained 15V nickel-cadmium battery.
This battery can be recharged overnight
using a special constant current mains
operated charger and gives about 8 hrs.
operation, which is in general adequate.
A hand unit serves as a combined
loudspeaker I microphone and is fitted
with a press-te-talk changeover switch.
The receiver volume is varied in steps
by a switch and an internal squelch is
fitted to remove background noise in
the absence of a signal. This circuit is
switched out in the maximum volume
position. The receiver sensitivity was
measured to be aPPTo'ximately 3/,V for
10 db SIN ratio, but some difficulty was
experienced in measuring the bandwidth
of the set supplied, which did not appear
to be properly adjusted. The set was
fitted with a 25 kcs. filter which, even
had it been working correctly, might be
a trifle narrow, since not all the older
glider radios are capable of maintaining
their frequency within this margin.
AJternatively a 50 kcs. filter is obtainable. The receiver spurious responses
were found to be at least 50 db down.
The transmitter power output was
just over 150 mW and the modulation
was very clear. No limiter is provided
in the transmitter to prevent overmodulation of the signal, which could cause
interference to other users of the
VHF band. The transmitter stability and
spurious radiation were within the
G.P.O. specification for this type of
equipment.
Pye Bantam type

"Telecomm"
Glider Radio-telephones
All fully transistorised and
of British manufacture.
AR.8. & G.P.O. approved.
Low power model TRT/2 £150.
High power model TRTJ2B £200.
These instruments are not made
down t9 11 price, tbe keynote of
the design being the ultimate in
performance and reliability.

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS CO.
16 Abbey St., Crewkerne, Somt.
Contractors to Air Ministry, War
Office, G.P.O., I.T.A., C.E.G.8.,
U.K.A.E.A., etc., etc.

HP1/AM/N

This set is similar to the Ultra but is
a little larger. Three alternative internal
batteries can be fitted, seven U7 torch
batteries, eight Ma110ry batteries, or a
nickel~dmium accumulator. The set
supplied was fitted with a battery holder
for the U7 cells. These were found to be
very satisfactory, and to have adequate
capacity for one day's operation. To
use inexpensive dry batteries and to
change them each day is probably the
cheapest, and most convenienr, arrangement for most users. The set has an
internal loudspeaker, or thc microphone

can be used alternatively as an earphone.
The receiver has a variable volume
control and alsQ an adjustable squelch
level. By careful setting of these two
controls very weak signals can be
received clearly, with no background
hiss in the absence of a signal. The
squelch control required some readjustment as freezing level was reached, or
alternatively as the batteries reached the
end of their life. The receiver sensitivity
was such that less than I,..V was required
to give a 10 db SIN ratio. The receiver
bandwidth was 50 kcs. and all spurious
responses were greater than 60 db down.
The AGe was particularly efficient and
the set did not overload or block on
very strong signals.
The transmitter power output was
about 30D mW, and a modulation limiter
is fitted. However. this was nOI set up as
efflciendy as it might perhaps have been
on the set supplied, as it limited the
modulation to about 60%. When l:orrectly set up, a Iimiter e.nables very
efficient modlllation to be obtained.
Scme trouble was experienced initially
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BUANCEPT
c .....·)

are revising their range of

AIRCRAFT TRANSMITIER/RECEIVERS
The few remaining sets in stock are
being offered to Clubs and Private
Owners at maten'al value only. Brand
new, of course, these sets are absolutely
perfect and fully tested
BE 255

5 .. channel transceiver
complete with control
box and connector kit

BE 256/1

5 .. channel transceiver
complete with control
hox and connector kit

5 .. channel transceiver

BE 256/2

complete with control
box and connector kit

M.O.A.

Al'pro~d

CIa" II

M.O.A.

Appro~e<J

CIa•• II

M.O.A. ApprolleU

Class l'

£35

£40

£4S

Also a few ll-channel RemQte Control Units for the BE 256 for

£5 only

All above transceivers are of 100 Kc/s spacing.
Enquiries to:-

CONTRACfS MANAGER:

BURNDEPT ELECTRONICS LTD.

fRITH
450

KENT

Telephone ERrrH 38121

with the transmitter, which necessitated
the return of the set to the manufacturer
for maintenance, but the performance
was subsequently found to be satis.factory.
Heth the. Pye and Ultra sets are supplied with telescopic aerials and also
sockets {or the connection of an external
aerial. Operation ef the transmitters
without a suitable aerial could cause
damage to the sets, and the Ultra handbook specifically warns against this
danger.
During the R.AF.G-S.A. Bicester
Competition, both sets were used by R.
Brett-Knowles, and ranges in excess ·of
30 miles were obtained. In general One
might expect to obtain a range of about
25 miles a.t 1.000 ft. or 35 miles a,t
3,000 ft. to a car radio. The Pye Bantam, being more' powerful, would giv.e a
slightly greater range than the Ultra.
The Shorrocks TSR models are rather
larger s.ets, being 6" x
x
and
are designed to operate from an external
12V supply. The receiver is tuneable
from J08- J36 Mcs., and the sensitivity is
quoted as 10pV. The receiver bandwidth is in excess of 100 kcs. and thus
interference from other channels is to
be expected. The 12 channel transmitter
operates on any 10 Mcs. band between
108 and 136 Mcs.,. and the power output
is quoted as being 250 mW.
The Glider Transceiver is identical
except that both transmitter and receiver
OPerate on two· preset channels. In
addition a crystal filter is fitted, thus
g.iving a more reasonable receiver bandwidth. A remote control unit, loudspeaker and microphone are providel:l,
but if the two channel capability is to
be retained, the main unit, with the
channel selector switch, must be accessible to the pilot.
For the satisfactory operation of an.y
VHF radio it is essential that a suitable
aerial is installed in the glider. It is also
str~ngly recommended that the installatIOn, and adjustment, of the radio
eqUIpment be carried out by an experienCed person, since the reliability and
efficiency of such equipment depends
very greatly on the skill with which it
h~s been adjusted. Satisfactory results
~II not, in general, be obtained by
SImply bolting the radio down, and
plu.gging in an arbitrary aerial.

3r Sr,
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THERMAL EQUIPMENT LIMITED
announce their

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
as below. Wrile for leaflet on

'WINTER' Barographs

U.K. Price now £48.0.0
Due 10 higher "ex Works" cosls and
the additional 15'0 Import Duty
Delivery approx.. 6 weeks
Ask also for leaflet on the

'MUNR.O' A.S.I.
20

~

15Q knots as illuslrated

I I

Dial diameter
cClnforms la A.R.B.

Price £11.0.0

3~

inch••

requiremenl~

Prompt Delivery

Pl!cking & Postege elllra

THERMAL EQUIPMENT LIMITED
1588 Acre Rood,
Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey

GLIDE AHEAD WITH A

"BLANIK"

THE HIGH PERFORMANCE TWO-SEATER
A.R.B. approved for aerobatics and cloud flying
Anodise-l metal coostruction, duplicated instruments
Flap and air brakes, retractllble undercarriage
Upholstered interior

£1,895 delivered U.K. duty paid

H.P. ovcdlable. Deposit £475
and 36 monthly payments of

£46.n.O

Sole Agents

Pete rei ifford Avi at ion Ltd.
Cables: ClIFFAIR OXfORD

Lift

IS

Telephon.e: KIDlINGTON 4262

OXFORD AIRPORT
KIDUNGTON

Where You Find it
by

KEITH EM6tIE

HE textbook "doughnut" thermal is
T
probably the type most frequently
used, coming in a wide range of sizes
and strengths, but one should always be
prepared to find lift conforming to other
patterns. Two unusual regions of thermal lift were encountered over the Long
Mynd, requiring unusual flight patterns
to stay with and use the lift.
Gentle hill lift and occasional small
the:rmals were being enjoyed, the hill
alone giving only 500 ft. A narrow
region of extra lift was felt in front of
Pole Cottage, traversed in a few seconds,
but encountered similarly on the reverse
beat. It appeared to be too narrow to
circle in, especially at such a low height,
and short beats confirmed the narrow
band of lift with the toms at both ends
out of the lift area. The next move was
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to manreuvre into the lift, facing diJectly
into wind and flying veJy slowly. This
was surprisingl y successful. and for fully
half a minute a steady climb was
achieved making slow forward progress
out from the hill. As the lift finally
dropped a single 360· tUfO was made.
entering the lift area again at the original position relative to the ground. This
manccuvre was repeated several times.
!TIaking about 100 feet each time, c1imbmg from 500 to \,100 feet above the
hill. which was quite good for that day.
This must have been a plume. fed
continuously over several minutes from
one point on the ground. resulting in a
continuous band of lift about 100 feet
wide acrOss wind and 500 ft. wide intowind.
On the second occasion, 26th August,

1956. at about mid-day, a big heap
clond developed in front ,of the south
end. Though the wind was about 10
knots on the hill. the cloud drifted eastwards only very slowly. Tt stretched
away tl] the south·west for several miles.
and grew to be about a: mile wide. base
3.600 ft. a.s.l. Circling was not necessary
because the lift was co'ntinuolls, and
one ma<:hine Oohn Knolls in an
Olympia) entered the cloud in straight
flight headi.ng for Pembroke.
The Scud 3 was pleasant to fly. but
not to be taken into cloud, so we headed
for the south"east side, intending to fly
out from under and slide back when
some mO.re lift was required. What
actually happened was that the climb
was continued up the side of the cloud.
dodging round the sharp-edged billows
but not going through them. Attention
was centred on mana:uvFing. with the
instruments ignored except to monitor
the steady rise of the altimeter. reaching
fully 700 fec:t above cloud base.
By now the view included nothing of
the Mynd, ·so .the clOUd was left behind
until enough height had been lost to

cross under it again to get back ahead
of the hill. It was still sucking steadily
all over its base, the air uniformly turbulenl but not uncomfortably so. It may
have been significant that it was the
sunny side of the cloud that worked, but
unfortunately the north·west side was not
expl()red. Certainly it was a self-stoking
piece of convection of unusual size,
gentleness and longevity. So if you're
after those last few hundred feet for
Silver C height 'when you're baulked
by cloud base, don't despair; try the
edges, and let's see how often it works.

Northern Regionals
The 1965 Northern Regional Competitions will be organized by the Doncaster
Gliding Club and held on Doncaster
Airfield from 4th to 1 Itn July. AJI
launches will be by aero-tow. A caravan
site will be available.
Further particulars can be obtained
from Jack Tarr. 11 Station Road, Don·
caster, Yorks.

THREE COUNTIES
AERO CLUB LTO.
Blackbushe Airport, Nr. Camberley, Surrey
Special ,Courses for Glider 'Pilots to obtain
Private Pilot's Licence
Normal Courses for Private Pilot's Licence
Night Flying -Instrument Flying
CharIer and Pleasure Flying
Residential Courses available

C.F.I. Mr. Duek Johnson
YATELEY 2152
-I
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IT'S ALL YOURS
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har~-worki~g C.F.I.'~

lo.ng time since information .about
has b.een. published,
I Tsoistoa brmg
news up to date, here
a consolidated list of Chief Flymg Instructors
IS

of civil member clubs.

Club
B.E.A. Silver Wing
Bristol
Cambridge University
Cornish
Coventry
Derbyshire & Lancashire
Devon & Somerset
Imperial College
Kent
London
Midland
Newcastle
Norfolk
Oxford
Sc.ott.ish G.U.
SouthdQwn
Surrey
Yorkshire
A~rdee[]

Avro
Bath
Blackpool &. Fylde
Crown Agents
College of Aeronautics
Doncas.ter
Dorset
Dumfries
Essex
East Midlands
Glasgow & West
Halifax
Handley Page
Lakes
Lasham GI.iding Centre
Norfolk & Norwich

CF.I.

R. A. Neaves
P. T. Etheridge
B. Warner

A. ]. Lapham
A. Cunningham
M. Kaye
S. Tolman
P. Minton
R. P. Hubble
J. Hands
K. R. Mansell
N. Revell.
A. J. Podolski
..
M. J. Gibons
T. Davidson
G. W. A. Constable
See Lasham
J. C. Riddell
A. McCauley
J. A. Knight
O. C. Barris
J. S. Aked
See Laslram
M. T. Caiger
J. A. Stirk
G. Warwick
J. Steel
J. D. Robinson
V. C. Carr
K. G. Ross
A. M. Rose
G. Wass
R. Reid
D. G. Go<Idard
A. H. Warminger
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FA.I. Badge
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Gold
C
Gold
Silver
Silver
Silver
C
Silver
Silver
C
C
Gold
C
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Gold

C·
C·

Silver
Silver
Silver
Gold

Tug Pilot
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Northamptonshire
Northumbria
Ouse
Perkins
Polish A.F.G.A..
R.A.E. Farnborough
South Wales
Sta,ffordshire
Swansea
Swindon
Ulster & Shorts
West Wales

P'. L. Bisgood
D. A.. Wilson
J. W. Coulsey
J. Hulme
See LAs/ram
P. E, Dale
I. H. Shattock
P. R. Bradwell
D. A.. Garner
T. G. Turner
B. Longstaff
T. G. Phillips

·Provisional C.F.I. Endorsement -

Gold
Silver
C
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver

C·
Silver
Silver
Silver

Yes

appointed since January, 1963.

Royal Naval G.S.A. at DunkesweU
by

LIEUT. CMDR. JOHN

R?y~1

HE
Naval Gli.d'ing, and Soaring
T
AssocIatIOn held ItS second ever
competition at Dunkeswell with the
kind permission of the DeVQn and
Somerset Club from Saturday, 29th
August 10' Sunday, 6tb. September. The
original object. of t.he exercise was to
hold another Junior Inter-Service competition or rally, but the R.A.F.G.S.A.
had organised its very much larger
competition much earlier and we had no
entries from the other two Service
Associations. So, in order to make it "a
qualifier", clubs were asked if they
could and would like to make up the
numbers. The plain object of the exercise was to /rave fun, which we certainly
did. As it turned out, sixteen gHders,
plus one hors concours, lined up in the
sun on the first day to take off.
Saturda,y, 19th Aupst
With a 20 knot N.N.W. wind with
cumulus tops to 5,500, we C"racked off
in fine style. John Fielden set an outand-return race to Lasham of 195t {niles.
CQlin Pennycukk flew very well indeed
to cover a fIlost creditable 183 miles.
with Keith Aldridgeand Hu_mphrey
Dimock hot on his tail with 170 miles
each and Nigel Stevenson with 168 miles.
D. Holding made 147 miles. John
Fielden was task-setting. amongst everytbing else, getting the, met. from Wally
Wallington over the phone (what better
combination?). and tbe results showed
the eXCellence of the task-setting on this
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day. Wally turned up later in the day
by car, as did John WiUiamson (by
Olympia 419 from Upavon) to see how
we Were getting on. John WiUy was. seen
later by retrieve crews near Stonehenge
an his way back to Upavon.
Sunday, 30th Aug~
Wind was a 15·kno-t N.E. with blue
thermals to 3,500 ft. above sea level.
The task was another out-and-return
race to Keevil. Once agam this pr,oved
splendid task-setting and seven com~
petitors completed the course of
120 miles. Colin Pennycuick led the
field once again. Results in order of
points (Malpas and Holding had 10%
handicap): -

Pilot
C. Pennycuick
H. Dimock
B. Malpas
C. Wills
K. Aldridge
D. Holding
P. Pozerskis

Sui/pl/me
Ka·6
Skylark 4

m.p.h.
34.6
28
23.3

Skyfark 3
Austria
Skylark 2
Skylark 4

26.5
24.7
18.2
21.2

Sky

Monday. 31st August
We wondered what sort ,of competition we were in for when on the third
conse<;utive day a task was set in a 15knot S.E. wind with blue thermals to
3,300 ft. above sea level. The task was
a race to Davidstow Moor. Only one
competitor was to get there and yet
agJin it was Colin Pennycuick! Chris

"''!!!ls and Ray Foot were about tbe right
distance but Chtis was on the north
coast and Ray was some way south
having used weak wave. Unfortunately it
was a No-Contest Day as not enough
exceeded 2X.
On Tuesday and Wednesday the
inversion was either at 1,200 or 500 ft.
above sea level which, with the airfield
being at 850 ft., made things rather
impossible. But the weather was gorgeous, the sun shone the whole day and
the.re was none of the normal gloom on
non-flying days at this competition!
People swam and sunned, etc., etc.
Thursday, 3rd September
The inversion was reported by test
flight to be about 1,200 ft. aboVe the
site, so it was decided to give aero-tow
launches to 1,000 ft. and make X = 10.
Thermals were also reported as weak
but, with the Tigers bobbing up and
down like yo-yos to get the gliders off
OD their first launch, all were very soon
in the sky and floating in about two
tbermals_ We were using the "launch
in the order of the day when it gets
soarable" method of launching and John
Fielden's "go-time" was exactly right.
Soon the sky was· clear of gliders and,
with a free distance task, the trailers
were off. Bill Malpas won the day,
hardly needing his 10% bonus by going
53 miles. Ray Foot in his Skylark 3
going olle further mile. Holding went
50, C. Wills 49t and Trott 49 miles. This
was to prove the last contest day, unfortunately.
'Friday and Saturday were days filled
with haze, the first day with an inversion at 2,300 ft. 3.s.1. and the second

Speedwell Works. Bosden H.all Farm.
Hazel Grove. Chesh're
Tdeo"'?"!!1 Slep=,ino Hill 5741
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On being a Bird
by PHlllP WillS
New re-print edihon now available.
clear text and many line drawings
and photographic illustrations, in
four-colour jacket.
8J6d. plus 9d. postage
Oth.r B40h by Philip Wi/1.J

Where No Birds I=ly
:l1/·d. plus l{3d. postage
Beauty ·of Glldin~
35/·d. plus 1/6d. postage

THE BRlnSH GUDING
ASSOCIAnON
Artmery Mansions,
75 Victoria Street,

London, S.W.1.

with a similar inversion. Free distance
was set on both days but they both had
to be scrubbed.
Sunday, 6th September
Cumulus with tops to 6,000 ft. were
forecast in a IS-knot north westerly
wind and wave between 4,000 and
8,000 ft. was also forec.ast. A race to
Lasharn was set and soon the rain was
pouring down. Colin Pennycuick decided
to have a tow as it was raining; people
shook their heads but were soon lining
the balcony or leaping into their gliders
when they saw him happily sitting on
the ridge testing everything tbat came
along for whatever he might be looking
for. The very great majority of landings
were short of X, except for one pilot yes, Colin again - who went to Salisbury!
One crew reported to the spot where
a telephone message had said their glider
would 'be and were most surprised to
find that the glider was certainly !here,
but was airborne sitting on a ridge!
When the pilot eventually landed he
confessed that he had written a message

on a piece of paper and had dropped it.
hoping that someone would find it and
pass it on.
So ended a most enjoyable week.
Colin in his Ka-6 showed that he was
without doubt a very clear winner of
the competition and Dave Holding and
Bill Malpas were close behind him.
We are all very grateful to all at
Dunkeswell for their very kind hospitality, to tbe staff for looking after us,
to the tug pilots for lUgging us, to our
crews, to Wally the Met., but, above all,
to John Fielden, without whose expert
guidance, rushing about and continuous
effort, the competition would probably
never have got off the ground.
Final Results
Pilot(s)
I. C. Pennycuick
2. D. Holding

3. B. Malpas

Sailplan~

Ka-6
Ski. 2
Sky

Pts.

2,660
2,551
2,501

4. H. Dimock
SkI. 4
2,312
Ski. 3
5. C. Wills
2,290
6. P. Pozersk,is
SkI. 4
1,943
SkI. 3
7. R. Foot
1,927
8. K. Aldridge and
Austria
D.Corrick
1,733
9. R. Trott and
SkI. 3
1,571
J. Hancock
10. J. N. Stevensct! and
J. H. Stanley
SkI. 3
1,550
It. M. Seth-Smith
Oly. 463 1,340
12. R. Jones
Oly. 2
'989
13. K. Moreton and
J. Collins
SkI. 2
587
14. S. B. Wills
Oly. 463
522
15. E. Basham
Oly. 2
438
16. E. Robinson and
A. Wiltiams
Oly. 2
202
17. A. M. Wray
Swallow
o
Sky and Skylark 2 had 10% bonus.
Olympia 2 and Swallow had 20% bonus.
A. M. Wray flew hors concours.

"ph oe bus"
An All-Plastic Slandar~ Class Sailplane
is a further development
T HEof Phoebus
the all-plastic Phoenix (described

in SAILPLANE & GLIDING for August,
1958). The main improvements are:
better high-speed performance, simplified control mechanism, a stronger skin
reduces sensitivity to gusts, and all-moving tail surfaces have been introduced as
a result of tests.
The machine is a joint. design by H.
Nagle, R. L.indner and R. Eppler. in
co-operation with the BOIkow firm of
Ottobrunn near Munich, which is now

producing the machine in series at a
price of 17,400 DM (approx. £1,560).
Data
Span, 15 m. (49 ft. 2-1 in.).
Wing area, 13.16 sq. m. (142 sq. ft.).
Aspect ratio, 17.1.
Length, 7.1 m. (23 ft. 3~ in.).
Fuselage height, 0.85 m. (2 ft. 9t in.)
Weight of wing, 120 kg. (265 lb.).
Fuselage. tail and instruments, 100 k~.
(220 lb.).
Max. all-up weight, 350 kg. (772 lb.).
Max. wing loading_ 26.5 kg./sq.m.
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(5.43, Ib./sq.ft.).
Load factor, 6; safety, 2.
Min. speed, 60 km./h. (32.4 kt.).
Min. sink, ,ca. 0.65 m./s. (2 ft. 2 in.1
sec.).
Max. glide ratio, ca. 37 at 90 km./h.
(49 kt.).
Speed at.
m/so sink, ca. 115 km.jh.
(62 kt.).
Speed at 2 m/so sink, ca. 160 km./h.
(86 kt.).
Roll from 45" bank to 45° c-pposite
bank at 85 km./h., (46 kt.), ca. 3.5 sec.

L

L

"M...... Ippler. LI......' .........

Funher partkuJars
Owing to increased torsional stiffness,
the wing does not bend down at high
speed like that of the Phoenix. The
strengthened wing allows a speed of 200
km./h. (108 kt.) in gusty w~ther. This
has been achieved with an insignificant
increase in wing weight.
The lowering of the fuselage nose to
improve visibility has brought no increase in drag, because the whole forward portion of the fuselage has proved
to have laminar flow. Shortly after the
onset of turbulent boundary flow the
fuselage cross-section is rig,orous]y contracted. in accordance with EX. Wortman':!'s findings.
With the well-tried T -form tail, a new
feature is the continuation of the fuseOn opposite page:

,~

.:from tfJeir ..1le1u !.!bbrt5S
8& 19rimn ~onb', J(onbon,
~.Ul.9, l\iltn nnb ~obfrt!'
Ji)artDoob stnb ~fJri5tma5
~rttting5 nnb l§t5t~lisfJt5
for t 965 to an tbtir c§libing
~
.1'rienbs
\\

lage shell into the rudder fin. The adoption of an all-moving elevator reduces
drag, weight and expense, and its high
position avoids the downflow from the
wing.
In the design of the Phoebus special
attention has been given to improving
the high-speed performance. Laminar
flow is obtained over 80 per cent of
the upper wing surface and 60 per cent
of the lower surface. Compared with
the Phoenix, the impairment of performance in clrcling and "ilow flight is insignificant. The maximum lift coefficient
and stalling behaviour remain as good as
before.
Good manoeuvrability has also received special attention. The ailerons are
large and have a very big range of movement; the large rudder facilitates sideslip; the elevator has been enlarged while
keeping the drag low, SillCe it is 0\11moving without the usual gap. In consequence the permitted e.g. range is from
45 per cent to 20 per cent of the wing
chord.
The above particulars are condensed
from tbe description sent by the Bolleow
firm.

The Phoebus in

flight.
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V. G. Aircraft Limited
All types

of

light aircraft
and repaired,
also Spares supplied

ser~iced
Worlc.hops:-

TringRoad, Dunstable
Phone:- Ounslable 63419

Camphill takes the Beer Tray
by PETER O'DoNALD
HERE is a
T
between the
Derbyshire and

long-standing rivalry
Midland and the
Lancashire Gliding
Clubs depending upon the possession of
a silv,er beer tray. It is usually competed
£or at the Long Mynd Easter Rally. But
this year the trophy stayed at the Long
Mynd by default of the weather, which
was too bad for competition tlyi,ng.
On Saturday and Sunday, 22nd and
23rd August, we therefore organized a
soaring match between the two clubs.
Derby and Lancs. were represented by
Mick Kaye in his Dart, Brian Jefferson
in his Skylark 3 and Harry Midwood in
his Oly. 460. For the Midland CIll:b.
Ric Prestwich was flying his Skylark 4,
Charles' Green his 460 and John Brenner
the club Olympia 2B.
Saturday
A 15-knot westerly wind was blowing, and good cumulus with strong
thermals under them soon developed
over the Mynd. Away to the east, however, there were only blue therrnals,
and later all cumulus disappeared but
strong blu.:: thermals persisted until la te
afternoon. The task was an out-anoreturn of 117 miles to Wellesbourne
Mountford airfield, just beyond Stratford. The first leg WaJ; almost down
wind, the second into wind. Prestwich
did the fastest time of 3 hrs. 45 mins.,
followed by Kaye, who took 5 minutes
longer. Jefferson ,took 4 hrs. 10 mins.
and Midwood 4 hrs. 45 mins,. Green
couldn't quite reach the airfield on his
final glide because of the Mynd lee
wave, and landed on the east slope of
the Mynd. John Brenner did remarkably
well in the club Olympia to get back as
far as Clee Hill against the wind, which
had increased to 20 knots.
Sunday
Tn the early morning a 20-knots
S.S.W, wind under an approaching warm
front was condensing into cloud on the
Lo,ng Mynd. By midday it had lifted
and broken cumulus had developed
under high cirrus. At medium altitudes
wave douds had formed and the ther111:1 Is
were broken and very rough
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indeed - presumably they were mixed
,up with rotors.
Once found, the waves gave lift to
7,000-8,500 feet a.s.L and several club
pilots and three competitors used them.
The task was two laps of the triangle
Mynd-Montgomery-Clun-Mynd, one lap,
being 33 miles. Kaye in his Dart did
three laps, the last two in only
1 hr. 45 mins. Prestwich took: 2 hrs.
30 mins. for his two laps and Midwood
took 3 hrs. 15 mins. No one else got
into the waves and completed the tas1<.
but Green made 28 miles, Jefferson 16
and Brenner 12.
For marking the normal handicapping
system was used, with the Dart, which
was streaking away from the rest of the
field irt level flight and losing very little
in the soaring, as a scratch machine.
Marks were as foHows:
Derby and Lanes..: Kaye 971 + 1,000,
Midwood 8f! + 711, Jefferson 873 + 87.
Midland:
Prestwich
1,000 + 746,
Green 364 + 201, Erenner 335 + 78.
Thus the Derby and Lancs. team
scored a total of 4,453 points to the
Midland 2,724 and they returned to
Cilmphill with the beer tray.
One possibility arising out of this
raIry has occurred to me - that of holding a gliding competition as a series of
twosomes. Dart would be competing
against Dart, Skylark 4 against Skylark
4 and 460 against 460. The winning
club would then be the one that won
most of the' twosomes. At any rate it
would eliminate the need to apply the
arbitrary handicapping system.

LONG MYND EASTER RALLY

T

HE Midland Gliding Club will be
holding its usual' Easter Rally from
Good Friday to Easter Tuesday, 16th to
20th April inclusive. It wilI be a
Qualifying Competition. Entry forms and
Regulations are obtainable from Mr. P.
O'Oonald, 3 Fron Ogwen, Tregarth,
Bangor, Caernarvonshire.

Obituary
PETER LANYON
ETER LANYON died in hospital on
31st Aug., four da.ys after an accident
in tbe Dunkeswell Skylark. A member of
tne Cornish Club, he was 46.
He was a well known artist, whose
work has been ·ex.bibited in many parts
of Europe and NOrth and South
America. He was best kl1lOwn for his
landscapes, and gliding had some influence on his work; one painting, bought
by the Tate, was entitled "Thermal".
At Perranporth, he soloed in 1960,
flew his C the following year and Silver
C duration in I96;!. He was a member
of the Kite syndicate and spent many
hours he'lping rebuild it when first
bought, taking the fuselage; home to his
St. Ives studio. He admired this old
glider's graceful form and flew his first
cross-country in it la~t year.
Anyone ·meeting Peter was won by his
great charm and sense of fun, wnich
made. him such good company. He gave
a great deal of his valuable time to the
Cornish Club, serving OD the Commit·
tee, helping with repairs, afld was a
r'esourceful and sympathetic retriever.
Tbe great sympathy of his many
friends, both inside and outside gliding,
goes to his widow and six children.
J. E. K.

P

LTHOUGH rightly famous for his
A
work. Peter was above all an enthusiast; a person who got the mlilSt out

of life in anything that he did, and tc
talk to him about painting, gliding, new
ideas, or his native Cornwall, was
always stimulating and amusing.
Soon after obtaining his C certi.ficate,
he bought a share in a Kirby Kite,
which he loved to SIlar 'above the cliffs.
His delight in gliding was very great,
but it was not just for the flying ·that he
loved it. To him the glider was a superb
instrument for seeing what was all
around him, its colour, shape and proportion. In the last few years; his paintings have been influenced by' the sense
of space which is inseparable from flying, as those who have seen his paint.ing "Thermal" in the Tate Gallery will
know.
Abstract painting is not always understood. but Peter's work was sincere and
beautiful. His purpose was to translate
landscape, particularly that of Cornwa.lI,
into a language of colour, and it was
the colour of the sea, sand and sky
t}j~t he completely understood, .and could
reproduce with such clarity and power.
Although only 46, Peter had had his
work exhibited in many countries, and
he a.lso did a great deal to encourage
and he:lp young artists. He wiU be badly
missed. To his wife, Sheila. 'and their
six children, we ean only' send our
sympathy.
A. W.

BOOK REVIEW
Halfway to Heaven, by FREO HO:NVILLE. Published by Angus and
Ltd., London. Price 2Is.

Rob~r.tsQn

HIS interesting book describes the varied flying experiences of Fred Hoinville,
T
tile famom Australian pilot who gained the fi(st Australian Gold C and was
the first Australian commercial skywriter. Before his death in 1959 while testing
a new powered glider, he waS noted for his brilliant aerobatic displays and his fine
gliding record flights. He describes, among many other fascinating things, encounters
with sharks and porpoises while surf-riding, a SOO-mile aero-tow to deliver a
Grunau Baby to an:ll!ler club. and the intricate skywriting methods which he
perfected.
There are amusing anecdotes of club and international gliding, and items of
meteorological interest, such as his descriptions of a major wave. system near Sy,dney
which he explored, and of once finding a !a,rge thermal at 10,000 feet above a
461
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Specially designed to meet Clu~
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Fine quality fully guaranteed buildings in
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LOWER WORKS BANBURY OXON
Telephone. Banbury 4271

deep inversion. He also tells of how he sometimes slope-soared up the sides of
big cumulus clouds in his famous Tiger Moth .. Brolga". In chapter 8, there is
a hair-raising description of how to lose control of a sailplane if you venture into
cloud ~ithout prope: instruments and trainin~ -:- all ~rospective cloue!- fliers should
read thiS, although It may alarm the more tImid! His account of hiS attempts to
teach himself aerobatics in a plane he subsequently discovered was only stressed
for level flight also contains a valuable lesson. The book ends on a sad and sligbtly
sentimental note as he tells of the death of his little son, Ricky, from leukemia.
Altogether this book is a good memorial to a brilliant pilot and a fine person.
B. K1RX..

The WooJacombe Bird, by ANN WELCH, illustrated by JOSEPH
AClffiSON. Published 1964 by Jonathan Cape, London. Price 16s. (Also
obtainable from B.G.A. Office: postage extra).
ERE at last is a book for all those children whom one would like to see
H
grow up with a .. gliding" mentality, or possibly even become glider pilots
themselves_
Mrs. Welch sets this adventure in the West Country during Armada year,
although it cannot be said to be an .. hist-orical" novel in the usual sense. The
joy of this book is that it conveys the author's enthusiasm for the open air, and
for those people who get on and do things in spite of the prejudices of others. The
development of the plot passes my test for an adventure story - I was thoroughly
objectionable to anyone who interrupted my reading - and at the finish still .had
that feeling that it could have happened.
The Woolacombe Bird can be thoroughly recommended as a present for nieces,
nephews and god-children, after you have read it yourself! Now Mrs. Welch has
written a book for 10 year olds and under, can we expect a competitor for
Winrtie the Pooh? I hope so.
PAUL MlNTON.

Octave Cbaoute: A Bibliography, by PEARL I. YOUNG. Published
1963 by Edward L. Steme. 2949 Balboa Street, San Francisco 21, Calif.,
D.S.A.
NLY 250 copies of this valuable booklet were printed for sale. No doubt
O
because of this the price in England is D. 10s., if obtainable. Pearl Young
had a grant from the American Philosophical Society, and used it since 1947 to
pursue her research .. in libraries and archives from Paris to San Francisco."
A short biography begins the book. Born in Paris in 1832, six years before
his father emigrated to America, Chanute became a naturalized Amencan in 1854
and took up the profession of railway engineer. He began collecting infoI'lJlation
on aeronautics in 1857; but, the author says, .. finding himself neglecting both bis
family and professional duties for the new hobby, he resolutely filed the aeronautical material away for 14 years". Then, at the age of 64, Ch:anute began the
famous series of gliding experiments over sand dunes on the shore of Lake
Michigan near Chicago. He collected three young men to do the fiying, as take-offs
and landings were done with the legs, but nevertheless he conscientiously tried Qut
each new model or modifiC3JtioJl ~imself before allowing others to fly it. For the
first experiments he took along six pairs of wings to be tried out in different
arrangements; oddly enough, they found the machine flew best with two pairs
in front and four behind.
The bibliography is in three sections: Writings and Printed Speeches, Notebooks and Diaries (including press cuttings and photographs), and writings about
Chanute by others (this does not include a biography of him in SAU.PLANE AND
GLIDING on the centenary of his birth). It is to be hoped that Pearl Young will now
use this material to write a full-length biography.
A.E.S.
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CORRES·PON DENCE
REVIVE THE WINCH!
Dear Sir,
I'm sure everyone must agree that the majority of the gliding clubs in the U.K.
will continue to use the motor winch for many years to cOOle. Therefore I think
we must obtain the best from the equipment if) use. There are a number of factors
which enter into a succes~ful winch launch. They are all obvious. However, I
believe that more height could be gained from win~-Iaunching. This would suit
everyone from the pupil under instruction to the pUEldit who wants to soar, or
attempt a cross-country.
The question which must be answered satisfactorily is: can more heigbt be
gained from a winch launch safely? Some clubs may have very long sites where thty
could use enough cable to launch a glider to a height of 2,000' ft., say. Can ",re
devise a useful formula which could be used to calculate:
(a) the safe weight of cable a glider would be expected to carry during a
launch to a height of 2,000 ft.?
(b) the minimum power req,uired at the winch to give such a launch?
Perhaps such useful information would guide gliding clubs who are anx,icus to
obtain more height from winch-launching.
Having spent considerable time "at the winch" myself, I feel that better heights
could be obtained by experimenting a Little. The first factor (assuming the winch
dewelops enough power) is ,to lengthen the launch cable. Every 10 yards the
winch is moved away from the launch point givlfs another 10 feet of height. This
mi,ght just be the extra height one needs to cOlitact the lift from that cloud as it
passes overhead!
Revive the winch!
Dumfries and District 'Gliding Club
'PENSATOR
Do.N'T THROW AWAY TilE WINCH
Dear Sir.
The recent correspondence (Goodhart a'lP Riddell et. al.) on this subject is
tending to converge to the view that winches are likely to remain a part of the
gliding scene for some time to come. Having arrived' at this conclusion it would
be sensible to look round to see where these winches are to be found. Two
s.ources only appear to exist: - (I) second-hand Wild winches of the well-known
A.T.C_ pattern which are oc.casionarly available when released; (2) home-made
devices of varying types. a~e aftd efficiency. Our Club started with oJle of type ~
and I am, sorry to say, in the absence of any type I. we are about to add another
unique example to type 2. Since the demand for winches is steady. albeit small.
it would be a. good policy to ev,olve a standard design and try thereby to reduce
the costs by making in quanti~ty what is presently being made as Qne-offs. It
should be po~si'ble te design, using standard lorry and car parts, and arrive at a
solution which should not cost more than £500. Such a winch would be a sturdy.
simple machine. devoid of complex Day-on gear, with as large a drum and feed
,'oilers as can be accommodated to allow piano wire to be used. A suitable power
Ullit might be the ex-Govt. Ford V-8 engine which is still available in reasonable
, .
quantity.
T.o do all this requires a measure. o~ co__ordination, at;ld it ~hould n?t be beyolld
the wit of the B.G.A.. to se.t up a deslg,n group to .get thiS project movmg. There is
no sho.rtage o~ expene.nce m the field - If anythmg there are probably too many
experts on WllJdt design; the problem would be to keep the team down to a
workable number. A good start mi31lt be to survey all the clubs currently using
winches to find out:-

I. How many winches they own.
2. Type 1 or type 2?
3. Source of these and who designed them.
4. How much they cost to maintain and repair per annum.
4. How much they are prepared to spend on a really goPd reliable wi.nch,.
This constitutes the market research stage of the operation - essential if the
project is to start along the right track. With this information a clear picture of
the types now in use would emerge and also the approximate price to be aimed at.
With the design work done, careful costing must follow to determine whether
the price can be met without compromise on quality. This stage will also indicate
the minimum economic quantity to manufacture, and orders would have to be
obtained to cover this. Who knows, we might even export them! I expect that
groans of protest will be heard in the land when the price is announced, but even
if it were £1,000 it would be worth it for a really good item. I think Riddell's
comment on training times for P.P.L. vs. winch drivers is the crucial point here;
some clubs just would not get off the ground if they had to aero-tow because
there were no winches. I simply refuse to believe that with the wealth of talent in
the British gliding movement we cannot have the best winches in the world. We
ought to start right away.
Staffordshire Glidillg Club
AUSTAIR WRIGHT

mE 20 PER CENT RULE
Dear Sir,
I suggest that the .. 20% rule" fcr a ccntest day be dropped. When one flies
a fair distance and returns to discover that cne has won a no-contest day, it is
rather annoying - the first time. When this happens again it is intensely frustrating.
Our aircraft has had this doubtful privilege four times in the past two years. The
pilot who does win a poor day would feel far happier with s.ome marks to show
for it, however few.
At present, the number of glide.rs to fly further than 2X miles determines
whether a day is a contest (the 20% rule); and the number to fly further than
X miles determines the maximum daily points in the event of a contest.
] suggest that the maximum daily points be proportional to the number of
gliders to fly further than X miles. and that a contest occurs when at least one
glider does this. This method is simple, and, unlike the present one, continuous.
I feel that the discontinuity at 20% in the present system is bad, and must be
eliminated.
With the proposed method. the marks obtained on a poor day would certainly
not enable a pilot to walk away with the competition, and they would make ample
allowance for the tendency, often overrated, of poor days to be fluky days. I
would like to see this proposal adopted for the coming season. ] wish to fly. to
be encouraged to fly, and to score points for flying. I do not wish to hang around
praying for a day to be. or not to be. scrubbed. I am sure that this is how other
competition pilots feel.
Coventry Gliding Club
M. J. SMITH
TASK WEEKS AT DUNKESWELL
Dear Sir,
The following extract from an article by F. Jaques and G. Chard appeared in
the magazine" Lasham and Gliding" referring to our" Task Weeks". We think
It would be of interest to your readers.
" • Task Weeks' organised at Dunkeswell (by the Devon and Somerset Gliding
ClUb) are specifically for League 4 pilots; no pundits need apply. They are int~n~ed to be gliding holidays with a competitive element added. Thus there is no
hmtt to the tasks that can be attempted. and retrieving is part of the fun instead
ef being a tedious fumble.
-165

"We have been to two such weeks, both run by John Fielden, who gives a
full briefing each morning on weather conditions, sefs the task, and then advises
on how to make the best use of the day. Each evening there is an • inquest' on tbe
day's fiying, and an analysis of mistakes, etc., again with John in the chair. The
tasks we have tried have varied from short races and free distance on poor days,
to 300-km. goal flights on cracking ones. (We didn't do anything like 300 km., but
that is a mere detail).
"Also available in season at Dunkeswell are hill-soaring on local ridges and
on the cliffs between Sidmouth and Lyme Regis, sea breezes, and lee waves. We
have tried all these except the waves.
.. Altogether an enjoyable and instructive way of spending a holiday."
We shall probably be running three or four such Task Weeks in the coming
year. Details will appear in advertisements in your pages.
F. J. M. BUSTARD.
Devon & Somerset Gliding Club.
Hon. Course Se.cretary.
A GUIDE TO CLOUD-FLYING
Dear Sir,
I agree with Dr. lames (October, p. 389). Dual instruction is dull when compared with self-tuition and especially when the dual is dispensed by a timorous
instructor.
.500)0 training in the immediate post-war years was great fun, full of adventure,
providing endless opportunities for bravura performances by the unskilled. There
was something savagely satisfying about crunching one's way out of the wreckage
of an unsuccessful low hop. The spirit amongst trainees was tremendous, as
survivors of this era will testify. I remember one occasion when a club member,
after coming unstuck teaching himself a turn, insisted on flying the spare DagHng,
despite a broken leg.
When I joined the Royal Air Force I was obliged to fly with many timor'ollS
instructors. They continually prevented me from killing myself and were completely
lacking in press-on spirit. I was determined never to be labelled timorous should
I ever become a flying instructor. That I was successful can be seeD from the
photograph published in the October issue. The unshaven thug with brawl-flattened
nose could never be timorous, not even in the Doctor's formidable presence.
Broad arrows on the flying suit would have completed the picture.
Now, nobody flies with me, pupils ar~ared stiff of me. However, there is
one compensation - they call me TIGER! Gn!
Upavon, Wilts.
DouGLAS BRIDSON

Dear Sir,
Dr. Brennjg James is obviously a very experienced glider pilot with much
cloud-flying experience and we are pleased to hear his views. However, I personally
feel that he COUld, by encouraging the use of theory, lead us more on the right
lines. After all. experienced chaps like himself are responsible for consolidating
past theories and having informed the rest of us where the dangerS lay. But can
one truly decry any form of clOUd-flying experience? He hits the nail on the head
in my case, as I have only 130 hours' cloud flying in gliders - but I have formed
the concrete opinion that the pilot knows pretty well what kind of cloud he is
in and would be wise to use his parachute accordingly.
Little is lost by not having seen lightning in cloud, but what dub member
wishes to trust to luck? Perhaps a quick look into a cine projector, while trying
to read a book, would prove a more convincing experiment as to tbe result of
ability to interpret instruments.
Gliding would be a dull sport without differing points of view but let us
not "knock" any reasoned approach.
R.A.f. Khonmksar, Aden
MIKE JOHNSON
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1964 Christmas Crossword
by

GORDON CAMP

Acaoss
3 Familiar \--crsion of lwin·scater (3,·3).
6 Pre-war countcrp3M of ··tak.e up sJack."
(3, 4).
8 Convenient method of conncction (3,-3).
9 Acrobatic manoeuvre, often precarious (.S).
11 A member in the fuselage! (8).
13 Neverthcl~~ this saHplane is sometimes on the
ground! (3).
15 and 18 Vow•• Performance graph (5, 5).
16 Meatrs of communication across field (3).
19 Discreditable manoeuvres (3, 5),
20 Deflection of ailerons relative to tr:tiling edge
(5).

21 Elevator rombining function of 23 AnD.. (6).
23 Control for 10 DOWD (7).
24 Visible condensations in the sky (6).
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DOWN
I At this POlOt in the take·off, does the control
column come away in your hand'! (7).
2 AuxjJjary aerodynamic comrol surface (3).
4 Machine for gelljng wash-oul'! On Mond<ly
perhaps! (7).
5 Special nut for sccurin.: mainpIancs'! (7).
7 Glide at the cnd of a race (5).
10 Motion aboUI Longiludinal As:s (7).
12 ParI of wing slruclure (3).
13 Gliding urlificale (6. I).
14 Motion aboUI Normal A";s (3).
15 A sometimes violcnl oscillatory 100lion (7),
17 Confuse a IoW oUl for a launch (7).
18 (Sce 15 Acrou).
22 A...mblc a .glider (3).
The solulion will be given in our February, 1965
Issue.

It's almost like 80ating on air
Towing can be this smooth on a
Rubery Owen independent suspension. The torsion bars give 4 inches
of independent movement to each
wheel and the whole unit allows a

lower centre of gravity for exceptional
roadholding and easier towing.
Independent suspension makes a
~ortd of difference to towing. Fit a
Rubery Owen axle to your trailer. '

_ Rubery, Owen & Co. Limited, Trailer Equipment Division, p.a. Box 10.
Darlaston, Wednesbury, Staffs.
Tel: James Bridge 3131.

GLI 01 NG CERTIFICATES
GOAL DIAMOND
.~'o.

Name
~/169 A. Smallwood
.~ 170 F. A. Plumb

Club
196.l
Yurkshire
28.8
R.A.F.G.S.A. Centre 20.8

Name
115 C. J. Pennycuick
116 D. V. ZOIO\,

Club
Ca:nbri<!ge

No.
Nume
Glub
2/171 K. V. Ncwhclm L••rbruch
2/172 K. C. Morgan E. Midl.nd•

1964
29.8
30.8

GOLD C COMPLETE
\"0.

1964
9.8
5.9

Army

No.
Name
127 P. E. O3"..on

Ea t AngJian

1%4
21.8

CI"I,
L:larbruch

1%4
29.8

Club

GOLD C HEIGHT LEGS
Name
J. E. Morris

Club
E••I

1964
22.8

An~J:all

GOLD C DISTANCE LEGS
Name

A. Smaltwood
F. A. Plumb

CI"b

Yorkshire

R.A.F.G.S.A. CClllre

Nam~

1964
28.8
20.8

K. V.

N~wholm

SILVER C CERTIFICATES
.Vo.

1457
1458
1459
1460
1461
1462
1463
1464
1465
1466
1467
1468
1469
1470
/471
1472
1473
1474
1475
1476
14n
1478
1479

1480
1481
1482
1483
1484
1485
1486
1487
1488
1489
1490

1491
1492
1493
1494

Name
Club aT School
G. F. Brook
Derby and Lancs.
J. A. Knighl
Avro
D. I. Nickolls
N.A.E. Aero Club
N. J. MacLeo<!
663 G.S.
Joy Taylor
Oxford
W. Ma rsha 11
E. Midland.
H. Grimes
Bri.tol
C. H. Gardner
Devon and Somer"'l
R. A. Brew
Aldershol
T. Webb
Sooni.h
M. B. Web.ter
Brislol
R. N. WhittenbUr\'
No. I G. Centre
1. Vesty
.
E. Midland.
A. Brier
Doncastcr
W. Andrew
Bicester
R. F. Martin
Moonrakcrs
D. D. Twigg
Phoenix
M. Ruhl
Coventry
D. W. Lilburn
Newcastle
T. Dem
London
C. R. Paul
London
L. E. Frank
po~~~e6~~l
J. Callins
V. Shaer
London
W. W. McJntyre
Bannerdown
A. S. Johnson
643 a.s.
KW. Marton
Portsmouth
L. A. Soecchlcy
Oxford
H. D. Campbell
Bie.cster
J. J. Wilks
Surrey
T. R. B. Threlfull
London
J. G. Wild
E. Midland.
E. W. Dodd
Lakes
C. Dews
Lon~on
D. G. Cooper
Norfolk
K N. Harris
Oxford
K. Lillywhite
London
R. C. H:..stings
N.A.F.
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No.
1495
14%
1497
1498
1499
1500
1501
1502
1503
1504
1505
1506
1507
1508
1509
1510
1511
1512
1513
1514
1515
1516
1517
1518
1519
1520
1521
1512
1523
1524
1525
1526
1521
1528
1529
1530
1531
1532
1533

Nome
C. Banks
W. G. Scull
G. H. Potter
P. O. Grali
E. W. C. ayman
G. M.Farqu.r
A. S. HiIlman
K. W. P. Riley
J. G. Smilh
R. W. SwanIon
A.Dickcr
J. W. Hawkin.
K. G. Guest
A. A. Cumming.
S. G. Hope
B. A. Pickers
J. E. Morris
K J. LY!!don
). E. Kenny
G. A. Ncwbery
A. McMillan
J. F. Lawn
J. H. Schooling
W. E. SheplXlrd
R. J. Parson.
G. A. H. Wilkins
E. H. A. Norman
J. H. Whitney
T. J. Slack
K. M. Plummer
A. J. R. Deacon
C. G. Wilson
D. J. We..terside
A. C. Dacombe
T. E. Riddihough
E. C. Ncij\hbour
S. M. C. Manson
n. A. J. Oxley
R. A. Barrett

Club aT School
Yorkshire
Avro

633 G.S.
Perkins

Comi.h
Condor

i~~~t.

S:oll;.h
Moonrakcrs
Phoenix
Surrey

Laarbruch
Ea.t Anglian
Chilterns
Ea.t Midlands
East Anglian
Chilterns
Cornjsh

Newcastle
R.A.f.G.S.A. Biccstcr
Fenland
Southern Command
West Wales
Bristol
R.A.F.G.S.A. Centre
Moonrake",
Nimbu.
Fenlaod
Oxford
SjJvcr

Wjn~

Lakes
Doncaster
Surrey
Empire Ten Pilots

Derby and Lanes
Chilterns
R.A.F.G.S.A. Centre
Four CountiC$

Adv~r'ist!menu,

(R~g~nt

5301).

with remittance. should be sent to CMriO,.- Press Lld., 3 Cork St., London. W.).
1/- a word. Minimum LS/·. Box numb~rs (fl- ~xtra. R~pli~s to Box numbers
should be ~st!nt 10 tI,e same addr~s$.
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PUBUCATIONS

FOR SALE (contdl.)

"AUSTRALIAN GLlDING"-monthly
journal of the Gliding Federation of
Australia. Editor, Gary Sunderland. Subscription 30 shillings Australian, 24
shillings Sterling or 4.25 dollars V.S. and
Canada. Write for free sample copy,
"Australian Gliding", Box 1650M,
G.P.O.• Adelaide.
"MODEL AIRCRAFT'-Official Journal of tne Society of Model Aeronautical Engineers. Features. contestwinning model designs. constructional
articles, photographs and reports of
international and national contests. 2/monthly from any newsagent. Send for
specimen copy free from "Model Aircraft", 19·20 Noel Street. London, W.l.

ALWAYS a selection of light aircraft in
st@ck from £375-£5,()OO. Your glider or
your car welcomed in part exchange.
1/5th deposit, balance up to 3 years.
Light Aircraft Division. Shackleton
Aviation Ltd.• Head Office. 175 Piccadilly, London. W.l. Hyde Park 2448.
KITE LRebuilt 1961. Excellent condition. New Co of A. Instruments. Trailer.
£300 or near. Seen at Southdown Aero
Services Ltd., Lasham Airfield, Alton.
Hants.
NEW GLIDER PARACHUTES, Irvin
Mark 32, only £32. New surplus R.A.F.
seat type £8-10-0. Care. 10/-. Stockist of
ex RA.F. and U.S. Winter Flying Overalls. Ask for leaflet. Tarpaulin and Tent
Mfg. Co., 101/103 Brixton Hill, S.W.2.
TUL 0121.
OLYMPIA 2B, Basic Instruments and
with various mods" with trailer. £725
o.n.o. Box SG' 183.
RHOEN Type Pfeifer Cable Retrieving
Winch. Excellent condition. £125. Fletchilf. 6 Windermere Avenue, Cardiff.
SKYLARK 2a. Excellent condition
(250 hrs.). C. of A. Basic instruments
and trailer. £1.100 o.n.o. Sproul. 1 Belleave Crescent Lane,. Edinburgh 4.
SKYLARK 11 1959, 320 Hours 500
Launches, beautiful finish and condition,
e. of A. April 1965, basic instruments,
excellent trainer. Offers Box No. S.G. 185.
SKYLARK 3G with or without instruments/trailer. Offers to Burgess, c/o
Lasham Gliding Society. Alton, }{ants.

PUT yourself in the Picture. Buy AIR
PICTORIAL each month for the world
air view in pictures and features. Reports
and photos of aircraft and sailplanes,
military aviation news. spotters' notebook, etc. Price ']. / - from your newsagent. For free specimen copy send 6d..
in stamps to Dept. S.G. Magazines and
Publications Ltd., 2 Breams Buildings,
London, E.C.4.
SLOPE SOARING with a radio control
model sail~lane is a f-ascinatingpastime
and a typical phase of aeromodeIling.
Read about this and otner aeromodelling
subjects in Aeromodellu. the world's
leading m~el magazine. published
monthly, pnce 2/-. Model Aeronautical
Press Ltd.. 38 Clatendon Road, Watford.
Herts.
"SOARING" - Official organ of the
Soaring. S0ciety of America. Edited by
Alex Dawydoff. Address: Box 66071
Los Angeles, California 90066, U.S.A:
Subscription, $5.00 outside U.S.A.; apply
to your Post Office for a form.

IOClI 'Geaaiae B8I1!aia. iDle.eo! everyoae!
Hugc .tocks GOVERNMENT SURPLUs
CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT. also flying dotlting. boots, anaraks. outdoor clothin~. camping, tools and immense v:uiety of
nusccllaneou5
cx·Go\lcrnment
equipment.
Ever so useful-you will be surc to find
something you nccd.......and at a ba.rgain price
too! Send TODAY for our JO.page CATALOG UE-6d. post frce or pleasc call at
LAURENCE CORNER, 62-64 Hampstead
Rd.• London, N.W.I. 2 min•. Euston. Warren St. It Will be well worth while! Postal
ellslomeu buy With confidence-prompt despatch, refund guarantee. Dcpt. SG.

FOR SALE

WEIHE, £500 with trailer, T2lb £750,
Tutor modified £200, Skylark H. and
Sky £800 each, also Flying Ov.eralls 45/each. V. G. Aircraft Ltd., Tring Road,
Dunstable. Phone: Dunstable 63419.
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FOR SALE (continued)

HOUSES FOR SALE

TESTED BENDIX J,8 Horizons., C/W
Canon Plugs £25, p. and p. 2/6 extra.
Eransistor Inverters p..and p. 1/6 extra.
Box No. £.G. 184.

IDEAL FOR GLIDING ENTHUSIAST
and family man. Completely modernised
residence overlooking farmland. and
within 1 mile ef Lasham Gliding Centre.
Alton town centre and railway station
(Waterloo 70 minutes) 2 miles distant.
5 beds, 2 baths, 2 rec., kit., cloakroom,
garage, full oil-fired central heating.
Price £15,000 freehold. Alfred P,earson
and Son, 53 High Street, Alton Hants.
(TeI. Alten 2206).

WANTED
HIGH PERFORMANCE Sailplan~, with
or without trailer. State equipment and
price delivered to Galvestoo, Texas,
U.S.A. Offers to CapL Ted J. Chandler,
Wortham, Texas, U.S.A.
SITUATIONS VACANT
GROUND ENGINEER required. Apply
to : Chairman, Aircraft Maintenance
Committee, Derby & Lancashire Glidi,tlg
Club.
CORNISH CLUB requires categorised
instructor to take charge of 1965 courses.
Prospect of permanency if also qualified to undertake C's. of A. during
w.inter. . Apply Secretary, 7 Duncannon
Drive, Falmouth.
WINCH DRIVER required mid-April to
mid-October 1965. Bristol Gliding Club,
Nympsfield, Nr. Stonehouse, Glos.
PERSONAL
SKYLARK 11 Syndica,te, at present based
Dumfries, wants new members. Otherwise machine will be sold. See particulars above. Box No. S.G. 186.
V. G. AIRCRAFT c.ln offer you efficient
and speedy C. of A. ins~tions, let us
quote you, also trailers to your specificat.ion. A.R.B. approval, Tring !toad,
Dunstable, 'Phone: Dunstable 63419.

THE

British Aviation
'Insurance
COMPA.NY UMITED

•

The oldest and
IGllleJt office specialising in
Civil Aviation

•
HEAD OFFICE

3.11 LIME STRE.ET,
LONDON, E.C.3

It will. of course. be I.!,ndersJood that ,the British Gliding Association cannot accept respons;bility
for ,tlte claims made by advertiser's in. fjSailpltlne and G/jding n •

WESTERN REGIONA_LS
INNERS. of the Re$ional Contests
W
at Dunkeswell, of which a partial
r,eport appeared in our last issue (p. 376),
Were Peter Martin and Charles Simpson,
of the Leicester Club, sharing a Skylark
4. They rose to this position £In the last
day when Peter Martin reached his
pilot-selected goal at Odiham, winning
the day with a very handsome margin.
John Brenner and Siegfrid Neumann, of
Cambridge, with an Olympia 2, who
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were previously in the lead, finished
second, and Peter Ibberson, with a Skylark 3, tliird.
On the Free Distance day, 26th July,
the longest distance, 80 miles to Southampton in a Skylark 4, was flown by
Mike Smith, of CoveL'ltry, not his partner, D. J. Cunningham, as, stated in ,pur
account.
We have still notr.eceived the table
of final results.

'jb

CLUB NEWS

pleasan~

Wes~

With~bush

OUR Editor paid a most
visit to the
Wales Club at
Y
Airfield, near Haverford.west. They have a really luxurious clubhouse by
English standards and the club is ideal for family holidays, being only a few miles

from beautiful beaches. They are holding courses, I unde'l"stand, next year, and
these should be really worthwhile.
A very merry Christmas and New Year to all our readers and contributors.
Copy for inclusion in the February issue, typed double spaced on foolscap.
should reach me at 14 Little Brownings, london, S.E.23, not later than Wednesday,
9th Decem ber.
YVONNE BONHAM. Club News Editor.

AVRO
UR first two-seater syndicate has
been formed, six members having
bought a Kranich, which they hope to'
have airworlhy soon. They claim it is
the only aircraft in our fleet with a
"walk r·ound" interior. We hope to use
it on Woodford "Open Day" to help
with passenger flying.
The club distance record has been
well and truly shattered by Bi\! SCull,
with 103 miles from Camphill to Cambridge.
On the training side we are pleased to
see a member of the fair sex gracing our
skies; Mary Sidebotham flew solo on a
"Dawn Patrol" recently.
The Tutor is airworthy again, several
keen types having slaved away, undaunted by the many setbacks, to produce what is now a splendid aircraft.
J. A. K.

O

BATH (Keevil)
putting in a very exhausting
A- FTER
15 months as our first C.F.I., Gor-

dOD Mealing h,as had to relinquish the

post owing to pressw-e of business. In
his place we have been very fortunate in
obtaining Owen Harris to carry On this
demanding position. We wish Owen
every success ami hope he will be with
us for many years to come. At a liquid
party in the clubhouse Gordon was presented with a tankard and made our first
life member as a to-ken of the club's
appreciation.
Ted Elliot took the Swallow to
Lasham to get his Silver height and
dis·tance and then had an aero-tow back
home-very co,nvenient.
Bill Davis attempted to fly the Swallow back from our week's camp at
Nympsfield, but had to land at Colerne
only a few miles short of his intended
goal. He gained his Silver height leg
en route. Our thanks are due tG the
Bristol Club fer making us feel so welcome.
A syndicate Olympia has joined us,
and Bill Hole acq uired his C on its first
full day with the Club. Our T-31 is now
back from modification and helped .to
boost our launches to the season's best
of 102 in olle day.
K.N.$.
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BLACKPOOL & FYLDE
T was mentioned in the last issue of
Club News that we have been exceedingly fortunate this last summer in that
every week-end has been flyable since
the end of May, and we have continuaIly endeavoured to take full advantage
of the good soaring conditions at Sam:esbury Airfield, our summer gliding site.
Several very creditable gains of height
were made in September in the Club
Olympia 2B. notably by John Gibson
and Keith Emslie. Unfortunately neither
pilot required his Height Leg.
It is opportune at this period of the
year to express our appreciation once
again to the English Electric Aircraft
Division for the continued availability
of their excellent airfield at week-ends.
and we are grateful also to assistant instructor I vor Stretch for his efforts m
this direction.
Th.e recording of members' first solos
is always a pleasure, so this month we
must congratulate Derek Raymond and
16-year-old schoolboy Richard Aldous
on qualifying for their B Cert,ificate. If
the present weather continues a little
longer, they could easily obtain C endorsements.
A very enjoyable Farmhouse Supper
and Dance was held at the Clubhouse on
18th September and its success was due
to the efforts of committee member Rex
Harrison and his wife Win. Our British
United Airways members brought along
an excellent band.
The usual alternate Thursday night
dances are continuing to be well supported. We are hoping to resume the
instructive fortnightly lectures and film
shows whic.h were held on Thursday
nights throughout last winter, and a
cordial invitation is eX1ended to all.
J. S. A.

I

been flown. Four Silver C's have been
completed and there has been a considerable increase in cross-country mile:"l"

Back from jungle-hopping in Laos has
come Jim Stuart, and congratulations to
Ann (nee Wales) and Mark Westwood
on going "dual".
Roll on the day when the Tiger takes
the air again and the three new aspirants
10 fly it finally get checked out by Col·
Iier, and some of the winter evenings
are rent with the harmonious tones of
the Nympsfield choir, in their inimitable
versions (lf seasonable carols.
R.G.

CORNISH
THE death of Peter Lanyon, following
~ a gliding accident, is· reported with
the greatest regret. He is sadly missed
by his many friends, and any other news
there is to report now seems of little
importance; but, for the reeord, here it
is.
Soaring has been rather concentrated
into short periods of intense activity,
and we were fortunate to have Eric
Richards staying on the airfield during
August and giving many aero-tows.
On 20th August Geotf Horler flew the
Skylark 4 the 52 km. from Perranporth
to Davidstow without fuss for his Silver
distance. Two days later the sky looked
promising, and George Coliins and Alan
Davie in Skylark 4's took early launches
with longer distances in mind. However,
convection on track did not develop as
promised. Alan had to land early and
George, finding his speed too low for
500 km., flew a I7I-km. triangle, PerranDavidstow-Plymouth-Perran. Meanwhile.
John Kenny took 4 hr. 30 mill. to plod
Aero Books

Beaumont Aviation Literature

BRISTOL

have opened • shop at

now have a magnificent new bar
W Etropby
since Ran Lewis managed
to shake off the Tiger's prop early in
August! Fortunately, since this incident
the weather has been kind and on at
least four days. from 60 to 80 launches
have been made from the winches averaging over an hour per flight.
During this period seven solos, seven
C certificates and 18 Silver legs have
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the Kite 1 77 km. to Plymouth to complete his Silver C.
Next day the wind was south-west
and fresher, and the Skylarks were out
again, but lowering cloud stopped
George and Alan passing Bodmin Moor.
Chairman Ernie Hayman in the Oly,
however, did a rapid 55-min. "milkrun" to DavidstQw, thus completing his
Silver C. It was hard·earned,as he has
very nearly made it several times before.
Jane Pollard, ill the Swallow. also made
a good, safe first cross-country this day.,
In the 5-hr. departmeht, J. Oxley, on
a course, flew the Tutor for :5 hr. 40 min.
The next burst of activity Was on 6th
September, when Frank Brown (Swallow), Doug Reynolds (Olympia) and T.
McDonald (Meise) sat out their time.
Once again we would like to wish all
our gliding friends a happy Christmas
and all success in 1965.
J.E.K.
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NO LANDING fEE CHARGED TO PILOTS VISITING THE

COVENTRY

AIR TOURING 'SHOP

OWARDS the end of September, the
Club held a week's <camp at Husbands Bosworth. Since none of the Club
facilities had been put up then it was
very much "camping". However, a good
time Was had by all and a fair bit of
flying done.
At the time of Writing" the state of our
site is as folIows: Preparation work is
commencing on the hangar, although
notning is up yet. Members are occupied
in the erection of a "prefab" to serve as
a temporary clubhouse until our proper
buildings make their appearance. The
building of the hangar door has reached
the stage where the final work awaits the
completion of the hangar. Also, we have
now obtained water, at the second attempt with a bore hole on our property.
On the flying side, the recent visit to
Coventry of the entire East Midlands
Club, with both club and private
machines, got two of their members
Silver C durations in thermals, as well
as some cross-country fiying. John Large.
visiting Camphill with Lou Glover. did
a five-hour - flight in wave, with the
latter's Viking. The most outstanding
recent cross-country was Michael Hunt's
3OO-koo. triangle attempt; unfortunatelY
he landed eight miles sho!'t. but the flight
was none the less creditable.
Now that the overhaul season ap-

AIR TOURING ANI:> GENERAL AVIATION
SERVICE LIMITED
ELSfREE AERODROME, HERTS.
!lsft. . . .10

T

proaches, the workshop has a strange
shape in it. One of the Club tugs is being
prepared for a complete respray, and
should look very handsome next season.
L. E. A.

"ERBYSHIRE & LANCASHIRE
QUIET time for Camphill, with
A
, dual instruct-ion severely I'estricted
by spar modificati,ons and breakages to
our T-3! fleet. The mirage of three serviceable training two-seaters remains
tantalisingly out of reach.
At least the soaring pilots have continued to enjoy a good time. Bill
Skull completed his Silver C flying
the Avro Cfub's Skylark 2 on a IIQ-mUe
cross-country, whilst an airborne invasion from Sutton Ballk made us realise
we might have missed something. October 10th produced unexpected 6-lmot
thermals with towering cumulus which
enabled the Dart to complete a 60-miIe
Olilt-and-return in 2 hours.
Since our private owners now own 14
aircraft, there is no longer room to winter the' trailers in the hangar. Caleula-
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lions indicate that at our present rate
one's trailer will blow away once every
six years. Not wishing to be first for
"blast-off", all syndicates Qave been busy
digging-in fOT the coming wintcr.
On the social scene we welcome a new
resident Steward and Stewardess. Mr.
and Mrs. Birch. We hope they will have
a long and happy time at Camphill.
An improvement which we have long
hilped for now seems less of a pipedream: Mains water is coming to Camphill and eventually we should be able to
have a first-class ablutions block.
D.M.K.

DONCASTER
HE summer has been the best we've
T
known since flying started here in
1960 and has resulted in far too many

GLASGOW &
WEST OF SCOTLAND
offered the use till the
W Eendhaveofbeen
the year of a flying field

used by a local power Club at Strathaven. Lanarkshire. to accelerate our
training programme. As most clubs
know, it is not an easy task 10 move
training equipment quickly, but a number of our more dedicated members did
very well to carry it out in one day with
flying commencing the following one.
We still retain our former site at
Balgair Moor, Fintry, as we have an
excellent slope to soar, but feel that
we must take every opportunity to help
our trainees progress 10 solo standard.
From the short time we have been training at the new site, a number of the
pupils have been heard to say Ihat they
feel they are progressing more quickly
than previously.
Not Qnly have we had a change in site
lately but a change in C.F.I. Dr. Angus
McDanald, who has been with us since
the Club started, has laken leave of us
for hotter climes. namely Australia. and
we should like to thank him for all his
work with the Club in an often difficult
job. We wish him and his family every
success "down under".
Into his place we are pleased to welcome one of our own Instructors. Mr.
Gerhardt Ross, who has kindly agreed
to take this post. Gerhardt has been iDstructing for many years and we know
that he will fill the vacancy admirably.
T.J.G.

Cs and Silver C legs to mention pikts
by name.
The second Gold C has started here
with Peter Grime (of whom Phjlip Wills
once said "Who?") going to 1.0,900 ft.
off a low winch launch and returning
wearing' apiece of instant ice.
The fleet has been increased by a
grant-aided Swallow, which shoots away
on every opportunity-so much so that
we have members who'lie nelier seen it.
Your scribe has been ordered to report
that, having pinched the maiden crosscountry, he landed it in the muddiest
field in Lincolnshire and required a
crawler tractor to extricate it. The welcome was the best yet. Before sitting
down to an enormous meal in the farmhouse I was asked, "Care for a beer?"
''I'd love one:' "Which do you prefer?
Whitbread Tankard or Red Barrel?" The
KENT
location of this place is top secret.
The T-31 has been sold to the Swansea
AY we draw your attention to the
Club; we wish them all the best with our
film "MolI Flanders", now being
old faithful and assure them ;t will soar. made in Kent. It fealures Kim Novak
A chequered histolY has the T-31, half- by courtesy of the film company, and Ihe
built in Scotland, c.ompleted and first
T-21 and Skylark 2 by courtesy of the
flown in England, now operating in
KeJlt Gliding Club.
Wales.
The film ~ople were slighlly peeved
I t looks as if we may get the
by the appearance of 20th-century gliders
Norlherns here next year. I think most in an 18th-century fi'lm when outdoor
of them were impressed on August Bank shots were made at Charing Church at
Holiday, but if Mike Bird should come the bottom of our ridge. We offered to
he'll have a red face all week. "The art fly the T-31 instead, as this was our
~f Coarse gliding" indeed~he was talkoldest glider, but they felt that it was
Ing about it. I recognised at least six not old ,enough!
members.
This happened during the lasl of our
M.C.U.
summer courses. and our many custo475
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mers have now all gone home expressing
their satisfaction.
Numerous
Club
members
have
achieved solos, C flights, and 5 hours,
and a new milk run has. been set up to
Rochester Bridge. Times for this 40-mile
out-and-return started at 3,i hours and
came st~dily down with each attempt
until tbe Irecord now stands at 59 min.
There have been several expeditions to
other sites with club and syndicate aircraft, reports of which are still coming
in.
Socially we have held a barbecue
which was highly successful, and our
annual dinner comes ,quite shortly, long
before you read these words.
F.M.K.

LAKES
~eport,

with much to
W Eandgo toa press
remorseless space limit

an outstandil)g success. Apart from the
high standard of fly4ng. it has been encwuraging to welcome so many course
members on return visits. Our thanks
for an the hard work of organisation is
due to Edna and Matthew Hall. We hope
the results have been adequate reward
for all their efforts.
The sudden death of Eric Dixon early
in September ha's. been the Qne jarring
note in the year's events. Our sYlllPathy
goes out to his bereaved parents,
F.G.R.

LONDON

O Nby2nda

September we were invaded
German on a Bristol Box
Kite. After we had recovereg from the
attack we found it was that famous actor
Oerek Piggott who i.s sjarring in the
20th-Centllry Fox film "Those Magnifjcent Men and their Flying- Machines".

in
which to say ,it.
Firstly, our congratu!at,ions to Ernie
Dodd and Gerry Wilson on gaining their
Silver Cs whilst on a flying holiday at
Lasham last August. Apart from ,the
satisfaction of their achievements, their
holiday was made even more enjoyable
by the hospitality and assistance they
received from their hosts.
We were delighted to welcome Bill
Wills and his wife and David Darbyshire at Walney. Bill certainly set the
pace with a 13,500 ft. flight into one of
Ireleth's thunderheads on his first day.
Reg Wolff has scored his "five hours"
over lreleth. Ron Hawkes and John
Head have both made flights to qualify
for their C certifiGates, the latter within
two days of being passed out on the Complete with German uniform he was
Olympia. Peter Craven, Peter Thomas making one of several refuelling stops
and Jill Redshaw have also at1ained on his way to Booker ftom Skegness!
Olympia status. Incidentally, this young Since that date Derek has flown in twice
lady's flying is creating quite an impres- more with the Box Kite and once with
sion in the Club. Good luck, Jill!
an Eardley Billings. sometimes accomWith all this activity the Olympia is panied by a Tiger Moth flown by Delly
becoming over-worked, and the day is Grey-Fisk who is getting hours in for
fast approaching when the addition to her commercial licence. Delly was in the
our fleet of another high-performance back seat of the Eagle when GOrddn
plane will become a necessity. Mean- Camp did a IOO·km. triangle at 39
while, promotions to the Tutor Brigade m.p.h., which beats the British National
continue, and new members swell the record subject to confirmation. Unforwaitin'g list for the T-2,1 Howard Woods tunately we won',t see our hard-working
and Jack Haley have both passed the Gazette editor around the club for some
1,000 launch milestone, thanks in no time., as Gordon has joined the R.A.F.
small part to the sterling work they have as a technical officer.
Signs of winter approaching-on Sunput in as instrUctors.
Our six courses this year have been day morning, 4th October, an easterly
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wind and a low inversion and a mass of
gliders at vast heights abQve the haze.
Yes, wave, stirred by o,ur hill. I hope
this winter more people with high-performance gliders will be up earlier to
ex~riment with this strange wave systern. Jim Wingett, instructing on a course
the week before. reached 2,400 feet in a
T-21. Low down he found lift almost
over the hill, but higher up the lift was
at angle of 60° to the hill three miles
away.
As the last soaring days of tbe year
gd closer, the "Battle of the Plate" has
become fiercer. In one period of ten days
there were six flights between Dunstable
and Lasham, but now at last I think the
plate wit! remain here until the end of
the year. at which time it goes back to
the neutral territory of the Kronfeld
Club. There are more cross-countries
being organised between clubs. and at
the moment there is a stuffed platypus
in the bar that was "won" from Nympsfield, and also a cup at Derby and Lanes
to be flown for.
At the time this goes into print we
shall have had our Bonfire party, and
maybe put some of our rockets into
orbit with the Russians, but if you
missed our November celebrations ITUlke
sure that you come ,to QUI' fabulous
Ch ristmas party on 19th December.

J.c.

MIDLAND
ow that winter

us, it is in·
N teresting to note isthatupon
during the past

year there has been a definite increase
in the Use of the Club premises. That
more members have stayed overnight is
in no small way due to the new bunkhOUses. We now have mains electricity
which no doubt wj1l bring many c,reature
comforts.
We congratulate the Derby and Latlcashire team of Mike Kaye, Brian Jeffer-'
son and Harry Midwood, who proved
too strong for oUr team of Ric Prestwich.
Charles Green and John Brenner, and
consequently our Inter-Club Trophy, the
Beer Tray, is now at CamphiIl.
Recently we have been visited by
several old friends. including Doc 'Butler
home for a few weeks from California.
Ric Prestwich. ,flying his Skylark 4,
TWeached 14,500 ft. a.s.1. in a w,ave over
'enlock Edge in September.

On 14th November we held our Trogs
Party which was greatly enjoyed by
everyone present. The new King Trog
was enthroned with all the traditional
ceremony.
This year has seen an increase in the
number of privately owned machines on
the Mynd, there now being two' Skylark
4's, two 460'5, a Dart aDd an Olympia.
It seems probable that 1965 will see
fl,lrther additions to this aspect of the
Club.
Our annual Christmas Feast will be
held on Sunday, 20th December.
We wish all gliding type~ a Merry
Christmas and a highly soarable New
Year.
K.R.M.

NEWCASTLE
end of the thermal season also
T HEbrings
thc' end of GUr financial year.

and is the time for taking stock of the
year's events. The weatherman has been
reasonably kind to us and we finished
the year with rather more than 2,800
launches which, though short of our target 3,000, is still a record at Carlton and
has done something to make up for last
year.
Albert Newbery rounded off the thermal season with a goal flight of 45 mil.es
to Carnaby for his Silver C distance
(our 15th Silver leg in the year), and
Messrs. Tony Deaves and Mike Zammett have both flown their C. It looks
as thou/ilh the Tutor will be very busy on
soaring days this winter!
The social season got under way with
a party at the Club in November to
mark Guy Fawkes night a,nd to inaugurate our diesel electric generator. The
com~ng of electricity 10 Carhon should
make life much more pleasant this winter. Other social events plj\nned so far
are the Annual Dinner in December and
a film show ,in January.
Members are now being kept in touch
with current events by the introduction
of a newsletter which is to be' circulated
every two months, the object being to
maintain contact with our not so regular
mem'bers, and to prOl}1ote a flow of ideas
between tbe general membership and the
committee.
Several of our memheTs are already
makitlg plaIlS for the next soaring season,
and with two brand-new Skylark 4's on
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the site, together with the prospect of a
Dart or Olympia 460, big things are
expected.
Finally, to all our friends throughout
the gliding movement we wish a very
happy Christmas and many soaring
hours in 1965.
B. W. B.

NORTHUMBRIA
HANKS to the kindness
members
T
of the Eagle syndicate. Club members have recently been sampling the
of

delights of flying a high-performance
glider. The Eagle, lent to the Club while
there was no Club two-seater. has been
responsible for breaking all previous
records. Record launch heigbt now
stands at 3,100 ft. off the winch. and
15-year-old Richard Walton lifted the
pupil's and Club altitude record to 5.600
ft. This was later beaten by C.F.I. Dave
Wilson who managed to scrape another
700 ft.
The Ka-7 syndicate, trying hard all
the time. has had one or two near misses
at Silver C legs. Danny Borrits, trying
for distance, was forced to land out,
appropriately enough, at Settlingstones,
20 miles away.
At Sutton Bank 19-year-old Neale Lee
gained his A. Band C cerlificates. being
more successful than the two syndicates
who spent a rather frustrating week of
unfavourable winds at the Yorkshire
Club.
The Iggle mob breathed a collective
sigh of relief at the arrival on Sunday,
IJ th October, of the T -21 from the Long
Mynd. Unfortunately the first day's flying produced no soaring flights for the
"21", but a large number of members
had a chance of trying the new Floatbox.
The winter's social calendar is being
opened with a Hallowe'en dance which
should be well supported. mainly because the organiser, Sigrid Hindmarsh.
has promised a demonstration of thermailing on a broomstick! Other activities
planned include film s.hows. barbecues
and a Guy Fawkes night bonfire.
P. W. L.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
HIS sUmmer has been a gpod one for
T
the Club. The settling down in our
new sUJ'roundings continues with the
friendly and helpful co-operation of the

College of Aeronautics Club and a
gradual increase in membership.
Cross-eountry flights have been made
by E. Collins and F. Rowell, who
reached Leighton Buzzard and Harrington respectively.
C certificates have been obtained by
J. Palmer and D. Richardson. H. Purser
has gone solo and obtained his C soon
afterwards. and J. Bennon went solo and
obtained his C on his first solo. H. F.
King gained his Silver C height over
Cranfield. E. Barton and C. Letts have
transferred to the Swallow.
Our chairman. Gordon Grant, and R.
Thory, of the College Club, both obtained their instructor's category in
August.
Having had to cancel the original
arrangements for the visit of the Capstan. due to the move from Podington,
we were very pleased to have the Capstan for two week-ends in August. Many
members ehjoyed a flight in it.
R.N.W.K.

OUSE (R·ufforth)

ONpassed
reflection, this season has surall others for the Club, with

soaring hours well up on previous years.
The coming of the Swallow proved to
be a popular success, reviving enthusiasm
and giving soaring experience which
should prove beneficial next year. The
Tutor is now in the air again, thus releasing the T-3IB for its intended job
of ab-initio training.
Our T -31 B had never faced so many
clicking shutters until Alan Park brought
his "minutes-old" bride Pamela and wedding guests to the airfield straight from
church to see us before going off on their
honeymoon. We wish Pam and Alan
every happiness.
Social Chairman. Norman Worthy, is
busy with the Annual Dinner and Danc.e,
which we hope will be a success in Octobel', when we look forward to meeting
our friends from neighbouring clubs
again.
Our latest batch of solo fledgelings
include Chris Lewis (another l6-yearold). John Barrett. Mike Annison and
Harry Greenwood, while GQrdon Magson, Colin Stanford and Tony Edwards
have spread their wings to gain their
C. Bob Plane and John Mawson have
chalked up another cross-country each
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with John claiming a Silver distance leg"
although ifs a near thing.
The first Silver C to be completed in
the Club using a Club aircraft for every
leg has been gained by Les BeIlamy, who
took the Swallow to Sutton Bank for a
we<:k which coincided with good west or
south-westerly winds to obtain his fivehour duration leg. Keilh Massey and
Norman Worthy also claimed five-hour
legs laler the same week, with Norman
doing exceptionally well under difficult
condilions-a total of 21 hours flying
being done in five launches. Many thanks
10 the staff of Ihe Yorkshire Club for an
enjoyable week.
May we finally wish all our readers
and friends in Ihe gliding movement a
happy Christmas and a very soarable
19"'~

Ouse Gliding Club members Alan Park
and Pamela Mar)' Sample "put their
heads in the clouds" on visiting the airfield after their wedding in York.
Photo by Keith Massey

clearing up a number of Silver Cs long
outstanding, a process started by our
Hon. Treasurer with five hours over
Bicester watching the comings and goings
of R.A.F.G.S.A. competitors.
Within two days Keith Plummer had
temporarily abandoned the new winch
to gain Silver height and duration, and
a couple of we<:ks later Ken Harris made
height and duration locally, while the
Hon. Sec did duration and distance with
a flight to Lasham.
By the end of the month Keilh had
also journeyed soulhwards to be escorled
to his goal by Wally Kahn, and in September Gerald Weeks flew 10 Henlow
to bring the total of Silver Badges
claimed up 13 five. Gold height is
claimed by Ian Prall and Silver height
by
Barry
Perkins,
lan
Gordon,
visiting from Derby and Lancs., and by
Roger Collisson, whilst Andrew Henderson was as happy as anyone with a
nicely earned A and B.
Our private owners have also been
active and in Augusl / September: Skylark 4 No. 169 flew 41 hours from 16
launches, Skylark 3F No. 168 flew 35
hours from 15 launches for 600 miles,
leaving only 120 miles to make their
target of 1,000 miles for the year. This
syndicate has set itself tasks even on
very marginal days and has tackled them
wilh competilion-type efforts. In their
search for Gold and Diamonds John
Adams was nearest 10 success with a
Gold height, a flight to Dunkeswell and
an out-and-return to Cambridge.
The Gull 3 continued its wanderings
around the neighbouring counties w"ith
a modesl 27 hours from 13 launches, and
Olympia No. 170. perhaps a little tired
after its battle for fame(?) at Dunstable,
produced rhe same number of hours
from just twice the number of flights.
I n all, the enthusiast can feel content
that much has been achieved and confident that only slightly beller weather in
1965 will produce so much more.
L. A.S.

OXFORD
LIKE spring in the po~lUlar song,
summer was a liltle lale in starliT,g.
and if August had nQt been rather unIypical, producing almost a third of our
flying for the year, the furrows on our
brow would have been many and deep.
Fortunately August was a month for
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SCOTTISH
to our advanced two-seater,
T HANKS
the training programme has taken

a slep forward. Most solo pilots have
now converted on 10 the Swallows and
have a C at least. The Tutors are seldom
out of the hangar nowadays! In addition,
many SiJver legs have been flown.

Graham Smith completed his badge by
doing the. "milk-run" to A!rbtoath in
the Olympia, and more recently the DIy
was taken to Edzell by John McLauchlan. John's flight was made ,entirely in
wave whieh he reached from Bishoji
Hill. and he reached 9,300 ft. towards
the end of the flight. Five-hour legs have
been flown by Dick Nelson (Weihe) and
Bruce Marshall (Swallow), who also
claims his height. Height legs have also
been flown by John Wholey and Hugh
Elder.
The private owners' fleet ,continues to
expand, the latest additions being a T -49
and a Vasama, the first one in Britain.
This aircraft has an exceptionally good
finish, and appears to have a great potential performance. Dart owners bad
bett.er look to their laurels!
Finally, best wishes to Jan Dandie and
Ann Lawson on their recent marriage.
B. M.

:SWINDON
five years of existence we
A FTER
now have the first syndicate formed

within the dub. This is the ex-Dunstable
Grunau, which has been acquired by
Messrs. Bailey & Co. A second group
has formed and will be taking delivery
of a Skylark 4 in the New Year.
Much aerial activity has taken place
since our last appearance in these tolumns. The latest solos are: John Thorpe,
Howard Johns, lan Stokes. Colin Maxfield. The ladies have also had ,excellent
results; loan Savage, Jenny Wills and
Margaret Young. Well dene. g~r1s! Cs
have been completed by Cbris James,
Joe Pippa. Dave Bailey, Howard Johns,
Mike Hoffman, Bill Rawlings, and Geoff
Turner.
Now for the hard stuff: Malcolm
Parkins and Jack: Purchase both gained
Silver legs-distance and height-by
flying to Dunstable. Clive Castell flew to
Lasham for his dista'nce, using a doud
street all the way, and' arrived at 5,000
feet.
Other cross-countries
include G.
Turner, 12 miles; me, 12 and 2§ miles;
Jack Purchase, 5 miles; George Turner,
275 yards: Iohn Young (El Supremo),
34 miles. Chris James managed 6,000 feet
in the Swallow but without barograph.
members
bave
already
Various
sampled the Huish ridge, and this should
0

prove most useful during the winter.
Before the A:a.M. Stan Perry and Sam
Colborne' resigned from the committee.
and this was a great loss for us. W'e are
indeed indebted to the tremendous
amdunt of work and effort they have
given to the dub.
D.E.S.

YORKSHIRE
uTTON BANK

s

has been happy to
welcome many visitors at the end of
the 1964 season. Members from Kent,
CQventry, Doncaster, London, Cambridge, Northumbria and Lasham have
been up to see us in recent weeks.
September gave us some good thermal
soaring but little of the expected west
wind. The Azores. High has lingered
long,er than normal. Aero-towing has
been very useful an-d is now an integral
part of ou.r activities. The Tiger soldiers
on. and Da,vid Hill has been cleared as
a Tug Pilot.
In recent weeks, several new sailplanes
have come up to roost. Peter Lockwood
now flies the Dart prototype. Peter
Street's Oly 463 is seen in a number of
different hands; Bill Waugh's Eagle is
darkening our skies. More recently a
brand-new shiny Blanik was delivered to
the site for .a syndicate formed by Eric
Read and Ralph Hindle. So far little
flying has been possible, but it winchlaunches quite well.
The Club heJd a dub week-end on
2-9tl\l30th August when a task was set tQ
CamphiU and back. Four people got
there; Barry Goldsborough got back
again in his Sky. Chris Riddell lande.d
there, claimed the pot, and landed beside his home three-quarters -of the way
back in time for supper,. while Chas
Eoyer went his Gold C distance to
Stradishall. Richie Pick got to CamphiII
but too late to gel away back. 500 miles
cross-country in all.
The foHowing day Barry Goldsborough went round the 8S-mile triapgle Sutton-Pateley Brid'ge-Pocklington
and back. Ralph Stothard landed at
Pocklington, while Mike Hoare took bis
3F around the turning points and landed
10 miles short.
Toon Ghose, who leaves us at the
end of this season, has been assistant
instructor for the past 18 months. We
wish bim luck in his new positiC'n.

~o

o

0

J.c. R.

bivouac'

SERVICE NEWS
ALDERSHOT (Odiham)
I NeE
tast report we have hit a
S
- bit of bad luck. Our T·2l caugbt fire
while in a hangar. The person who

the wrist watch

OUT

grabbed hold of a fire extinguisher and
operated it must have been very q;uick
off the mark for only the rear fuselage,
tailplane, fin and rudder suffered.
We still intend to operate as much as
possible through the winter on Saturdays
and Sundays despite, for onc reason or
another, not having flown for five successive week-ends.
R.i\.E.D.

BANNERDOWN (Colerne)
is the
T HIS
down was

first time since Bannerformed that two successive newsletters have praised Weather
Willie for his most welcome co-operation. Pundits and ab-initios alike have
been borne aloft in eVJCr-increasing ,circles
and strains of "Indian Summer" have
been heard overhead.
The period has produced its quota of
achievements in a near-record 887
lauTlches for DJ hours. On more than
one occasion our entire fleet has been
in motion; the time sheets record on
several days a number of soaring flights
between 18.00 and 20.00 hours and one
day produced 18 hours for 41 launches.
¥ollowing a near-Gold height last
period. Tug WilIson made nearly 10,000
ft. on 20th September, whiLe Briao Hunt,
away at Por~moak on met. research, exceeded that height in the course of a
3-h<;lur Sedbergh sortie and gained for
himself well merited wave experience.
Just prior to his posting Roy Gaunt
seemed determined to set up an endurance record. On 30th August he dedared
Waterbeach for Gold distance, but a few
miles north of Aylesbury decided that
It was not "on". With commendable
consideration for the retrieve crew, he
thereupon set a reciprocal and with two
final thermals. fr.om Swindon and Chippen ham arrived (Iow! ) over Colerne
exactly 7 hours .after he had left.
Other achievements have been A and
B for Mike Spencer. Cs for Brian Hunt,
Red Tew and John BelL and distance
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lhaJ tells

TIME, ALTITUDE &.
FORECASTS WEATHER
Created by Favre-Leuba of Geneva. this is the
ideal watch for sporlsmen; including sports and
glider pilots, skiers, mountaineers, camping
enthusiasts, hik.ers and pony tr~kkers. For
anyone in the ser"i~es it will be a prized
possession

£51.10.0

Ask us fo, full details

EMBO

~
.

6 PARK STREET.
BRISTOL 1

Telephon.., I<lsl"/ 2·3831

.

Grunau 2B 01 the Cheviots Club flies over the Northumberlalld coast.
leg for Mac Macintyre who completes
his Silver.
Other aerial activity has occurred on
week-day evenings and in expeditions to
Keevil. Battle of Britain Day, 19th September, saw an exceptionally fine ground
and flying display, the latter including
aerobatics by Tug Willson with passenger Pat Sassi in the Sedbergh. and by
Doug Bridson in the Moonrakers' 419.
P.H.

CHEVIOTS (Acklington)
laun~h

INCE our first
on 30th March.
S
1963, the Club has gr"own steadily
and we now operate SF-26, Olympia,
Grunau 2B, T-21. T-3l. and Cadet I
aircraft
This summer we explored the ridge
above Chillingham Castle, near Wooller
(described in Terence Horsley's book
"Soaring Flight''), and our C.F.L Norman Wilkir:son, was airborne for 7t
hours in the Olympia after being towed
to the ridge by F 10 Bob Lightfoot flying
a Chipmunk. Several other club members
tried bungy launches successfully in the
Grunau. and the C.F.!. landed among
the Chillingham wild cattle in the T-31.
Unfortunately. we have just lost two
instructors, F I Lt. Brian Shadbolt who
has left the R.A.F. to flv 707's for
QUANTAS, and F /0 Bob Ligbtfoot who is.
posted shortly to Coltishall to fly Lightniogs.
We are contir:uing training through

the winter on the airfield, and later we
hope to explore, from the ChiUingham
ridge, some wave formations over the
Cheviot Range. If the winter is severe,
we have a very nice clubhouse and Gar.
R.S.

CHILTERNS (Benson)
have made very good use of the
W Erecent
good weather by getting

10 Silver C legs. I C certificate and 2
A and 8·s. lock Manson and Mac Macmillan were among the four who completed their Silver C. and Bill MaJtby
did.his eross-country to Henlow, gaining
his height on the way. Eddie Pratt got
his height in the Grunau.
One of the solos was our C.F.I's wife.
June Pickles. and we wish her and Wilf
good gliding at Geilenkirchen when they
go at the end of October, and we should
like to thank them beth for the tremendous amount of work they have put into
the Club.
There have been quite a number of
changes in the club lately. Iim Blundell
takes over from WiU as C.F.L when he
goes; Jock Manson is Treasurer in place
of Jack Harrison who is going to Thorney Island; Bill Maltby is now Secretary.
Jim Weaver Aircraft Member and Barry
Nowells M.T. Member.
Jack Harrison did very well in the
AuguS1 Comps. at Bicester. He had our
Olympia 20 and came seccnd in League
2.
A.T.B.W.
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EAST MIDLANDS (Swinderby)
HE month of August produced the
T
Club's best results to date, flying
taking place on 24 days in the month.
Cbas MorQan completed his Gold C
and gained Diamond Goal with a flight
te Martle5ham Heath via Bicester in the
Sl:ylark. Don Austin, attempting a Gold
C out-and-return, came to earth four
miles short of his goal! Jim Wild completed his Silver C with a duration flight
in the SF-26. Barry Pickers, our youngest
member at 17, flew all three legs of the
Silver C in a ten-day period.
Silver distances went to Howard Cox
and Barry Dobson, Silver heights to
Howard Cox. Barry Dobson. Terry
Carpenter and "Pat" FeneloD. C certificates to Tow Lawsoo. Clarry Parker.
Alan Ball and Roger AIIton. five A and
B certificates were also gaim:d in this
period.
At the Bicester contest. the Club was
represented by Con Greaves. who did
very well in League I. flying the club's
Skylark. nearly completing his Gold
C. but for a maddening few miles. Paddy
Hogg competed in League 2, flying an
Olympia 2. Don Spottiswood attempted
a Gold C out-and-return from Bicester
in the Dart, landing after 140 miles.
Now that the short winter days loom
closer, We are conso)'ing ourselves with
th~ thought of a wave expedition, planned for January. and flying a large
number of circuits.
J.G.W.

EAST ANGLIAN (Waterbeach)
is with sincere regret that we creep
I Tback
into print after a Ion,! absence
from S. & G. to report that Pete Dawson, our C.F.I.. has at last left us 10
take up the reins of the Phoenix Club
at BrUggen. He came to us at Duxford
some 4-1; years ago when we were tbe
bottom club in the R.A.F.G.S.A.. and
has left us fairly wen established in the
top three. Need we say more? The Club
gave him a farewell dinner at the Bridge
Hotel, Clayhithe. which was a great success. Jack AIcock now takes over as
C.F.t and we wish h'im luck with his
apPointment.
Before P,ete left we held our Annual
"Soaring Fortnight" when ev~ryone takes
leave to fly. and were lucky enough to be
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allowed to go back to Duxford. All the
resident thermals were where we had
left them and on the last four days
clocked up: I A & B, 3 Cs, 3 Silver
cross-country, 3 Silver heights, 2 fivehours, and 2 Gold heights. More, in fact.
than we have managed in the two soaring seasons we have been at Waterbeach.
Congratulations go 10 Johnny Cope
for an A, Band C. Chris Boyle and
Pete Fincham on their C, Dick Crabbe
on height and 5 hrs.. Dave Paton for
height and distance, Pete Petersoo--distance, Al Cummins on height and distance to complete his Silver for tbe
second time (this time he claimed it).
Pete Dawson and Jim Morris on their
Gold heights.
In all we flew 750 launches and totalled over 144 hours-and all from autotows. There is no doubt that some flat
sites are better than those nearby.
J. E. M.

FENLAND (FeltweU)
E moved in July from Swanton
W
Morley to Feltwell and since then
have greatly increased our membership
and had a most successful season. Feltwell is a grass airfield some 20 miles
N.E. of Cambridge. and although it is
just on the edl,(e of the fens it is a good
thermal site. The Club, in fact, formed
at Feltwell in 1951.
Silver Cs have been completed by
Colin Elliotl (our hard-working Technical Member). Jirn Lawn and Terry Slack..
Heights and Distances have been gained
by Jock Eade and Ralph Lloyd. Seven
C certificates have been gained since
July and 12 A and B's. August was a
record month with over 800 launches
and better flying statistics than for the
previous six months at Swanton.
Stew Mead (C.F.I.) has been very
busy on the construction of our bar on
the first floor of the Control Tower.
overlooking the airfield. We hope to
have a Grand Opening later in the year.
I. W.S.

PO TSMOUTH NAVAL'
R

AFTER having been without a resident ground engineer for some
months, we are glad to welcome Eddie
Warburton to the Club. At present he
does net fly, but we hope that he will
take up gliding while he is with us.

Peter Coldney sends this photograplr from Andover, slrowing (t. to r.) Duve Perry,
Dick Bradley, ~o11l1 Plrillips and Mike TLlrner.

There has been quite a lot of flying
activity among members lately. Peter
Davies got his Gold C height flymg from
Lee. while Alan and Brian Williams
both attained Silver C distances with
flights to Shoreham. On his flight Brian
achieved Silver C height, but Alan had
got his previously at Lasham.
Keith Morton. John CoUins, Jim Gill
and Mike Berridge had a week at Bicester. The two former completed their
Silver C's with distance flights and the
tlMO latter achieved their Silver C heights.
The following have gone solo: Mara·
Iyn Stead, Celia Moore, Peter Stanton,
Ricky Lovett, Bill Noon, Don Grant.
Peter Lightburn, Anoy Lavies, Basil
Devenish-Meares and Wally Criddle.
Peter Stanton and Andy Lavies lost very
little time in getting their C durations.
If a cautionary tale be needed, there
was once a c.P.O. who went for a walk
across the airfield at Lee to see -what was
going on at the gliding club. Not only
has he taken up gliding but recently he
mar-ried one of our members. Congratu·
lations to Colin and Celia Moore.
L. D. V.

SOUTHERN COMMAND
(Netheravon)

end of the soaring season we
- T canthe look
A
back with a considerable
sense of achievement.

Club members have taken part in the
Nationals and thr·ee Regional Competitions. Eleven pilots have between them
covered 3,056 miles in 51 cross-country'
flights. Twelve Silver C legs and five C
certificates have been .completed.
Willy Robotham, Paul Tucker, Spike
Hughes, Terry Colvert and David Powell
have all been solo. John Schooling has
completed the whole of his Silver C
this year. WiUy Robotham and David
Dyke somehow managed t6 keep "Tea
Tray" up to complete their C.
~olJr courses of a week each have
been run. two of them for Junior
Leaders' Regiments. and one for the
R0yal Military Academy, Sandhurst. We
hope that we will be seeing some of the
Junior Leaders back as adult members
in due cou.rse.
Peter Hanson ran a most successful
course for the R.A.S.e. Junior Leader-s
ouring the second to last week in Sep'
tember. In five days they did 525
launches. Coote. Williams and Ashton all
went solo, and Williams and Terry Colvert both kept the Grunau up to get their
C certificate.
John Evans used the Oly 419 to convey him 10 the' London Club. Havicg
completed some CLub business, he man-aged to get back as far as Benson before
nightfall. Perhaps it would have been
quicker by ear. but certainly not so
pleasant.
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Our new Clubroom has been completed in a very professional manner. We
arc very grateful to Chris Evans for
looking after it.
A.N.O.N.

CRUSADERS (Cyprus)
UCH has happened in Cyprus since
M
our last appearance in these pages,
although not so much, alas, on the flying side. Activities have been curtailed
to some extent by the political situation,
but wc have flown on most week-ends.
Our T-2l has been hangared for some
time, due to defects found on the last
inspection. and plywood is awaited for
completion of repairs.
We also are awaiting delivery of a
new "swept up" T-2l from Slingsby·s.
The Swallow has been frequently seen,
however (against all migration laws).
even soaring on the first of the winter
thermals, when AI Machin did I hr.
30 min.. dr~fting over the sea and making
noises like a seagull.
Our residence has changed from our
old canvas hangar to a new hand-built
onc of steel, wood and canvas. It is
shaped something like an overgrown
Nissen hut with a rather novel door like
a roller blind. There has been great
speculation as to whether our T·21 on
rc-assembly will pass through this orifice.
but we have been assured by the designers, Har.ry 01\er and Don Holliday,
that. according to their piece of string
and prayers, it will.
Our Treasurer, Steve Saunders, has
got married. Jock Hay has retired. and

John Beckc;tt, our C.F.!.. is buying a
new car, so at least tbey have been well
attended. Our air member. Reg Perry,
has been joined by his family and was
last seen disapearing into the bundu
shouting "My retric;ve team", whilst our
ground equipment chap, Tony Gee. is
sitting watching waves form over the
Troodos mountains, mutteFing words like
"aerotows", and "if one took off from
the S.B.A. and landed at Malta ..."
To conclUde, we lose Don Holliday
as Officer ile in January. and we hear
that Pete Saundby arrives about that
time.
J.D. B.

EAGLE (Detmold, Germany)
prin~,

y the time this is i':l
our first 12
B
months of operauon Will have been
successfully completed. Our Treasurer,
"Moneybags" Barlass, has maintained
his stony grip on the financial side, with
the result that we now have a reasonable
fleet. The Ka-6 so long awaited should
be with us shortly.
Our first course venture was run by
Peter WiIliams and James Adair for their
Regiment, ably assisted by the' more
active members of the Club. Doe week
was spent at QerUnghausen where ell:ccllent soaring was enjoyed. Ken Ward is
now known as "Noddy" for the number
of circles flown in a search of five hours
-keep it "up", Ken!
The instructor situation has been
further aggravated by the loss of Bryan
Middleton to FARELF. We were delighted
that he achieved his Silver C height and

The tail end of Bryan Midd/eton'j' cross-country from Detmold to Fare/f.
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distance Ic:gs on his last flight with the
Club-in a Grunau. Thanks for your
hard. work in the club, Bryan!
We ar·e now approaching the season
when the great LO:o.1BARI) bird will cry
"Fog above and behind?" Ah well,
ther~ is always the bar and the company of good friends in the Detmold
Gliding Club.
STOP PREss.-overheard on the field
-German Piper driver Fritz Schuttelkorb to newly-joined British member:
"Your German is fair but your English
is terrible!"
T.M.

LAARBRUCH (Goch, Germany)
INCE our last report the Ka-6 ha!>
S
been to Grenchen, but the weather
was unkind for soaring and aU that was
gained was the experience of flying at a
strange site and a -tan at the lo<;al sw.imming 1'00,1.
On its return. however. two good
flights were made in the Ka-6. a fast
315-km. Gold Distance and Diamond
Goal to Brunswick by Ken Newholm
in .3 hr. 55 min., and a 286-km. flog up
the Rhine valley to Worms by Harry
Orme, who is still muttering about the
4,000 ft. he burnt off to land in .the
middle of an air pageant. Anyway, the
locals. ga.ve him a bottle of champagne
and a pewter pot as consolation prizes.
The good weather also enabled John
Thompson to make a lOO-km. flight to
Liinen and Pete Robinson 65 km. the
following day, both qualifying for Silver
C Distance. and Kingers Guest said
goodbye with a five-hour duration flight
in the Spatz to complete his Silver C.
Meanwhile, Curly Kings~on (now a
proud father) flew 25 km, to America. a
small village in Holland. and wa'nts to
know if a flight from Germany to
America in a glider qualifies for a
record. Solos during the period were
Mike Ferriday. Geoff Munslow and
Pete Rowling: Nowell Baker, Mike
Chapman and Pete a'lso gaining 'their
Cs.
We welcome from the V.K. Chris
Lister and Don Middleton, and. apart
ftom KinjZers, say goodbye to 'Pete
Robinson:, Harry Shaw and Taff Thomas
who are posted to Waddington, BallykeIly, Farnborough and Upavon respectively.
The next thing we are looking forward

to is the expedition to Issoire in January.
hoping once 'mere to find a Diamondstudded wave.
K. V. N.

RED HAND (Ballykelly)
our 3rd annual wave
19th December, 1964,
1965. If successful, it
will run on into February and perhaps
until Easter. So far ,our plans Ilave
resulted in getting a Skylark 2. an
Olympia and an Eon Baby, but still no
tug aircraft or any 18-metre sailplar.e. If
anyone knows of a source ef tug aircraft.
please tell the C.F.!.
We have bad some changes in our
committee', the mai.nones being: Chairman, Sqn.-Ldr. H. J. Houtheusen.
D.F.C., R.A.F..: Vice-Chairman: Lt.-Col.
N. Christy. T.D.. W,R.A.C.; Secretary
and c.F.I.: Flt.-Lt. T. J. Bradbury;
Treasurer: Sgt. Alan Farmer; Technical: Tom Heaslip.
We say goodbye too all our members
from 202 Squad~on who have: now gone
across the water. and to W /0 Dave
Laming. our indispensable M.T. Member. This vital office is now vacant. and
we hope ene of the many Junior Technicians who have just joined us from
R.A.F. Hallon will step into this post.
T.J. B.
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HE dates of
T
project ate:
to 3rd January,

OVERSEAS NEWS
We would be pleased to receive news
for this section from any .country Where
soaring is done. - A. E. Slater, Overseas News Editor.

AUSTRALIA
NEW 15-metre sailplane, the ES-60
A
"Boomerar.g", deSigned by Harry
Schneider and produced by Edmund
Schneider Ltd.• of South Australia, has
a two-piece wing and a fuselage based
on that of the 13-metre Arrow (Which
flew in the last World Championships).
Two Boomerangs wiII be flying in the
next Australian National Competitions,
and it is hoped to have at least or:e flying in the 1965 World Championships in
England.-G. F .. A.
Applicants for selection as pilots in
the World Championship team are:
Maurie BraQney from Queensland: Mer-

vvn Waghorn, Jan Coolhaas. Rupert
B'rown and John Blackwefl from N.S.W.;
Jack Iggulden, Derek Reid, Tom Thomp.,on, Alan Patching and Wally Burgess
from Victoria: Bob Rowe, Stuart Cox..
Dick Deane. Malcolm Jinks, Bob Martin, Ross Isaacson, Vin Schloithe, and
Keith Mattner from South Australla. It
is planned for all seeded pilots to fly in
the same, or similar, type sailplanes
during the Nationals, after wbich ~he
final team will be selected. The selection
committee is &tudying a proposal that
the team should be selected by votes
from the leading 10 pilots in the
Nationals.
The National Competitions will be
organised by the Victorian Soaring Association at Benalla from 27th or 28th
December to 9th or 10th January. It is
proposed that there ~ilI be two League~,
with open and handicap events. Qualtfications for League I win be 50 hours.
3 cross-co~ll1try flights including one of
Silver C distaflce, and 5 aero-tows.
Qualifications for League 2 are similar
except that 30 hours' flying is required.
Queensland Soaring Association has
held its first Instructors' and Engineers'
School at Kingaroy, directed by Max
Howland. Eight instructors and four
engineers attended. They came from
three clubs, but many took the course
with the intention of starting new clubs
in their respective areas, so potentially
six clubs were represented.
Reg Hancock of the Corangamite
Soaring Club, in an Australian-built
Ka-6, has made a five-hour flight for
Silver C entirely in wave tifL The Editor
of A ustraliall G tidillg believes this is the
first time a wave has been used for
Silver C duration-at least in Australia.
Of 46 AustTalian gliding clubs. 28 which
submitted claims for subsidy claimed
a total membership of 1,083, compared
with 1,233 last year. The rest failed to
lodge claims. or lodged them too late for
SUbmission. and. if their last known
membership is added, the total club
membership in Australia is over 1,400.
giVing a 14% increase over the previous
year. Total membership in 1953/4 was
421.

. At
!tons'
flying
gIven

South Australia Gljding AssociaAnnual General Meeting, to,tal
by its 10 clubs in tbe past year was
as 2,204 hrs. in single-seaters and
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1.607 hrs. in two·se<\ters. Total launches
were 17,792 and 13,243 miles were flown
across country. The president has presented a trophy engraved "to be collected"; any pilot flying to th~ "h?me"
gliding club takes the trophy With hlm.AUSTRALIAN GLIDING.

AUSTRIA
IEGFRIED KIER, whose 517-km.
S
triangle over the Alps was reported
in the last issue. earned thereby 20.000
points towards the decentralised national
contest, in which he is now leading with
44,164 points against Alf Schubert's
38.432.
Kier, Felix Murauer, Kurt Reicholf
and Ernst Socatroi have earned their
three-Diamond badges. bringing the
number of Austrian holders to 13.

BELGIUM
Georg~tt~

ME
Lilt, of Royal VerM
vlcrs AViation. has beaten the
National feminine distance record of
220 km. with a flight of 286 km. from
Verviers to Colombey-les-Deux-Eglises
(where General de Gaulle lives).-AvlASPORT.

Michel Nizet. of the same club. took
part in the Yugoslav championships and
finished 16th out of 23 contestants. While
there, he was lent a Kosava by the Aero
Club of Yugoslavia, and in this, accompanied by his fiancee, Mile MaTieClaire Van Pelt, he put up two Belgian
N atiol)al two-seater records: 23Q-km.
Goal-and-Return and 56 km.fh. round
a 200-km. triangle. Nizet is Belgium's
youngest Gold C pilot. aged 22.
In Jury. 22 pilots took seven sailplanes
by road from Temploux to Blois 00 the
Loire, in France, where they put up 335
hours' flying during a 15 days' holiday.
Antwerp Club members took a Blanilt,
Rhonlerche and Sohaj to Zell am see.
where 16 pilots did 98 hours' flying from
100 launches.
A competition at Ghent from 13th to
16th August was won by H. Drory in a
Zugvogel 3 with 3,000 pts. in three contest" days; followed by Dorpe (Fauverte).
2,094; Delmotte (Super-Javelot), 1,917;
Mees (Ka-6B), 1,875. Contests were:
out-aDd-return 8Z km. (not completed).
98-kro. tri<lngle, and 97-km. triangle.CONQUETl: OF. L' AIR.

CANADA
UEBEC Soaring Club reports: "On
19th July, a strong northerly wind
whipped up a wave over the Laurentians,
comple.te with lenticular clouds and a
beautiful roller cloud just over our field.
We were unfortunate in the fact that our
only runway lies east and west, and the
90 degrees crosswind considerably curtailed our possibilities. Only instructor
Keith Park allowed him~lf to take off
in these precarious conditions and soared
I hr. 37 min. in the wave over Levis and
Quebec until the wind shifted and the
wave disappeared."-SoARING.
A report of the National Championships was published in our last issue. A
more extensive day-by-day report can be
found in Soaring for October. From this it
appears that two days were given over to
a search for Francis Popp, who had not
been heard of after a flight. After an
intensive search with the bell' of the
R.C.A.F., wreckage was spotted simultaneously from the air and by a boy
hunting for groundhogs. From its condition, it was surmised tha.t the pilot had
spun in at a steep angle and been killed
instantly. The type of sailplane is not
stated.

Q

DENMARK
Nordic Contest (briefly reported
T HEin the
October issue, p. 414) was the

first in which all five countries co-operating in the Association of Nordic Aeroclubs took part. Only three pilots could
take part from each country. As Norway
and Iceland sent only one each. there
were 11 in all. At the same time a
Danish team contest was flown with
the other 11 gliders, flown by two or
three pilots each.
Although the contest overlapped the
British championships, weather in Denmark was so good that no less than nine
competition days were flown, the highest
number ever in Denmark in a two-week
period.
On May 18th the task was a J68-km.
out-and-return, which no one completed
in the weak conditions. Niels Sejstrup
won witb 128 km. M<lY 21st was a race
to Sonderborg, 92 km. still in weak conditions; only seven of 22 arrived, Wiitanen fastest (52.5 km./h.), while Sejstrup
landed 150 metres from the line!

May 22nd saw a fiIle lOO·km. triangle,
completed by 19, three twice, Rodling
won with 71.9 km./h.-a new Danish
local reCord.
May 23rd had a difficult 230-km. triangle, completed by seven. !rve Silesmo
of Sweden won with 47.5 km./h.
May 24th had an impossible task of
a 320 km. out-and-return to Alborg, but
lots of cirrus and a head wind component mc:ant it became distance along a
line, won by Rodling with 89 km. He
now took the lead from Wiitanen.
On May 25th Sejstrup damaged his
Ka-6 on the toad, but was allowed to
continue in a Morelli M-lOOs. It was a
free distance day with a fresh easterly
wind and a high cloud base. Most went
to the north and landed at the coast.
Didriksen in the East German Libelie
won with 162 km.
On May 27th another 300 km. outand-return to the north was tried again,
and most landed near the turning point,
which was placed too near the coast.
Cloud base went up to 2,500 metres,
which is very seldom in Denmark. P-A.
Persson, Sweden, had now accustomed
himself to the Vasama and won with
176 km. But Rodling was still in the
lead.
On May 28th, the task-setters decided
not to make a turning point too near the
coast. After reaching it 84 km. to the
north, the task was free distance. All
went southwards again, and many flew
into Germany, Silesmo farthest with 405
km. near Bremerhaven. This was the big·
gest day hitherto at a Danish contest:
the average of all 22 gliders was 297
kilometres.
Although the pilots were tired. and
some of them did not return until next
morning, it was decided also to use the
last possible day. So on May 29 another
lOO-km. triangle was flown in very fine
conditions; 19 came through. Braes, who
had had several bad days, won with a
new Danish national and local record
of 84.4 km./h.
The Danish Team Contest was a success too, many new pilots taking part for
the first time (at least one on each team
should not have flown contest before). It
was won by Ib Jensen aod VilIy KirkLarsen of Birkerod on a Ka-6 with
7,254. Neither had flown in a contest
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(on the second day Group Il fai!ed to
complete the course. there be 109 a
headwind of 30 km./h. on the outward
le;l, so they were marked for distance):

before. The contest was flown at Vandel
where most Danish contests have taken
place since 1951.
PER WE1SHAUPT.

Task

Group I
Group II
(faminar)
(non-lam.)
lOO-km. Triang. 86.5 km/h 61.2 km/h
316-km. G & R
64.4 km/h
162 km
57.6 km/h 31.1 kIn/h
134-km. G & R
134-km. G & R
71.8 km/h 54.3 km/h
Leading total scores ill Group I:
Blauert, 3,406; Daumann. 3,135; Konig.
2.892; lltzsche, 2,331; Nolte, 2,23J.AEROSPORT.

EAST GERMANY
ERND NOLTE. of Eisenhtittenstadt,
B
.
became National Champion at the
end of the Third National Championships, with 6.610.4 points. Manfred
IItzsche (Dresden) was second with
6.497.2, Klaus KQnig (also of Dresden)
third with 6.048.7, and Adolf Daumann,
who had been Champion since the previous Championships four years ago,
took fourth place with 5.994.6 points.
Their respective ages (and total flying
hours) were: 25 (650). 30 (270). 26 (280)
and 41 (J .200). Daumann was in the
lead for three consecutive days early in
the contest.
Of 19 pilots competing, 16 flew the
libelle-Laminar type and three the
Favorit, a similar standard type. The
meeting, held. at Sehonhagen, lasted from
l3th to 28th July and there were nine
contest days: 146-km. goal-and-return,
156-km. ditto, 312-km. triangle, 342-km.
goal-and-return, 112-km. triangle, 202km. triangle, 202-km. goal-and-return,
312-km. triangle, 534-km. triangle, 202km. goal-and-return.
The 534-km. triangle was .completed
by three pilots. but the barograph of
one of them, Blauert, failed and he was
aUowed no points. The speeds of the
other two were: Nolte, 62.5 km./h.;
Konig. 61.8 km./h. Silt other pilots exceeded 500 km. without completing the
course. By far the greatest speeds were
on the first contest day: Elke. 90.3
km./h. (48.7 knots): Konig, 87.6; Daumann, 81.0. Winning speeds on other
days varied from 50.4 to 69.8 km./h.
At a regional contest held at Neusta(ttGlcwe in May, tbe 36 competitors were
diVided into two groups according to
Wbelher the machines they flew were
Iammar-flow or non-Iaminar. In Group
I were 10 Libelle-Laminar, 2 Foka and
3 F.avorit: in Group n. 5 Jaskolka. I
Boclan, 6 Libelle and 9 Libelle-Standard.
T asks were set on five days but one
proved a no-contest day'.
The best performance in each group,
~hether speed or distance, on each of
I c fOur contest days is shown below

FINLAND
of the National ChampionW INNER
ships was J. Horma, flying a
Ka-6cR.-AERO

FRANCE

REVUE.

ALTITUDE flights at St. Auban during the summer included 5 Diamend and 2 Gold during the June
course; 5 Diamond and 4 Gold in July;
and 8 Diamond and 5 Gold in August,
all OD two days, the 1st and 10th. Best
altitudes were:
Dominique Gouzy,
8,190 m. abs. (26,870 ft.) with 7,390 m.
gain (24,245 ft.) on 1st AuglJst; Jacqueline Heymes, 7,826 m. abs. with 6,930 m.
gain on 10th August; Erich Lass (from
Germany), 1,380 m. abs. with 6,520 m.
gain on 10th August. All flew the
Breguet 901 type.-AVIASPORT.
L'Association Aeronautique "VerdonAlpilles" has been formed to revive gliding in the Marseilles region by setting
up a centre in the mountains to avoid
the sea breel..e and provide wave and
thermal soaring. The thermal ceiling is
often 10,000 ft. and wave lift has been
used to 23,000 ft. with lift at 7 m/sec.
(14 knots).-AIR ET COSMOS.
A collision between two tugs, an
MS-317 and MS-502, caused three fatalities at La Ferte Alais on 9th September.
One of the victims, George Payre, was
head of the laboratory of the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers which produced the AM-56 two-seater. Air et
Cosmos writes: "Avec lui disparait un
des trop rares chercheurs fran~ais
soucieux de faiee progresser la technique du planeur."
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HOLLAND
our Nationals five pilots were
A FTER
selected fer further training for the

World Gliding Championships. Out of
them three were chosen to represent cur
country: Ed van Bree (Ka·6). E. r.
Reparon (Ka-6) and G. J. Ordelman
(Sagitta). Reserve J. van Melzen. Two
of them will fry in the Standard Class
and one in the Open Class. Though the
weather was not so bad this year no
pilot succeeded in flying more than 500
km. The IHe1test distance was made by
Jaap van Steinfoorn on June 25th: 411
km.
A new speed record over a triangular
course of 200 km. was set several times
in succession. The best speed was made
by Frar:s Brackel who flew an Orao
in Yugoslavia: 56.5 km. {h. Two 300km. triangles were completed by Rijk
and Arie Breunissen respectively. The
latter made the best speed (54.8 km./.h.)
and set a new Dutch record. Leo van
Lamsweerde completed his Gold C with
the distance flight (No. 43). Several
pilots flew more than 300 km. too.
among them Or. J. C. H. Bernsen. who
flew to Sc~laden. a few kilometres before
the Iron Curtain. in a Grunau Baby:
317 km.
.
On 20th September H.R.H. Prince

Prince Bernhard is taken for a ride.

Bernbard paid a visit to Terlet and made
a flight in' a Ka-7 with C.F.I. Jan
Minoli. It was his second flight in a
sailplane.
W. ADRlMNSEN.

HUNGARY
N international contest for pilots
A
from Eastern European countries
was held at Dunakeszi. an airfield northeast of BudapesL Visiting pilots were:
Manfred Blauert from East Germany
with Favorit s;lilplane; Pelagia Majewska and Rajmund Jakol from Poland.
eaeh with a Foka; Mircea Finescu,
Rumanian champion. with Foka: Ada
Kasparovsky from Czechoslovakia with
Orlik; Ciril Kriznar and Oimitrije Maras
from Yugoslavia, each with a Meteor.
Of seven Hungarian competitors, two
flew the Siraly 2 type and five the Foka.
Met. conditions were poor throughout: thermals only lasted 5 or 6 hours
and their average strength was 2 m {sec.
Clouds could be used outside airways.
but when Qne pilot had gone in,. the
next had to wait a quarter of an hour
before fol1owing him.
Tasks and their winners were:
1.-195-km. Goal-and-Return: Kriznar
(Yugoslavia).
2.-3iO-km. Triangle, not completed:
Petroczi and Farkas (both Hungary) joint
winners.
3.-303-km. G & R. not completed:
Farkas (Hungary).
.. 4.-192-km. Goal: Blauert (E. Ger·
many). who was now leading overall.
5.-<ioal-and-Return. not completed:
Kasparovsky (Czechoslovakia). Blauert
and Petroczi jointly leading overall.
6.-360-km. dog-leg Goal flight:
Petroezi (Hungary), who now led overall.
7.-Twice
round
Goal-and-Return
course cf 126 km.=252 km., completed
by four pilots: Maras (Yugoslavia).
Petroczi still leading.
8.-336-km. Triangle: Finescu (Rumania). Blauert (E. Germany) had damaged his machine the previeus day so
could not fly.-AEROSPORT.
LEADING FINAL RESUlTS:Pilot alld Nation
Sailplane
Pts.
Petroczi (Hung.)
?
5.97'5
Finescu (Rum.)
Foka
5,964
Kasparovsky (Czecb.) Orlik
5.429
Blauert (E. Ger.)
Favorit
5.252
Majewska (PoI.)
Foka
4,985
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ITALY

IRELAND (Dublin)

INNER of the National ChamHE recent Clonmel safari proved an
pionships, held from 2nd to 12th
enjoyable diversion for all concerned.
but produced no five-hour flights. Most August at Rieti, was a German visitor,
Rolf
Spanig,
flying a Zugvogel (not Ka-6
et our Silver C aspirants now aim to
complete their big flight in wave, now as originally intended). Leading' Italian
pilot was Leonardo Brigliadori, who took
t;1at this season has started here.
Martin Mulhall. the CIonmel c.F.l., second place with an M-lOOs, the type
recently achieved 14,000 ft. in "our" flown by most of tbe Italians. Three
wave. flying his own Ka-g. He was pre- Skylarks took part; Antonio Ferrari
ceded by Graham Liddy and Mike Slaz- came seventh with a Skylark 3, Giorgio
enger in our Ka-7 at the same height. Orsi 19th with a Skylark 3F, and Adele
Incidentally, his Ka-g has delighted all Orsi 20th with a Skylark 4, among a
pilots who, through his generosity, have total of 35 competitors. Rudolf Seiler
sampled its handling and performance. from Switzerland was fifth with a Ka-6,
Other clubs who use a car-aod-pulley Mariano Gorzelak of Poland 30th with a
launching system, as we do, may be in- Foka, and the expected Yugoslav pilot
terested to hear that our Secretary, did not turn up. There were seven conGerry Connolly, recently received a test days;
August 2nd, 102-km. Triangle.-Poor
3.40o-ft. launch in a 20-knot wind. off a
6;000-fl. runway, while flying our Ka-7
meL conditions, with a high overcast
solo. Howzat for 9's? (Of course, aero- over the second leg; Ferrari (Skylark 3)
did best, followed by Vergani, Manzoni
tow remains the ultimate!)
The C. of A overhaul for the Berg- and Brigliadori; G. Orsi and Huber were
falke is now well under way, and we not recognised at the tumiIlg·point.
August 4th, flight to Monte PetraJIo
have decided to build our own trailer
for the Ka-7. The Tutor is getting a new then Free Distanee.-Spallig won (taking
C. of A. to be ready for next season's the overall lead), followed by Ferrari
first solos, and we have ordered a new and Bertoli (M-lOOs); Gorzelak came
Ka-7, and two Ka-6's.
18th and Seiler 20th. Cumulus and strong
Our preparations for the World wind.
August 5th, Goal-and-Return Assisi
Championships are well in hand. Transport, radio, teams and aircraft have
147 km.-Post-frontal air mass. Course
already been arranged. An Appeal Com- completed by 18; best speeds, Spanig
mittee has been formed to raise the 58.1 km./h., Pronzati (M-lOOs) 54.7
necessary finance, with Captain J. e. km./h., followed by Vergani, Perrari,
Kelly-Rogers, O.B.E.! F.R.Ae.S., as Brigliadori, ete. Seiler (Ka-6) averaged
President. and six dtstinguished Vice- 48.9 km./h.
Presidents_ Also, one very welcome item
August 6th, 204·km. Triangle.-Comof interest emerged from the welter of pleted by 27 pilots. Spanig won at 73
activity. The pilots selected to fiy have km./h., followed by Pronzati at 65
agreed to be responsible for organising km./h., who thereby took the Italian
our own National Competition after- 200-km. Triangle record from Vergani.
wards-a noble gesture! It also seems Adele Orsi set up an Italian feminine
the fairest way to give some Competition
record of 57.98 km./h. in her Skylark 4,
experience to those other members who and Seiler beat the Swiss national record
must be left behind.
with 62.2 km./h. Lead'ing overall were
We were recently privileged to see a Spa-nig, then Vergani, then Ferrari.
16-mm. film on gliding, produced at the
August 7th, Free Distance.-Best perLondon Gliding Club by Ken Murphy. formances: Brigliadori (M-lOOs) 392.5
of Telefis Eireann (one of our new km., Spanig 354, Seiler 325, Pronzati
members), and approved by Ann Welch. 303. Ferrari came 9th, and sank to 5th
ThIS excellent "short" entitled "Silent place overall.
Flight", should help the gliding moveAugust 10th. 141.6-km. Triangle.men.t in this c.ountry a lot, if Ken Conditions were difficult. especially on
reallse~ his 'Imbition to have it shown
the second leg (Foligno-Todi). Spanig
on TV here.
did best, followed by Vergani and Brigliadori.
e.G.

W

T
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August 11th, Free Distance.-Postfrontal air mass and N.W. wind. The
report does Dot state who WOD.-VOLO.
Leading final results (Spanig is from
Germany, Seiler from Switzerland):Pilot
Sailplane
Points
R. Spanig
Zugvogel
6,454
L. Brigliadori
M-lOOs
5.847
W. Vergani
M-lOOs
5.801
A. Pronzati
MdOOs
5,767
Ka-6
5,370
R. SeileT
M-lOOs
5.078
F. Lamera
A. Ferrari
Skylark 3B
4.967
U. Bertoli
M-lOOs
4,847
G. Perotti
Passero
4,515
At the OSTIV Research centre at
Varese, the Italian Air Force has established a permanent weather station, with
Plinio Rovesti in charge. A course on
weather forecasting for soaring flight is
to be held in Autumn, 1965; meteorological experts are invited to attend.AERO REVUE.

NEW ZEALAND (Otago)
"THE Otago Gliding Club is probably
the most southerly club in the world
(46" S.). Being in New Zealand it must

be further away from Kirbymoorside
than any other club in the world, and
we wonder whether in having a round
half dozen of Slingsby machines we have
not got more than any other club in
the Southern Hemisphere.
From left to right in the "hotograph
these are:I. Slingsby Prefect. This was the
second machine to be imported into New
Zealand and the first into the South
Island. The machine was originally
owned by Dick Georgeson and held
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many records when the air of New
Zealand was first being eJ>plored. It is
now fitted with oxygen and radio and
has flown above 20,000 ft.
2. A syndicate-owned Skylark 2B,
which it is hoped to replace with a Dart
in the near future.
3. A syndicate-owned Skylark 4. This
machine is the latest to be acquired by
club members and was assembled by
Sailplane Services-a Christchurch firm
specialising in the construction of
Slingsby Sailplanes from kit sets.
4. A syndicate-owned Eagle which was
imported fully made about six years ago.
Many New Zealanders have had their
introduction to soaring in this machine.
5. A Club-built and owned Swallow.
Eighteen months of work went into rendering this machine three-dimensional
from a kit set. Thousands of cups of
tea and coffee were drunk whilst her
constructors discussed tbe Quickest way
of building her.
6. A Club T-31. Most of our members
have learnt to fly in this machine.
Originally imported from the Yorkshire
Gliding Club in 1954, she had no spoilers
or canopy. However, instructing at
12,000 ft. with teeth chattering and no
very satisfactory way of getting down
soon compelled us to fit these important
adjuncts. This machine has now done
1,000 hours' flying and has often soared
over 10,000 ft.
All launching is by Tiger Moth and
TTl,ilny members have never had a winch
launch. The Club normally operates at
week-ends from Taieri aerodrome a few
miles from Dunedin-tbe Edinburgh of
the south. In the summer we hold ;l
camp .at Queensto.wn-a place of great
natural beauty. From the aerodrome we
can soar on the hills in any wind direc-

tion. But there is little to beat soaring
on the Remarkables-a long range of
mountains rising to over 7,000 fl facing
the prevailing westerlies. In front of this
range "hiJI"-soaring from 6,000 to
10,000 fl is usual From these heights
waves are often contacted.
P. K. RENSHAW.

POLAND
DELA DANKOWSKA has beaten
A
- the feminine world's record for
goal flight with 625 km. (388 miles) from

Mr. Van Gemert, who gives the above
particulars, states that it is not yet certain whether the machine will be finished
in time for next year's World Championships.-AvtAsl'()RT.
E. "Beet" Dommisse has been awarded
the Kimberley Cup for the fa"Stest 300km. triangle flown in S. Africa by a
S. African -during the year ended 14th
January.-AUSTRALlAN GLIDING.

SWITZERLAND
T a meeting held at Grenchen durA
ing the "watchmakers' holiday"
period, the national feminine goal-and·

Krosno Odrzanskie to Hmbieszow. Pre·
vious record 608 km.
The Polish na,tional distance record
has been raised by Henryk Lisiecki, a
3-Diamond pilot. to 740 km. (460 miles).
flying a Foka from Grodek to Nichel
near Treuenbrietzen. Previous record
about 725 km.
The new Zefir 3 is undergoing tests.
Compared with tbe Zefir 2. it has alterations to both the wing and tIle fuselage.
-AEROSPORT.

return record changed hands twice. Frau
Irene MUlier's long-standing record of
261 km. was beaten by Fran Margrit
Sallaz with 284 km. to Col de la Fauci1le
and back. Six days later, Irene beat this
with 310 km. to Roche Franche and
back in a Weihe built by her husband.
But Margrit equ.alled this performance
next day.
A gliding site has been established at
Winterthur.-AERO REVUE.

SOUTH AFRICA

UNITED STATES

T TNDER construction by Perform-

OR the first time, the United States
P
has been crossed from east to west
by a sailplane. It was DOt a sllccession of

U ance Sailplanes at J\ctivia Park,
Germiston, Transvaal, is the BI-3. a
development of the famous BJ-2 in
which E. Dommisse won the last
national championships. Compared with
the latter, the Bl-3, being of metal, has
an even thinner wing-12 % thickness as
against 18% for the wooden Bl-2. The
wing is in three parts. Its metal structure is covered with plastic foam and
glass resin to achieve perfect form.
FOWler flaps will be bigger than in the
:'2" (36.5% of chord in centre section).
rhe best gliding ratio is ex,pected to be
40 at 130 km./h. (70 kt.), 30 at 135
km./h. and 20 at 235 km./h. Permitted
max. speed, 280 km./h. (151 kt.). Takeoff speed, 55 km./h. (30 kt.) with flaps at
30'. It will have brakes and probably a
bra.king parachute.
Span, 16.1 m. (52 ft. 10 in.).
Aspect ratio, 20.
Ib Empty weight (estirn.), 432 kg. (952
.).

All-up

wing-loading,

(8.2 .1b./ sq.ft.).

40

kg./sq.m.

WlDg profile in central part (over

6. 51 m.), NACA 66,212; at tips, NACA
00 90-64 a-O.S.
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soaring flights, however, but an aeTOtow all the way. The occasion was the
delivery of a new Schweizer 2-32 from
the factory at Elmira. New York, to
Sky-Sailing Airport, a full-time commercial soaring operation in the San
Francisco area. Les Arnold. owner of
Sky-Sailing and one of his pilots, flew
back to Elmira in a 150-h.p. Cub, and
towed the new ship the 2,400 airline
miles to the west coast. It took five days
for the return trip, and Les is quoted as
saying that once was enough. Despite
the length of the flight, it set no distance
record for the U.S. In 1931, Frank
Hawks, famous speed flier, was towed
from San Diego, California, to New
York City in a Franklin Eaglet. The
sailplane now hangs in the Smithsonian
Museum in Washington, D.e. Your correspondent once flew over 200 miles on
acro-tow in a leaky two-place trainer
in the winter, and envies no one who sets
out on a long tow.. Of course. th.e
Schweizer 2-32 is a veritable Cadillac of
sailplanes, alld its flying tail and excellent trim control together with its spaci-

ous cockpit make it as comfortablt: a
sailplane as you will be likely to find.
In common with other national soaring organis:ltions, the Soaring Society of
America is faced every two years with
financing the expenses for the U.S.A.
international team. There is a sizeable
body of opinion among S.S.A. members
tbat while international competitions are
fine from a national prestige standpoint.
their contribution to the promotion of
soaring in the U.S.A. is nil. For this
reason, all financing of U.S. international
teams is handled completely separately
from normal S.S.A. funds. S.S.A. is
operating on a bare break-even financial
basis for its normal activities. which is
an additional reason for this practice.
Sizeable contributions used to be obtained frcm the aircraft industry. for
this purpose. but this source of support
has almost completely dried up in recent
years.
In most countries soaring activities
are carried out under the auspices of
private clubs or government organisations, with a scattering of individual
fliers. One of the interesting aspects of
the continuing growth of soarin1: in the
D.S.A. is the flourishing of commercial
activities relating to soaring. Perhaps
flourishing is nct quite the right word,
since this might imply a certain financial
healthfu1ness which is not often associated with soaring enterl'rises. Proliferation is a better word. Ten years a~o
there were two full-time commercial
soaring operations where one could get
a tow or lessons. Today there are 29
listed in the current S.S.A. directory.
Some of these are operating as an adjunct to power flying schools, but a
number of them are solely devoted to
soaring.
Another commercial aspect of soaring
is the construction of sailplanes. There
are four sailplane manufacturers in the
USA., but not one is supporting its
principals solely by this means. In the
east. sailplanes are only an estimated
10 per cent of the business of the
Schweizer Aircraft Company. although
the three Schweizer brothers undoubtedly
spend' more than half of their time on
the soarin,g side of the business. The
Sisu operation. which consisted of the
designer Len Nemi and a few helpers,
has now been taken -over by a larger
non-aviation organisation where the

manL!facture~ is continuing under Nemi's
direction. In the western U.S.. the Sailplane Corporation of America. producer
of the BG-I2, is a part of Gus Breigleb's operation of El Mirage airfield as
a soaring site. and a few miles away.
Irv Prue makes the Prue Standard in a
shed in the back of his hOll~e during the
daytime, but works the night shift at
Lockheed to keep the wolf from the
door.
Within the past few months, an optimistic venture has been started by
Diamond pilot John Ryan. It is a company devoted exclusively to handling
accessories for sailplanes. He has lined
up a formidable array of products, including radios. oxygen, instruments, etc.,
and since he carries in stock both domestic and foreign products, this will be a
great service to U.S. soaring pilots.

HARNER SELVtDGE.

US S R

.•.•.
THE
KAI-14, designed by M.
Simon0v. which is el(pected to

P.
be
the Standard Class Soviet entry in the
World Championships, is an all-metal
type like the KAJ-19 already described.
Snan. 15 m. (49 ft. 2~ in.).
Flying weight. 260 kg. (573 lb.).
Best gliding ratio, 39 at 84 km./h.
(45 kt.).
Min. sink, 0.6 rnls. (2 ft./sec.) at 78
km../h. (42 kt.).
Max. permitted speed. 250 km./h. (135
kt~.

Correction: In the description of the
KAI-19 (October issue. p. 383), the best
circling speed at 45' bank, 78 km./h.. is
42 knots. not 145.

WEST GERMANY

MUTUAL agreement with Switzerland on regulations for crossing
the intervening frontier by sailplane. in
either direction, has been reached between the authorities concerned in both
countries, after three years' exchange of
correspondence. The German Aero Club
has received the fuU regulations from
the Federal Minister of Transport, and
the folIowing is a summary:Sailplane flights for sporting or scientific purposes need neither start 1'01'
land at Customs airports. This conccssion does not apply to aero-towed flights
across the frontier. Forms, valid on the
day of issue only, will be available at
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the starting site and must be completed
in triplicate, on white, yellow and blue
paper, respectively. and signed by the
pilot and b~ the official in charge .at the
site {Fluglellel). The yellow one IS left
at the starting site and the blue one is
handed over on landing. No dutiable
goods may be carried, except instruments, etc., needed to eaIT}' out the
flight. The pilot must have on board his
"liding certificate, passport or evidence
~f identity, sailplane documents including C. of A., logbook, and maps covering the whole route showing controlled
and forbidden zones. On landing the
pilot must inform the nearest police
statim).
Similar arrangements may soon be
concluded with France and Denmark.AF.RQKURIER.

During the Alpine Soaring Week at
Unterwbssen,' 104 contest fljghts were
made, covering 21,700 km. Longest distance was 515 km. to Mittersill via
Payerbach. and 13 flights were made
Found a 300-km. triangle via Bockstein
and Aigen.-AusTROFLUG.
Statistics of gliding accidents in 1961
'Uld 1962 have been analysed. In 1961
there were 107 with 8 fatalities, 15 sailplanes written off and 88 badly damaged.
In 1962, 77 with 11 fatalities, 17 writeoft's. S2 badly damaged. Among the
cau.~es were, in the two years respectively: heavy landings, 5, 4; undershoots,
13, 9; overshoots, 2, 1; collisions with
aIrcraft in flight, 4. 2; ditto on ground, 2,
0; collisions with otber objects. 9,9;
stalls, 16, 14; damage to structure (Flugwerk) in flight, 4, 4; obligatory forced
landing, 27, 30. In another analysis the
blame is on: technical insufficiencies in
aircraft, 2, 4; pilot's fault, 95, 62; other
causes, I, 6. Stage of flight when it
happened: in flight, 10, 11; launch, 12,
13; landing or approach, 85, 53.-DER
F:lIEGER.

From 20th to 26th September the German international team carried out a
training course at Oerlinghausen under
the direction of Manfred Reinhardt, the
team manager.
At the Bomberg centre in Swabia
(founded in 1933 by Wolf Hirth as the
first gliding school to teach bigh-perfh~rmance soaring), many new buildi?gs
ave recently been put up: "a beauuful
fover. a bright lecture room, a pleasant
495

recreation room, a small breakfast room,
an office for the eF.1. with view of takeoff run, and, on the first floQr, 22 rOQms
with running water to accommodate 38
pupils, with showers, etc."-AEROIWRJER.

YUGOSLAVIA
of this year's national
W INNER
championships was K. Korpar.
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GUD,ING- SAlUNG

WATER SKl-ING
IC01IIbin.3

Q

~~
'11~

~

exciting. sports ill I
.
magniFicenl holiday in Ihe~'.
glorious sUrloundings of
Devon's TORBAY. LAtesl ~quip'
,..en' i111 provid.d includes ne. ~.
_
u:n:.n glider, Sli1ing dinghys, r
~
Speedboats & Slth .•.nd
~=:::;
~

_==-

B<,... d•• Sloop ole.• Q .. hhod
~:&<
'ree instruction, licensed 2 star . .

ho'.I, Minicoach U.,UPOJt. Expert.s .nd beginners welcome.
Fro.. 25 go' (FULLY INCLUSIVE)

Brochur. fro",:

AIR WESTWARD 'LTD

17, Victoria Str••t, P8ignton, Devon

I Bristol Gliding Club

The Derbyshire and Lancashire
GUDING auB

NYMPSFlELD, GLOUCESTER

w.

Camphill. Graat Hudlow, Nr. Tideswell,
Derbyshire'

offer. ...cltQen' IhMmill. hill ilnd wa."e fOIIJing a' •

sito on the wester" edge of the Cotswolds, Near S.roud

The CJub ha5Ih,•• dual control glider. and oll.,s .I:..,..n'ary. intermediat. and high performance facililies and
t'.lining. "iva'e Cw.. ers c.t.red for. The.comforlabl. Ctub
House, Dormitories and Canreen
under the car. of •
".sid..., Srewa,d a..d St.-'wa,deu.. AI C.mphi~ th.....r.

F1eel includes Skylllrk 11, Olympia, Swallow, Prefect and

Dual Training M.chi••l. Aerotowin• ...,.a.bte.
Com'.ortllbl. Club.hoU1., firtt·dilss CanJeen, Bunkhous.
and B.r.
Summer Gliding HoridllY' for ab-initio Non-Me",bers.

a,.

aU th.cue rhings which make the complete Gliding Club.

Write to: BRISTOL GLIDING ClUB

Wrile 10 Ih-. SeO.'MY for detail, of Membership and

NYMPSFIELD. N,. STONEHOUSE. GLOS.
Telephone ULEY J~2

Telephone Tid.... oU 207

Summ.r

COUfMS.

MIDLAND GUDING CLUB
The Long Mynd, Shropshire

QO YOUR GLlI>ING ON THE CORNISH RIVIERA

HIE CORNISH GLIDING CLUB

Ab initio training
Advanced instruction
Ridge soaring thermals. wave flying
Excellent residential clubhouse
Good food
Bar
US/DENT/AL SUAUiER COURSES
Writ. to: ''ENQUIRIES''.
I'Mmcroft, Cunnery Road.

Offo.. cou..e. bo'_n ~Ih MAY .nd l~lh SEPTEMBER
on ill m.gailicanf c.oest.1 CJiff SoariRIlI Sile
in ItM heert of this lamed holiday 'Ill"
I.G.A. C.tegorilad InslructOf'S

2i ",ile, of golden sands, the best surf Nlhing beeches
in ft.. country - and' an the usuill holiday .,"..,il~.

VisitorJ ,lwe'1I ...... '1 ~.lcOfll.
ld..1 for, ,... ilia•••d hi •• ds

Apply, W. D. TREADWEll.

CHURCH STRETTON. Shl'Ot'shire

20 THE VALLEY. PORTHCURNO. PENZANCE.
CORNWALl
Tel. SI. lilt yen 210

Tel. Linley 206

LASHAM
Winter training in cGmfort; the School fleet now consists entirely of the latest
enclosed cockpit
, gliders:-

BLANIK

THREE T49 CAPSTANS
TWO SWALLOWS
Lasham's domestic life is now winter-proof with

NEW CENTRALLY HEATED CLUBHOUSE
EXCELLENT CANTEEN OPEN ALL DAY
For details of membership of the Lasham Gliding Sodety Ltd.• which runs the
Training School, or of the Surrey Gliding Club which is open to all solo pilots
of Skylark standard, apply:

The Secretary, Lashom Gliding Centre,. Nr. Alton, Hants.
Herrlard 270

LASHAM GLIDING
496

CENTRE

POTENTIAL

PBllTATE OJJNEBS

Are you handicapped from forming a syndicate
or buying a sailplane through lack of capital?
Are you at present flying an oldish glider but would
like to fly the latest high performance machines?

IF SO YOUR PROBLEM MAY BE SOLVEDfor-we can offer approved persons a brand new DART,
SKYLARK 4 or SWALLOW on yearly contract hire
for a modest we.ekly outlay.

NO CAPITAL OUTLAY
-NO DEPRECIATION WO,RRIES
We can also offer the above and the
Capstan to suitable dubs, on hire.
W,ite

/0'

descriptive loa/lot.

GLlDERHIRE

2143 FARM STRIET,BIRMINGHAM 19.
Tel. NORther:n 5509

TRY
WINTER SOARING
AT THE
LONDON GLIDING CLUB

Scottish Gliding Union
PORTMOAK, SCOTLANDWELL BY KINROSS
Excellent

Hin, Therme( .nd '11....
in MU'''''' ...nou.dingl

&aJ.ocod Club FI...
R..id..., In••ructo.
PARTIES FOR
WINTER WAVE fLYtNG WelCOME
VlSit~

.nd vlaitinl UUllft nco .

Writ. to the Sac,""" for

While the thermals are absent, combine the
pleasures of building up your hours soaring
the Dunstable ridge ....ith the friendly
atmosphere of the London Gliding Club.
Beginners especially welcome for winter
training in time to get a good start to thermal
soaring in 1965.
EXCELLENT ClUIHOUSl, DORMIES, RESTAURANT
AND FUllY LICENSED BAR.
Wlite for det.iI, to Th. Meneg4H,

LONDON GLIDING CLUB, DUNSTABLE DOWNS,
BEDS.

rei: DUM'.bl. 63419

So.ring

Comfort.ble Clubroolns••xc.II8ft' bedroom
a«DftInIOd..tioJI. f.U cat.. i.g .nd la,

fu,'he,

d

iJs

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
Sutton bnk, Thirsk, N.orth Yorkshire

"'a'li., Th.,rul a.d Hill Soaring above
I~. H... bl,'on, Hill., Slopes botwno Sou'"
and NOflh W.st. F",lIy R.s~.nl"",. C."ltaAy
h-.ted. nod.,. CJubhou.. , off.in9 cOftg~iat
.'MOtphere. MocMrll fleet of Seilpr.MS and
dfllal'"'CoJ'ltroJ Tr~""'J. VIsitors al. .."
Welcome. Membership details rrom 'h.
<;00_1 SocNlIIY. Su...... HoIld.y fou....
a.ailabl. fo' Novic.s and Solo pilo's.
OM.U. fro.. ....
Soocr.IlY
T.ropho.... Sullon (lhi..kj 237
D.c1_ U,s your goal 'his y ••
Fi....

f.......

From the makers of Senior Service
a superb new filter cigarette at 3'10 for 20

